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Executive Summary 
D2.6 Best Practices for funding Robotics in Agri-Food activities was incorporated as a deliverable in 

the agROBOfood project at a later stage in the latest project amendment and now is a direct outcome 

of Task 2.3 Design of the access to financing support services, a task implemented in the 

context of WP2 Service support and business modelling. Task 2.3 has been following and mapping 

additional sources of support for innovation in agROBOfood-relevant Small and Medium-

sized Enterprises (SMEs) and funding opportunities, which may be provided by national or 

regional authorities and/or by private investors (upfront or as follow-up investments). 

D2.6 is dedicated to Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs), SMEs, Venture Capital (VC) Firms and 

other EU-and regional funding agencies and gives an overview of potential funding from public 

and private sources. Specific emphasis is placed on why agri-food and ag-tech are worthwhile 

sectors to invest in and the latest market insights, which show market trends within this field. 

Overall, agROBOfood-related sectors are expected to play a crucial role for the economies of the 

future, both in the EU and global level. The global agricultural robots market size is expected to 

grow from $4.9 billion in 2021 to $11.9 billion by 2026, at a CAGR of 19.3%.1The main reasons 

to invest in ag-tech include food security, population growth, farmable land scarcity and poverty 

reduction. 

In the first part of the Deliverable, the overall concept and methodological approach is presented and 

analysed. The methodology is strongly related with the aims and the objectives of the deliverable, 

and it is a drafted in such a way that it serves the overall concept of the work elaborated. Both 

Secondary (Desk research) methods, as well as Primary (Semi-structured Interviews) research 

methods were utilised in order to safeguard the deliverable’s methodological integrity.  

In the second part, the foundations for understanding the concept of investment mapping are set, 

through the identification and analysis of the basic concepts related to funding and agROBOfood. 

Terms such as “support for innovation” and what “funding” constitutes are tackled and explained. 

Furthermore, the current market state and future projections of the agricultural robotic 

investments are also investigated.  

The document continues by presenting different kinds of financing options available to Digital 

Innovation Hubs (DIHs). As DIHs serve multiple purposes and provide services that are mixes of 

public and private nature, they can also use different public and private funding sources. Public 

funding sources for DIHs include public local, regional or national funds, as well as European 

funds such as the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Social Fund 

(ESF) and Digital Europe Programme (DEP). On the other hand, private funding sources that 

DIHs could use are membership fees, usage fees, or sponsorship from private actors.  

The next part of the deliverable is focused on the financial support available to SMEs in Europe. 

Preliminary insights on funding opportunities are given through the description of the different 

financing stages of a company according to which an overview of different funding methods is 

presented - such as Bootstrapping, Public support/grants, Accelerators, Business Angels and 

Venture Capital, etc.  

The next step includes a detailed and exhaustive presentation of Public Funding opportunities. In 

this context, the deliverable presents the fundamentals of EU Funds and Grants from the following 

programmes: Horizon Europe, Single Market Programme, LIFE and Digital Europe Programme, that 

are relevant in the context of agROBOfood. EU Financial Instruments are also presented, together 

                                                
1 Agricultural Robots Market Size Global forecast to 2026 | MarketsandMarkets™  

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/agricultural-robot-market-173601759.html
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with ways for obtaining loans, guarantees and equity. Furthermore, Accelerator and Incubator 

Programmes and Horizon Prizes are also presented and analysed.  

Regional Funds are tackled and analysed together with voucher opportunities, thus covering most 

of the EU Public Funding Opportunities available. Here, the focus is on European Structural and 

Investment Funds (ESIF) and innovation and digitization vouchers within Interreg Europe 

projects. On top of that, National Funding opportunities are presented covering in detail the 

geographical area of agROBOfood partners, but also providing useful links and resources for the 

rest of Europe.  

In the next part of the deliverable, the focus is on Private Investment. More specifically, the bulk of 

the various private investment opportunities are described and analysed, incorporating short but 

comprehensive guides on how to acquire funding. Angel Investment, Venture Capital, Private Equity 

and Debt Finance are included.  

The next part includes an insightful chapter on Guidance to Private Investment which incorporates 

advice on approaching investors regarding preparation of a good pitch, content of a good pitch deck 

and the “Dos" and “Don’ts” when approaching investors. Finally, the differences between public 

and private funding are investigated and analysed. 

In addition to this, a separate chapter is dedicated to investors’ perspective explaining the reasons 

why to invest in ag-tech sector and some unique aspects they have in mind when investing 

in ag-tech start-ups. Insights and predictions from worldwide investors have been gathered and 

shared in order to help the document reader to understand new investment opportunities investors 

are looking for. 

Leading VCs’ perspective showed us that there’s a lot of value to be “harvested” in agricultural 

robotics market by robots, especially since seasonal field labor is becoming harder to find and 

increasingly expensive. One enormous challenge in this market, however, is that growing seasons 

mean that the robotic machinery has a lot of downtime, and the cost of equipment isn’t as 

easily amortized in other markets with higher utilization. The other big challenge is that fields 

are very, very tough on hardware and electronics due to environmental conditions like rain, dust and 

mud. 

Striving to improve our financial services we provide to SMEs, within agROBOfood and other EU-

funded projects, we gathered agROBOfood beneficiaries’ experiences on fundraising. Feedback 

from agROBOfood Open Calls' participants is valuable not only for SMEs operating in the agri-food 

sector, but also for DIHs providing financial support to them – such insights give DIHs an 

opportunity to build on experiences and improve their financial support services.  

Taking into consideration the momentum gained through the Open Calls, agROBOfood has furthered 

its efforts and organized a matchmaking event on the 10th and 11th of February 2021, to connect 

various initiatives with public and private investors. SMEs already developing a robotic solution had 

the opportunity to “Pitch their robot” and acquire funding to further their work. 

The event was a great success with more than 25 pitchers and 50 investors. On the first day, 

the pitches were based on the region and the second day on the application domain. Both days the 

investors had the opportunity to view the pitches, ask questions and decide on the winners of the 

competition together with the jury. 

The winners received several prizes with which they can take their solutions to the next level. The 

following prizes have been awarded: 
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 5k€ by Kubota Admission to Computer Vision Summer School by Wageningen University & 

Research 

 Senior Tech Panel of Wageningen University and Research to evaluate the robot solution 

 An invitation from the accelerator program of Wageningen University and Research 

With the Pitch your Robot events the agROBOfood offers added value to robotics SMEs, giving 

them exposure and connecting them with investors, while also positioning the project and the 

network in the EU agri-food robotics arena as the go-to place for information on the current state of 

the industry and networking opportunities. 

agROBOfood plans to continue with the organisation of another round of this event during 

2022, as a matchmaking opportunity, being that the feedback received from both the SMEs and 

the investors was overwhelmingly positive. 

Feedback from agROBOfood Open Calls' participants showed us that EU initiatives implemented 

through projects such as agROBOfood, are very helpful for start-ups and SMEs, especially the ones 

operating in agricultural robotics sector, because companies can get money according to their 

technology, innovation, and not according to investors decision.  

However, it is difficult for start-ups and SMEs to find EU Open Calls offering sufficient amount 

of funding for agri-food sector, and they consider that if the amount of money is not big enough, 

then it’s not worth the time and the effort put in the application process. 

We’ve also found out that public funding landscape for the ag-tech sector differs across 

different EU countries. For example, there are more public funding opportunities for the ag-tech 

sector in France, Netherlands and Germany, while the situation in Spain is more difficult for ag-tech 

start-ups. 

All things considered, the deliverable ends with final concluding remarks. 
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1 Introduction 
Most businesses in the world are Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), representing roughly 

90% of companies and 50% of employment worldwide. This is also true for the European Union, with 

the SME representation reaching 99% of all European businesses.2  

The importance of SMEs to the EU economy is evident. SMEs are at the heart of the European 

economy and are a key driver for economic growth, innovation, and employment. For this reason, 

there is a wide array of European Funding for small businesses opportunities that SMEs can utilize. 

By understanding the diverse funding sources available to them, European SMEs will be able to 

grow and create employment. This deliverable provides a comprehensive overview of the 

financing options available to agROBOfood beneficiaries, including practical tips on where 

and how to access funding. Beside public funding options (chapter 6) such as EU grants, financial 

instruments, accelerator and incubator programs, prizes, regional and national funding, it also 

introduces private sources (chapter 7) such as business angels vs, private equity, venture capital, 

and debt finance. The document at hand also analysis what funding methods best fit the needs of 

companies at different development stages focusing on the possible advantages and disadvantages 

of different funding sources (chapter 5). 

The main aim of this deliverable is to help SMEs involved in agROBOfood ecosystem to make 

educated choices about the type of funding they need and to help them improve their chances of 

achieving success with grant applications and other kinds of fundraisings. To achieve this, besides 

all previously mentioned material, ag-tech market state and predictions will be presented (chapter 

3) as well as investors’ insights (chapters 7.4 and 9) regarding the unique aspects they are looking 

for when deciding to invest in ag-tech start-ups and the future agri-food and ag-tech investment 

trends worldwide. 

On the other hand, Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) play an important role in funding Robotics 

in Agri-Food activities. DIHs enable firms to access market finance more easily through a ‘test 

before you invest’ approach. Firstly, the DIH would work with a client company to test digital 

innovations (for instance 3D printing) and identify how it could be applied successfully. If the 

company wishes to invest further, it could use the results to develop a realistic investment plan that 

it is able to take to the bank. Having results validated by independent experts would enable the bank 

to have greater confidence in the final outcome, and therefore make it more likely to grant a loan. 

The fact that the hub was on hand to provide quality technical assistance would also make the project 

less risky. 

However, DIHs can also be confused when it comes to financing options available to them. As DIHs 

serve multiple purposes and provide services that are mixes of public and private nature, a common 

way to organize the funding of DIHs could be to use hybrid business models that combine 

public and private financing sources. An overview of these funding sources is presented in the 

chapter 4. 

AgROBOfood Open Call winners have contributed to this deliverable by sharing their fundraising 

experiences in order to help other SMEs operating in the agri-food sector (chapter 10). However, 

their feedback is also valuable for DIHs which can build on these experiences and improve their 

financial support services. 

Finally, in order to help main target groups of readers to navigate through the document, rough 

structure of cross-references is given below.  

                                                
2 European Funding for Small Businesses | EUcalls.net  

https://eucalls.net/blog/european-funding-smes
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Target group of readers Dedicated chapters 

Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs)  Financing for DIHs , Investors’ Perspective , 

agROBOfood Open Call(s) Beneficiaries’ Perspective 

Agri-food and robotics start-ups and 

SMEs 

Financing for SMEs , Public Funding Opportunities , 

Private Funding Opportunities , Public vs. Private 

Funding , Investors’ Perspective , agROBOfood Open 

Call(s) Beneficiaries’ Perspective 

Investors (mostly Venture Capital (VC) 

firms and other EU-and regional funding 

agencies) 

Investment Landscape Mapping in the context of 

agROBOfood , VC Funding for agri-food and robotics 

start-ups , Investors’ Perspective , agROBOfood 

Open Call(s) Beneficiaries’ Perspective 

Table 1 Guidance through the document 
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2 Methodology 
In order to successfully implement the deliverable and taking under consideration the immense 

amount of data and information needed to be investigated, gathered, analysed and presented, 

a robust research methodology had to be planned and elaborated. Against this background, a 

combination of both secondary and primary research methods where utilised in order to achieve 

optimal research results. 

More specifically, the primary research method used, involved semi-structured interviews with 

agROBOfood beneficiaries, Open Call winners, in order to gather their fundraising experiences 

with agROBOfood and other funding sources. General guide interview approach ensured that the 

same general areas of information are collected from each interviewee, such as interviewees’ 

reasons to apply for agROBOfood funding, their experiences related to the application and 

implementation phase of project funding and any other funding they have obtained or tried to obtain. 

These insights are valuable for all SMEs operating in the agri-food sector, but also for DIHs providing 

financial support to them. agROBOfood beneficiaries’ feedback give us (and other DIHs) an 

opportunity to build on experiences and improve our financial support services. 

In terms of secondary research (or desk research), a huge number of available resources were 

utilised - data available on the internet, data from government and non-government agencies, public 

libraries, educational institutions, as well as commercial information sources such as newspapers, 

journals and magazines. All the information was examined in a critical manner, while the aim was 

to connect all the findings with funding-related issues relevant to the DIHs, SMEs, Venture 

Capital (VC) Firms and other EU and regional funding agencies. 

In the following chapters, we present the overall methodological approach of this deliverable in 

a detailed and comprehensive manner, while this Methodological Approach is also 

diagrammatically presented in the Figure below: 

 

 

  

Figure 1 Methodological Approach 
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2.1 Secondary Research – Methodology and Techniques 

 

This document relies mainly on secondary research (or Desk research), which involves collecting of 

relevant data but also reviewing of previous research findings to gain a broad understanding of the 

field. Overall, desk research is very effective and can be conducted in starting phase of market 

research as it is quite quick while most of the basic information could be easily fetched which can be 

used as benchmark in the research process.  

 

In the context of this Deliverable, we used the following Desk Research Methods and 

Resources: 

  

1. Internal Desk Research 

Internal desk research can be treated as the most reasonable starting point of research. Much 

information could be generated internally within any organisation. BioSense Institute, operating as 

DIH, has a vast experience in providing market insights, access to funding and other exploitation-

related services to European SMEs. Relevant outputs of other H2020 projects, in which BioSense 

participated were firstly reviewed by authors of this deliverable. Such a method has the advantage 

of being cheaper, quicker and more accurate compared to searching for the data from outside the 

organization. 

 

2. External Desk Research 

External Desk Research involves research done outside the organisational boundaries and 

collecting relevant information. Some of the external resources used are described below: 

 Previous research and research analysis 

 Government published data 

 Official statistics 

 Journal articles 

 Various Web information 

 Specific Databases relevant to funding opportunities. 

 

Secondary Research issues encountered:  

In order to safeguard the integrity of the secondary research results, we had to take under 

consideration the main potential problems that could be encountered in the context of the research 

and are summarised below: 

 Information may be outdated, therefore inaccurate. 

 The data may be biased, and it is hard to know if the information was collected is accurate.  

 The data was not relevant to the original context. 

In order to minimise the risk stemming from biased findings of the desk research, we followed a 

structured methodological approach which is presented at the following table: 
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Step Stage Description 

1. Identify Major Resources Identify the most popular secondary resources for finding 

relevant information based on the criteria set out by the 

research scope (e.g., Horizon Europe resources, 

Regional/National Funds Resources, Private Funds 

Resources etc.) 

2. Validate Major Resources Compare the initial findings (from major resources) with 

other secondary resources. In that way we can validate 

that the information coming from our major sources is 

accurate. 

3. Internal Cross Check Check the resources internally between the members of 

the agROBOfood consortium (review process) 

4. Organization and Clean-up of 

Data 

 Organize all data in logically ordered chapters 

 Standardize results 

 Clear duplicated data  

 Spelling and grammar check 

5. Involve agROBOfood 

beneficiaries 

Several agROBOfood beneficiaries, Open Call winners, 

contributed to the deliverable by sharing their fundraising 

experiences 

Table 2 Secondary Research validation 

 

2.2 Primary Research - Interviewing 

 

In order to obtain better insights related to the deliverable’s research scope and objectives, primary 

research methods were also utilised. More specifically, semi-structured interviews were preferred 

since they provide the research flexibility required based on the scope of the deliverable. 

Overall, semi-structured interviews are conducted with a fairly open framework which allows 

focused, conversational, two-way communication. The interviewer follows a guideline but is able 

to follow topical trajectories in the conversation that may stray from the guide when it seems 

appropriate. Most questions are designed and phrased ahead of time, while other new questions 

can be created during the interview, allowing both the interviewer and the person being 

interviewed the flexibility to go into details when needed. Conducting a good semi-structured 

interview requires a thoughtful planning which includes:  

 Identifying respondents: We identified potential respondents using the network of the 

agROBOfood project based on characteristics of the companies and their fundraising 

expertise. 
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 Deciding on the number of interviews: Four respondents were interviewed. Each of these 

respondents represents the SME coming from different country (Spain, France, Israel and 

UK) which allow us to cover broader geographical coverage. Also, the SMEs were chosen 

based on their fundraising experiences and the field they are operating in. Our aim was to 

cover all agROBOfood-relevant sectors and to gather valuable advices from SMEs that have 

been successful at obtaining funds. 

 Preparing the interviews: The preparation process included the development of interview 

questions which can be found in ANNEX 1 – Interview structure. Interviews were conducted 

online.  

 Presenting and analysing the findings: The presentation and analysis of the findings are 

presented in relevant chapters as insights from the interviews. 

Semi-structured interviews 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Questions can be prepared ahead of 

time. This allows the interviewer to be 

prepared and appear competent during the 

interview. 

Interviewing skills are required. 

Therefore, interviews were conducted by 

highly skilled members of BioSense Institute. 

Semi-structured interviews allow 

informants the freedom to express their 

views in their own terms. 

Need to meet the right people in order to 

draw useful conclusions. 

Having this in mind, the interviews were 

targeted to agROBOfood beneficiaries, 

Open Call winners, who have a proven track 

record in fundraising. 

Semi-structure interviews can provide 

reliable, comparable qualitative data. 

Preparation must be carefully planned so 

as not to make the questions prescriptive 

or leading. 

The interview questions used for the 

purposes of this deliverable, are clear and 

simple, written in a neutral, straightforward 

way in order not to lead the respondent to a 

specific answer. 

Semi-structured interview encourages 

two-way communication. Those being 

interviewed can ask questions of the 

interviewer. In this way, it can also function 

as an extension tool 

Time consuming and resource intensive. 

In our case, based on the initial planning, 

time and resources were adequate and 

available. 

Confirms what is already known but also 

provides the opportunity for learning. 

Often the information obtained from semi-

structured interviews will provide not just 

answers, but the reasons for the answers. 

 

When individuals are interviewed, they 

may more easily discuss sensitive 

issues. 

 

Table 3 Advantages and disadvantages of semi-structure interviews 
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2.3 Conducting interviews 

 

As an organization responsible for this deliverable and T2.3 leader, BioSense conducted all 

interviews. Interviewees were timely asked to contribute to the task and were provided by the 

relevant background information – the objective of the interviews, as well as the overall aim of the 

deliverable for which interview findings will be utilized. 

 

2.4 Next Steps 

 

Besides the contents, scope and approach of the current deliverable, there is a number of next 

steps that are expected to enhance the usability of the deliverable towards to the various 

stakeholders that is directed to, but most importantly towards the main stakeholders, which are SMEs 

involved in the agROBOfood ecosystem. 

Against this background, there is a number of complementary next steps will be implemented in 

order to safeguard the further utilization of the deliverable. 

Step 1 – Database of Funding Resources 

In the first half of 2022, an online database/tool will be developed by BIOS (supported by all 

agROBOfood partners) and implemented in the official agROBOfood website with a number of 

resources for finding Public and Private Funding Opportunities, as well as resources on how to obtain 

funding. This database will be continuously updated during the project timeframe. 

Step 2 – D2.4 Report on Access to Financial Support Services  

D2.4 will be delivered at the end of the project summarizing the projects’ results focusing on the 

impact of provided financing support services. It will include a description of the methodology 

followed, explaining all the outcomes of Task 2.3 Design of the access to financing support services 

and the corresponding actions and activities that took place. Therefore, D2.4 will present key 

activities of Task 2.3., as well as information related to the following actions that are yet to be 

implemented: 

 Investment Readiness Programmes (in the form of workshops / trainings) 
On July 1st, 2021, BIOS has implemented one training session to SMEs on available funding 
opportunities on EU, regional and national level. Another funding-related training session is 
planned to be delivered in the upcoming period (as a separate event or as a part of 
agROBOfood annual event). 

 List of future events of interest for agri-food and ag-tech SMEs (funding related) 

 A “translation” service for VCs (Booklet / Report which will include all the solutions 

stemming from the project - Innovation Experiments and Industrial Challenges). This 

“translation” service aims to explain the actual risks and opportunities that can be offered, 

since many VCs don’t have enough technical background to assess upcoming technologies 

and therefore avoid them.  

Pitch you Robot event was organized in the previous period as a first trail to onboard VCs 

and business-angels to Ag Robotics. During 2022 another round of this event will be 

organized providing agROBOfood beneficiaries another matchmaking opportunity. 
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3  Investment Landscape Mapping in the 
context of agROBOfood 

In the context of agROBOfood, the exercise of mapping the investment landscape is conducted 

primarily with the goal of supporting agROBOfood beneficiaries in securing funding and 

developing sustainable businesses. 

Innovation as a concept can be described as “a means of tackling the major societal challenges 

such as climate change, scarce natural resources and an aging society, while fostering jobs and 

growth” 3. As such, innovation is often linked to entrepreneurship, start-ups and SMEs developing 

solutions based on clearly identified market needs. Yet, for these initiatives to truly take off and 

have an impact, different obstacles need to be overcome. 

What is specific about innovation among start-up companies is that they do not operate according 

to the traditional rules of running a business. Instead, once they have an idea, they enter fast 

development cycles testing solutions with potential customers and making the necessary 

iterations in order to adapt the product or service to the needs of the market. If they succeed in 

achieving product-market fit, their chances of growing the business into a large venture increase and 

new challenges arise (see chapter 5.1 ). Still, the statistics of start-up success are grim and 90% of 

start-ups fail.4 Based on different research done on start-ups that did not succeed, a list of common 

reasons can be extrapolated, as shown below. 

 

Figure 2 Common reasons for Start-up Failure 

Source: Startup Failure Rate: Ultimate Report + Infographic [2021] (failory.com) 

 

Building on this, different kinds of support for innovation, such as business and financial 

support, training support, etc., provide a variety of opportunities to innovators who develop 

solutions that can lead to societal improvements and prosperity and avoid failure due to 

these common reasons. These opportunities do not only rely on funding, but also on coaching, 

mentoring, technological, business and ecosystem support, as well as other services that can 

                                                
3 Support to innovation - European Commission (europa.eu) 

4 90% Of Startups Fail: Here's What You Need To Know About The 10% (forbes.com)  
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Common reasons for Start-up Failure in percentage (%)

https://www.failory.com/blog/startup-failure-rate
https://ec.europa.eu/cip/eip/innovation/index_en.htm
https://www.forbes.com/sites/neilpatel/2015/01/16/90-of-startups-will-fail-heres-what-you-need-to-know-about-the-10/?sh=33fba2f66792
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help innovators in establishing their idea and taking it to a market ready product. Furthermore, 

support for innovation can be delivered through different channels – public and private initiatives, 

regional, national, or European in scope, comprehensive programmes and one-time support etc. 

Often support for innovation goes hand in hand with funding opportunities. 

On the other hand, funding opportunities are mechanisms through which companies in 

different stages of development can obtain funding to support their innovation and ideas. 

Funding opportunities exist in a variety of forms – public and private, equity free or with equity in the 

company, supporting research or business development etc. However, failure to obtain funding 

remains one of the most important reasons why start-ups and SMEs fail. This is why knowing how 

to navigate this landscape and search for the right type of funding or support can make the important 

difference between companies that succeed and those that fail. 

 

3.1 agROBOfood industries 

In order to provide useful insights by conducting investment landscape mapping the focus needs to 

be narrowed down to specific industries. The key sectors targeted through agROBOfood are food, 

agriculture and robotics. 

When it comes to agricultural robotics, it is important to notice that the demand for precision 

agriculture is increasing, because it helps expand production and improve efficiency. 

A farm operates like a traditional industry, with production and profitability targets and with repetitive 

skilled tasks. But the significant difference is that it is dependent on crop production cycles, the 

variables of which change with the seasons. 

The number of companies providing decision support services through the development of 

software and sensors has exploded in recent years. However, the main challenge here lies in 

the fact that the operational transcription of these recommendations from the data analysis is often 

carried out by the farmer. 

The need is to have an agricultural machine that is autonomous, fully reliable in the field and 

capable of repeating operations. This need is being made possible by the democratization of 

digital and industrial technologies, in line with the evolution and improvement of telecommunications 

networks, essential to the development of precision farming. 

However, reliability is still one of the major obstacles to the adoption of autonomous robots. 

Each technical itinerary differs from one region to another and requires a specific adjustment to be 

made in the field. Developing a fully autonomous robot takes several years and is correlated to the 

time of the agricultural seasons. The learning curve of the autonomous solution provider and of the 

farmer is long for these pioneers. 

Although 2019 saw the first robots operational in fields, investors remained sceptical about 

the efficiency and sustainability of these technologies, with questions revolving around 

development time, capital intensity, business model (sale of machines, sale of services, 

recurrence), exit prospects (acquisition by industrialist in what timing), etc.  

Innovation venture capital firms (VCs) still prefer the software business model because the 

hardware business model with which agricultural robotics is generally associated is not very 

secure.5  

                                                
5 Investing in agricultural robotics: now is the time! | GOFAR (agricultural-robotics.com)  

https://www.agricultural-robotics.com/news/investing-in-agricultural-robotics-now-is-the-time
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It must be noted that the existence of venture capitalists specializing in investments in ag-tech is as 

recent as the emergence of agricultural robotics, particularly in Europe. This is one of the reasons 

why the total capital investment in the sector was still relatively small in 2020.6 

However, specialized funds are multiplying and their assets under management are increasing. The 

agricultural robotics market is reaching a mature stage that is particularly attractive for 

investors.7 

 

Figure 3 Gartner Hype Cycle (Trademark) for ag-tech 

Source: Capagro 

The Gartner Hype Cycles provide a graphic representation of the maturity and adoption of 

technologies and applications, and how a technology or application will evolve over time, providing 

a sound source of insight to manage its deployment within the context of company’s specific 

business goals.8 

Each Hype Cycle drills down into the five key phases of a technology’s life cycle9: 

 Innovation Trigger: A potential technology breakthrough kicks things off. Early proof-of-

concept stories and media interest trigger significant publicity. Often no usable products exist 

and commercial viability is unproven. 

 

                                                
6 Investing in agricultural robotics: now is the time! | GOFAR (agricultural-robotics.com)  

7 See note 6 above 

8 Gartner Hype Cycle Research Methodology | Gartner 

9 See note 8 above 

https://www.agricultural-robotics.com/news/investing-in-agricultural-robotics-now-is-the-time
https://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/gartner-hype-cycle
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 Peak of Inflated Expectations: Early publicity produces several success stories — often 

accompanied by scores of failures. Some companies take action; many do not. 

 Trough of Disillusionment: Interest wanes as experiments and implementations fail to 

deliver. Producers of the technology shake out or fail. Investments continue only if the 

surviving providers improve their products to the satisfaction of early adopters. 

 Slope of Enlightenment: More instances of how the technology can benefit the enterprise 

start to crystallize and become more widely understood. Second- and third-generation 

products appear from technology providers. More enterprises fund pilots; conservative 

companies remain cautious. 

 Plateau of Productivity: Mainstream adoption starts to take off. Criteria for assessing 

provider viability are more clearly defined. The technology's broad market applicability and 

relevance are clearly paying off. 

The Gartner Hype Cycle curve, adapted to the ag-tech sector (Figure 3), makes it possible to 

categorize innovations according to their degree of maturity, their visibility, and the expectations they 

create. 

Not all innovations progress through the curve at the same speed. Nevertheless, the schematic and 

simplified vision highlights the emulation of agricultural robotics. The sector raises the interest of 

farmers, the press and manufacturers, and although commercial viability has yet to be demonstrated, 

demand is growing. 

 

3.2 Developments in agROBOfood industries in 2020 

2020 was a tipping point. The Covid-19 crisis accelerated a shift that was already underway to 

deploy automation in the farming industry. There are two main reasons for this: (1) people are 

trying to minimize risks arising from human contamination, (2) lack of human resources.10 

Companies applying robotics, computer vision, and automation solutions to farming were the 

greatest beneficiaries of the record levels of VC funding in the last year, in particular vertical farming 

companies that grow crops indoors on scaffolding.11 

There are also many other ag-tech start-ups emerging in the race to automate agriculture. Some of 

the ag-tech sub-sectors that have been recognized to have the most potential for growth in 

the next five years include tiller, weeding, and planting robots; sensor-fitted drones used to assess 

crops and plan fertilizer schedules; greenhouse and nursery automation technology; computer vision 

systems to identify crop health, weeds, nitrogen, and water levels in plants and soil; crop transport, 

sorting, and packing robots; and AI software for predictive yield planning.12 

The unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones segment held the largest share of the 

agricultural robotics market in 2020 and is expected to show strong growth over much the 

next decade.13 The wide range of application of drones has led to their increased adoption by 

farmers and commercial growers.14 Drones which exist today can drop fertilizer or water on fields, 

but their use is strictly regulated, and their range and battery capacity is limited by payload 

capabilities. In about 10 years, we could begin to see drones that use cameras, computer 

                                                
10 After Covid-19, will seasonal migrant agricultural workers in Europe be replaced (cepii.fr)  

11 Farming is finally ready for robots | VentureBeat  

12 See note 11 above 

13 Agricultural Robotics Market 2022-2032: IDTechEx  

14 Agricultural Robots Market Size Global forecast to 2025 | MarketsandMarkets™  

http://www.cepii.fr/PDF_PUB/pb/2020/pb2020-33.pdf
https://venturebeat.com/2021/07/17/farming-is-finally-ready-for-robots/
https://www.idtechex.com/en/research-report/agricultural-robotics-market-2022-2032/837
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/agricultural-robot-market-173601759.html
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vision, and AI to assess plant health and then automatically apply the right amount and type 

of fertilizer based on the plants’ size and chemical composition.15 

Other applications are still emerging. Field robots for tasks such as weeding and seeding are 

entering the early stages of commercialization. Compared with milking robots, which are stationary 

robots that generally operate indoors, developing autonomous field robots presents several technical 

challenges that have historically limited progress. Agricultural environments often feature 

unpredictable terrain, unknown obstacles, and a range of weather conditions that can impair 

autonomous navigation and operation and limit reliability. Additionally, agricultural regions are often 

in highly rural areas, where connectivity and access to repair and maintenance services can be 

limited. Thus, the variety and the number of farm equipment used in outdoor farming are more 

than that of indoor farming. Indoor robots such as milking robots, plant handling robots, and fruit 

harvesting robots make up for a smaller share of the market as compared to outdoor robots as a 

large portion of farming is still conducted outdoors. 

 

3.3 Market perspectives 

When it comes to the field crops segment of the agricultural robotics market, it has been 

projected to grow at the highest Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) from 2020 to 2025. 

The penetration of auto-steering systems and autonomous robots is expected to contribute toward 

the growth of this segment of the market.16 

The services segment of the agricultural robotics market is also projected to grow in the next 

four years. The high costs of agricultural equipment such as driverless tractors, fruit harvesters, and 

weeding robots have pushed companies to adopt a leasing model to enable farmers to field test 

robotic equipment to decide if they are a right fit to cater to their requirements. Service offerings 

such as return on investment (ROI) calculations and initial setup advice are also expected to 

be an important factor in the penetration of agricultural robots worldwide, especially with the 

introduction of new agricultural robots and other equipment. 

Overall, the global agricultural robotics market is projected to be worth $6.7 billion by 2032.17 

The main market drivers are the following: 

 Increasing adoption of automation technologies in indoor farming 

 Declining availability of farm workers 

 Increasing government support to adopt to new agricultural technologies 

 Growing demand for food and agricultural supply 

 Maturing IoT and navigation technologies are driving down cost of automation.18,19  

However, the fact that many of the agricultural robots are not yet ready for full commercial 

deployment is the biggest market restraint. Also, there is a lack of technical expertise and a difficulty 

in matching to human dexterity that lead to slow adoption to newer technologies.20  

                                                
15 See note 11 above 

16 Agricultural Robots Market Size Global forecast to 2025 | MarketsandMarkets™  

17 Agricultural Robotics Market 2022-2032: IDTechEx  

18 Agricultural Robots Market | 2021 - 26 | Industry Share, Size, Growth - Mordor Intelligence  

19 See note 16 above 

20 See note 18 above 

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/agricultural-robot-market-173601759.html
https://www.idtechex.com/en/research-report/agricultural-robotics-market-2022-2032/837
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/agricultural-robots-market
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The growth of the agricultural robotics industry has also led to debate around the best business 

models, particularly around robotics-as-a-service (RaaS) versus traditional equipment sale. In 

a robotics-as-a-service model, robots are hired by farms and agricultural cooperatives, alongside 

trained operators, vs. traditional machine/equipment sales. This can help de-risk the operation for 

farmers, avoiding the need to meet high upfront costs or develop expertise in the technology before 

deployment. However, it also requires a team of trained operators, which can prevent developers 

from operating in new geographies and limit scalability. There are also questions around the issue 

of data ownership and whether data belongs to farmers, data collectors, technology providers, or 

landowners. Regulations around this have not yet caught up with the pace of technology 

development and this is a key uncertainty over the future of the agricultural robotics industry. 
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4 Financing for DIHs 
A Digital Innovation Hub is a single organisation or a coordinated group of organisations with 

complementary expertise, with a not-for-profit objective, that support companies – especially 

SMEs and mid-caps – and/or the public sector in their digital transformation.21  

DIHs provide different kinds of services to SMEs. The first set of services are the technological 

services, supporting the development of new innovations based on technological infrastructure and 

expertise. This is often referred to as “test before invest” function but could include everything from 

testing to support in R&D collaborative projects.  

Next to the technology services, the uptake of technologies also 

requires business services. These will help an SME to adjust its 

organization and actions to the market and the changes brought by 

digitization (including supporting access to finance). 22 

The DIH is also a connector (spider in the web) in the region and 

offers ecosystem services, to boost regional innovation 

ecosystem. Focused on a specific technology, it brings together the 

different stakeholders in the innovation relay game to ensure a 

collaborative network of partners to enhance the quality of the 

collaboration in the region. 

Since one of the biggest problems today is to find qualified 

personnel, DIHs also offers skills training and education. This 

ensures that their customers have the capacities to implement the 

new technologies. Skills and training are horizontal, covering skills 

in technology, business and ecosystem related topics.23 

 

To better understand what a DIH is, it is important to understand the difference between the 

Competence Centres (CCs) and DIHs according to the services they provide (since there’s a 

common confusion between these entities). 

The CCs represent the core instrument to support digitisation, facilitating the use of research 

infrastructures by SMEs. They are highly focused on specific technologies, made operational through 

e.g., demonstrators, expertise and testing equipment. The business expertise available is usually 

offered by engineers and is more technical in nature (e.g., what are the technical implications of 

specific user demands), leading to limited support on e.g., market assessments, finding funding and 

development of business plans. The CCs focuses on providing state of the art technological 

infrastructure and direct (mostly technological) expertise, researching/developing new 

technologies for SMEs and large companies. Activities conducted are e.g., RDI, prototyping 

supporting scale-up, testing and validation.24 

As DIHs provide services that are mixes of public and private nature, a common way to organize 

the funding of DIHs could be to use hybrid business models that combine public and private 

                                                
21 DIH reunião 06 de julho (ani.pt)  

22  Kalpaka, A., Sörvik, J. and Tasigiorgou, A., Digital Innovation Hubs as policy instruments to boost 
digitalisation of SMEs, Kalpaka, A. and Rissola, G.J. editor(s), EUR 30337 EN, Publications Office of the 
European Union, Luxembourg, 2020, ISBN 978-92-76-21405-2, doi:10.2760/085193, JRC121604. 

23 DIHNET-Defining-the-DIH-in-its-context-FINAL.pdf (ip4fvg.it)  

24 DIHNET-Defining-the-DIH-in-its-context-FINAL.pdf (ip4fvg.it)  

Figure 4 Services offered by DIHs 

https://pq-ue.ani.pt/content/eventos/12310_rede-de-dihs-em-portugal.pdf
https://www.ip4fvg.it/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/DIHNET-Defining-the-DIH-in-its-context-FINAL.pdf
https://www.ip4fvg.it/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/DIHNET-Defining-the-DIH-in-its-context-FINAL.pdf
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financing sources. Most DIHs use public sources as base funding to cover offices, test 

infrastructure, equipment and part of salaries costs, and to some extent from membership fees. 

There are also cases when beneficiaries pay to receive certain services while other sources could 

be used to fund or subsidise development projects.25  

Nevertheless, EU recommends to DIHs to provide SMEs with at least the basic market-entry services 

for free. On the other hand, more advanced services such as business model development or test-

before-invest, could be provided on a pay-per-use basis. For example, membership model can be 

applied, providing members a number of basic services for free and then requesting them to pay for 

additional services - trainings, R&I contracting, testing and service brokerage. 

Public funding (on a European, regional, or national level) can play an important role in engaging 

user and supplier companies into specific experimentation projects. This can come from base 

funding or from applications to different competitive calls. DIHs can also have access to different 

forms of subsidies or digitalisation vouchers to reduce costs. 

Public funding sources include public local, regional or national funds, as well as European 

funds such as the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Social Fund 

(ESF) and Digital Europe Programme (DEP).26  

Private funding sources could be membership fees, usage fees, or sponsorship from private 

actors. Table 4 shows an example of how different funds can be used for different purposes. 

However, this is not the only possible way to structure DIH’s business model. Different DIHs in 

regions and Member States follow different patterns which suit them better. What is important is to 

map and keep track of all potential funding sources. This will enable DIHs to find funding suitable for 

their long-term sustainability.  

 

Table 4 Funding matrix 

                                                
25 See note Error! Bookmark not defined. above 

26 See note Error! Bookmark not defined. above 
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Source: Kalpaka, A., Sörvik, J. and Tasigiorgou, A., Digital Innovation Hubs as policy instruments to boost digitalisation of SMEs, 

Kalpaka, A. and Rissola, G.J. editor(s), EUR 30337 EN, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg, 2020, ISBN 978-92-

76-21405-2, doi:10.2760/085193, JRC121604 

  

4.1 Financing a DIH through European Regional 
Development Fund (ERDF) 

 

Within the Cohesion Policy 2021-2027 the ERDF is used to purchase equipment, infrastructure 

and software in delivering services to SMEs and public sector, provided that the objective of 

the concerned service falls within the following: (i) enhance research and innovation capacities and 

the uptake of advanced technologies; (ii) reap the benefits of digitisation for citizens, companies and 

governments; (iii) enhance growth and competitiveness of SMEs, by building local innovation 

ecosystems or (iv) developing skills for smart specialisation, industrial transition and 

entrepreneurship.27 

If ERDF is used for co-financing, the specialisation of the hub has to be in line with the smart 

specialisation strategy28 of the region.  

For the programming period 2021-2027 the European Commission proposed a new Interregional 

Innovation Investment Instrument, which focuses on the commercialisation and scaling up of 

interregional innovation projects for the development of European value chains. This new tool will 

support regions that have common priorities in their smart specialisation strategies (S3)29 to cluster 

together, in order to scale up innovation and bring innovative products and processes to the 

European market. This programme aims to support several EU regions to jointly invest in innovation 

projects, for example a distributed network of Digital Innovation Hubs30.  

 

4.2 Financing a DIH through Digital Europe Programme 
(DEP) 

 

The Digital Europe Programme (DEP) for 2021-2027 aims to fund an initiative to set-up a network of 

European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIH) – European being the label that will be given to the DIHs 

contributing to reach the aims of DEP and receiving funding from it. This initiative will provide funding 

for the facilities and personnel costs of the EDIHs. The EDIHs will focus on broad roll-out of the latest 

digital innovations across SMEs and administrations. By becoming an EDIH, the DIH will gain 

knowledge and capacities in technologies such as HPC, AI, Cybersecurity, Advanced digital skills 

and/or public sector solutions.  

“European Digital Innovation Hubs” are the organisations which:  

                                                
27 See note Error! Bookmark not defined. above 

28 Home - Smart Specialisation Platform (europa.eu)  

29 2021-04-21-EMFF EG-05-Smart Specialization Strategies and EMFAF-presentation_en.pdf (europa.eu)  

30 For example, AI DIH Network: Digital Innovation Hubs Network (ai-dih-network.eu)  

https://s3platform-legacy.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/oceans-and-fisheries/system/files/2021-05/2021-04-21-EMFF%20EG-05-Smart%20Specialization%20Strategies%20and%20EMFAF-presentation_en.pdf
https://www.ai-dih-network.eu/other_eu_initiatives.html
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1. have been designated by their country as candidate EDIH,  

2. have submitted a proposal to the EU call,  

3. have been evaluated above threshold.  

A hub will be a “European Digital Innovation Hub” as long as it meets the three conditions above.31 

The aim of the EDIHs’ network is to enhance knowledge transfer, sharing of expertise and to reduce 

duplication or redundancies by optimising investments in infrastructures. Within a single EDIH an 

excellence will be developed locally, while EDIH network will enable its promotion and export to other 

regions in Europe. More specifically the Digital Europe Programme grants could fund 

depreciation costs for equipment and facilities (hardware and software), staff costs of 

qualified personnel including subcontracting for specialists, and travel grants for hub 

personnel and local stakeholders to work with other hubs.  

The Digital Europe Programme grant will fund 50% of the requested amount and Member States 

(or their regions) should contribute at least an equal amount, either in-kind or in-cash. 

European Digital Innovation Hubs can combine ERDF and DEP funding. It will be possible to use 

ERDF for the co-investments that are expected to be done by the Member States or their 

regions, provided that this combination does not lead in ERDF funding of maintenance and 

operational costs of DIHs.32 If the DEP grant application is approved, the local hub will become a 

European Digital Innovation Hub and open up its capacities to the whole of Europe. The same 

reasoning applies to Digital Innovation Hubs funded through interregional investments. 

The draft regulation also mentions that EDIHs can be funded by private sector: “European Digital 

Innovation Hubs should be allowed to receive contributions from Member States, participating third 

countries or public authorities within them, contributions from international bodies or institutions, 

contributions from the private sector, in particular from members, shareholders or partners of the 

European Digital Innovation Hubs, revenues generated by the European Digital Innovation Hubs’ 

own assets and activities, bequests, donations and contributions from individuals or funding including 

in the form of grants from the Programme and other Union programmes”.33 

If a Member State decides to co-invest together with the private sector in the European Digital 

Innovation Hubs, it will be necessary to ensure that the access to the EDIH is open to all users 

and is granted on transparent and non-discriminatory terms. Furthermore, under State aid rules, 

an investor that finances at least 10% of the total investment costs may be granted preferential 

access under more favourable conditions but to avoid over-compensation such access must be 

proportional to the undertaking’s contribution to the investment costs (and these conditions must be 

made publicly available). It is also strongly encouraged that Member States use competitive open 

calls to select potential private co-investor(s) and to test market’s interest in co-investing in 

a project, thus also avoiding a situation where one private investor/technological solutions would be 

privileged while other potentially interested private investors would have been discriminated.34  

In order to avoid the situation where an EDIH is financed by only one investor who has control of 

EDIH’s activities it is recommended that more investors contribute in supporting the EDIH, or 

                                                
31 edih-faq.pdf (bmwi.de)  

32 The EU outermost regions are exempt from this rule.  

33 European Digital Innovation Hubs in Digital Europe Programme, Draft working document 25-01-2021, EC, 
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, CONTENT AND TECHNOLOGY, 
Artificial Intelligence and Digital Industry 

34 See note 33 above 

https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/E/edih-faq.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=4
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alternatively if there is only one private investor, the value of the controlled activities by this 

investor should not go beyond 20%.35 

The private sector could for instance provide equipment and software that SMEs can use during “test 

before invest”, or they can sponsor the EDIH with a cash or in-kind contribution. 

Several examples of good practices of financing DIHs are presented in JRC Science For Policy 

Report36.  

                                                
35 See note 33 above 

36 JRC Publications Repository - Digital Innovation Hubs as policy instruments to boost digitalisation of SMEs 
(europa.eu)  

https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC121604
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC121604
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5 Financing for SMEs 
In the context of agROBOfood, we refer to funding as the act of providing resources to finance a 

need, initiative, or project of small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Considering that there are 

a lot of funding opportunities available, Chapters 6 and 7 discuss public and private funding 

opportunities for SMEs. Such opportunities are categorized according to the following criteria: 

 Financing stages of company’s development. 

 Source of funding.  

Funding opportunities have different characteristics and meet different needs of a company. That’s 

the reason why it is important to distinguish and analyse each of them. 

 

5.1 Stages of Business Financing 

 

The business lifecycle is the progression of a business in phases over time. It is a journey from idea 

to start-up, and if successful, through to the growth and maturity phases. Understanding the different 

stages of the business lifecycle helps businesses prepare for the obstacles that they’ll need to 

overcome in order to succeed.  

Professional investors typically divide a company’s life cycle into five development stages37:  

1. Start-up stage, 

2. Development or second-round,  

3. Expansion or third-round,  

4. Growth or fourth-round, and  

5. Public offering. 

Nowadays, the first four categories include most small businesses. A start-up company can be 

recognized by its main characteristics - it has at least one individual involved, a business idea, and 

sometimes a business plan which shows how to implement the idea. At this stage, the company is 

exploring the feasibility of building an idea into product/service. Every business, even one with some 

capital and employees, is considered a start-up until there is evidence which proves that the idea 

will work (a working prototype or an economic / marketing study that supports the idea). Potential 

investors that should mainly be considered at this phase are friends and family.  

The main goal of a start-up is to develop its product or service, then to put it on a market and generate 

revenue. This is known as a development stage of a company. When the company has generated 

revenue, it’s classified as an expansion-stage company. This is also when a company needs to 

fine tune its business model and implement proven methodologies, sales model, marketing model, 

and operations model before expanding its venture for the mass market. These companies are 

usually no more than a year away from breaking even. That means that within only one-year period 

a company can reach a growth stage. At this point, the company is above the break-even point and 

generates profit. It established its presence in the industry. At this stage, business will expand and 

spread its roots into new markets and distribution channels, but it needs more capital to support 

additional sales and profit. 

                                                
37 The Five Financing Stages of a Company's Development (accountlearning.com)  

https://accountlearning.com/the-five-financing-stages-of-a-companys-development/
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When a company is on top of its industry, it reached its maturity stage. At this final stage of the 

business lifecycle, a business could still be growing but not at the substantial rate as it has previous 

experienced. Then, a company needs to decide to take a step back towards the growth stage or to 

think of a possible exit strategy, which can be public offering.  

Within each of these development stages, a company has different needs and goals, and it faces 

specific risks. That said, when a company starts its search for funding, it must be aware of all the 

different types of funding opportunities that exist and to truly understand what source of 

financing in the best solution considering their specific phase of development.  

Here are eight types of funding opportunities that companies can use according to their current 

growth stage (see the graphic below). All these options are further elaborated in the text. 

 

Figure 5 Funding types by stage38 

 

5.2 Funding methods 

The different funding methods mentioned in the chart above are explained here in more detail.  

Bootstrapping  

Bootstrapping is a financing model in which the business founders are financing their business 

by using their own savings, investments, and earnings. It’s a self-starting process that is 

supposed to proceed without external help. This way of financing is recommended to start-ups which 

have just established their business idea/concept. Bootstrapping means that less money has to be 

borrowed and interest costs are reduced. It also allows founders to keep complete ownership of 

their company and to control expenditures and spending. That means, when the start-up is 

bootstrapped, the founder can make decisions independently and he can estimate himself how many 

risks he can take. 

On the other hand, this option also means that since the start-up won’t get any external help, it won’t 

get a chance to work with mentors from the package provided by the Venture Capital firms. 

                                                
38 Source: Nicolaj Højer Nielsen, Startup Funding Book  

https://startupfundingbook.com/
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Another drawback is that bootstrapped start-up may have to hire cheap talent because of the lack of 

funds. However, there is always an option to give employees a share in a business as alternative. 

One more thing that founders should have in mind is that bootstrapped start-ups don’t grow as fast 

as the funded ones grow, because they have fewer resources.39 

Friends and Family  

Another great funding option is to get help from close friends and family. Even if it includes people 

close to business owners, the relationship between them should be professional. There must be a 

well-structured agreement and transparent communications when a business owner is asking for 

funds for the start-up. Here, business owners have two options: to take investment from them and 

provide them equity in the business or, to take a loan from them and repay them at some later date 

with an interest that is mutually set.  

Public support/grants  

A grant is a sum of money awarded to your business from the government that you don’t have to 

pay back.40 Business owners use that money for the development of their companies, often for a 

specific purpose. Even though every grant has different requirements, when applying for a grant a 

company always needs to have a business plan and very well explained idea of how the money will 

be spent. 

Accelerators  

Seed accelerators, also known as start-up accelerators, are fixed-term, cohort-based programs, that 

include mentorship and educational components and culminate in a public pitch event or demo day. 

You can think of an accelerator as the second level of your start-up founder training. Accelerators 

will only show an interest in your start-up when you have gained traction. Also, keep in mind that 

accelerators usually require a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) that has to be already in the market.  

Business Angels  

As an alternative to accelerators programs, there are business angels. Angel investors are private 

investors who invest during the seed funding stage, usually in exchange for convertible debt or 

ownership equity. Since the risk of investing in a new company is higher than usual, these investors 

are known as ‘angels’. They also usually carry out the role of a mentor and offer their advice and 

experience to entrepreneurs. 

Venture Capital  

When a company reaches a growth phase, business owners might consider venture capital funding 

opportunity. A Venture Capital (VC) firm is a limited partnership or limited liability company that 

invests in start-up businesses with potential for a high return on investment for their pool of investors. 

The best way to find VC firms is by attending start-up pitching sessions. If a company makes a good 

product and present it well, VC firms won’t deny its application. 

Banks  

It is recommended to consider bank loans when a company is in a growth phase because it will have 

to place a guarantee before it takes the money from the banks. This can be a business owners’ 

house’s documents or any other asset that belongs to him/her.41 

                                                
39 Startup Funding: 10 Best Sources and How to Get it! (cloudways.com)  

40 See note 39 above 

41 See note 39 above 

https://www.cloudways.com/blog/how-to-get-startup-funding/#bootstrap
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Bank loan isn’t a safe option because, business owners are risking everything – if something goes 

wrong not only will they be left without their businesses, but without their assets as well. 

Crowdfunding  

Crowdfunding is a financing model which use small amounts of capital from a large number of 

individuals to finance a new business venture. It is a safe way to get funding because start-up doesn’t 

have to give the money back to anyone. Single investors are just interested in the company’s product 

or the service. There are a lot of reputable start-ups that have become successful utilizing 

crowdfunding funds. 
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6 Public Funding Opportunities 
One of the highest priorities for small and medium size businesses is growth and expansion. That 

said, it is clear that funding plays an important role in allowing SMEs to scale.  

One of the most important moments in the life of a SME is the moment of finding the best option to 

finance its business. This means that SMEs should always start the process of looking for 

funding with a careful examination of their own position. It is crucial to decide which funding 

resource fits company’s needs the best.  

If a company decides to search for public funds, EU funding opportunities must be first on the 

list to consider. These opportunities prove the added value of the EU budget in a number of fields, 

from research, employment, regional development and cooperation to education, culture, 

environment, food and energy, among many others.  

Significant support is available to small and medium-sized businesses through a wide range 

of EU programs. The reason lies in the fact that SMEs are usually closely related to their local 

environment and can increase regional competitiveness.  

EU programmes facilitate access to finance via local financial institutions. Companies of any size 

or sector can benefit from this support, however there is specific focus on SMEs which are 

considered to be a backbone of the European Economy.42 SMEs are defined by the EU as 

having fewer than 250 employees. In addition, they can have an annual turnover of up to EUR 50 

million, or a balance sheet total of no more than €43 million.43 On the official website44 of the 

European Commission SMEs can find out all the information about how EU funding works, what 

different types of EU funding is available, what the application process looks like, and the information 

about eligibility and rules. 

SMEs may benefit from EU funding through grants, loans, guarantees, subsidies and prizes. 

Support is available either directly (EU grants) or through programs managed at national level, 

which means that the European Commission supports access to funding for businesses through 

local financial institutions in EU countries. The European Commission offers many types of funding 

such as loans, microfinance, guarantees or equity funding through venture capital funds, 

business angels or social investors. These local institutions determine the exact terms of 

financing – the amount, duration, interest rates and fees. The biggest advantages of the EU support 

are reduced interest rates, larger financing volumes and smaller collateral requirements. The 

implementation of financing programs is predominantly handled by the European Investment Bank 

(EIB) and the European Investment Fund (EIF).45 

SMEs can also benefit from a series of non-financial assistance measures such as the business 

support services provided by the Enterprise Europe Network or the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 

helpdesk. 

There are a lot of online sources which help SMEs to find public funding easily. Besides all the 

sources that will be mentioned through the text, here is a list of useful websites where SMEs can 

find relevant public funding opportunities: 

  

                                                
42 Financing programmes for SMEs | European Commission (europa.eu)  

43 beginners_guide_to_eu_funding.pdf (ab.gov.tr)  

44 Funding, Tenders | European Commission (europa.eu)  

45 See note 42 above 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/growth-and-investment/financing-investment/financing-programmes-smes_en
https://www.ab.gov.tr/files/ardb/evt/1_avrupa_birligi/1_6_raporlar/1_3_diger/diger_2/beginners_guide_to_eu_funding.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders_en
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Website 

 

Webpage 

Open Calls - Euresearch  https://www.euresearch.ch/en/our-services/inform/open-

calls-137.html#c12366  

EuroAccess Macro-Regions (euro-

access.eu)  

https://www.euro-access.eu/  

EUcalls  https://eucalls.net/dashboard/#premium-welcome  

Access to EU Finance – Your Europe  https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/finance-

funding/getting-funding/access-

finance/search/en/financial-

intermediaries?shs_term_node_tid_depth=2320  

EEA Grants  https://eeagrants.org/currently-available-funding  

International development funding - 

GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)  

https://www.gov.uk/international-development-

funding?fund_state%5B%5D=open  

Atlantic Action Plan | Atlantic Strategy  https://atlanticstrategy.eu/en/funding/find-funding-

opportunities/fund/1874/fund/2650  

Welcomeurope https://www.welcomeurope.com/appels-a-projets/  

Table 5 Public funding opportunities - websites 

The main funding sources at EU level are available through EU grants and financial instruments.  

 

6.1 EU Grants 

Funding through EU grants is mostly thematic funding with specific objectives (e.g. environment, 

research, food, etc.) designed and implemented by various departments of the European 

Commission or executive agencies. SMEs can usually apply directly to the programs, if they 

meet the condition that they present sustainable, added value and transnational projects. The 

criteria to apply are specified in the call. The largest program with an SME dimension is Horizon 

Europe, but there are many other opportunities for SMEs to participate in EU programs in various 

areas such as LIFE programme and Digital Europe and many other funding opportunities open to 

SMEs. The InvestEU Programme46 gives a general overview of EU investments - it brings together, 

under one roof, the European Fund for Strategic Investments and 13 other EU financial instruments. 

 

Getting Funded Through Grants  

To get funding for a project, a company first needs to identify a relevant call for 

proposals/projects and then follow the specific guidelines on how to apply47 – each call is unique. 

There will be other applicants interested in the same call, so that will be a competition for funding.48 

                                                
46 InvestEU | InvestEU (europa.eu)  

47 https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/how-apply/application-process_en  

48 A list of the funding programmes implemented through the 2021-2027 multiannual financial framework, 
divided by heading and cluster, can be found here: https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-
funding-programmes  

https://www.euresearch.ch/en/our-services/inform/open-calls-137.html#c12366
https://www.euresearch.ch/en/our-services/inform/open-calls-137.html#c12366
https://www.euro-access.eu/
https://eucalls.net/dashboard/#premium-welcome
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/finance-funding/getting-funding/access-finance/search/en/financial-intermediaries?shs_term_node_tid_depth=2320
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/finance-funding/getting-funding/access-finance/search/en/financial-intermediaries?shs_term_node_tid_depth=2320
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/finance-funding/getting-funding/access-finance/search/en/financial-intermediaries?shs_term_node_tid_depth=2320
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/finance-funding/getting-funding/access-finance/search/en/financial-intermediaries?shs_term_node_tid_depth=2320
https://eeagrants.org/currently-available-funding
https://www.gov.uk/international-development-funding?fund_state%5B%5D=open
https://www.gov.uk/international-development-funding?fund_state%5B%5D=open
https://atlanticstrategy.eu/en/funding/find-funding-opportunities/fund/1874/fund/2650
https://atlanticstrategy.eu/en/funding/find-funding-opportunities/fund/1874/fund/2650
https://www.welcomeurope.com/appels-a-projets/
https://europa.eu/investeu/home_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/how-apply/application-process_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes
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Grants are typically awarded to winning proposals after a call for submissions. These submission 

calls are usually in-line with particular social, economic or infrastructural goals that have been 

set by the European Union. So, if the EU has intention to promote renewable energy, it will offer 

grants to companies that are developing new technologies.  

Different types of actions funded under Horizon Europe have different funding rates. Funding 

for research projects tackling clearly defined challenges entails a 100% of eligible costs funding rate. 

These are research and innovation actions (RIA). On the other hand, innovation actions (IA) 

are with 70% of eligible costs funding rate (except for non-profit legal entities, where a rate of 100% 

applies). These actions are focused on closer-to-the-market activities - prototyping, testing, 

demonstrating etc.  

Depending on the technical nature of the field, the budget available and the expected number of 

proposals, the application procedure can have one or two stages. Under the 1-stage procedure, a 

company needs to submit a full application at the outset of the process. Under the 2-stage 

procedure, it must first submit an initial summary proposal. After that, if your proposal is shortlisted, 

a company will be invited to submit a full application in the second phase.  

Once a company has identified a relevant call, it should determine if it is eligible before it takes 

further steps. Also, before submitting a proposal, a company might need to be registered with the 

Commission.49 The call guidelines will specify whether and how a company needs to do so.  

Another thing that companies should have in mind is that most funding opportunities are 

collaborative projects. That means a company needs to find a project partner.50 

After that, for a phase of preparing a proposal, a company will find all the required documents and 

templates listed in the guidelines for its chosen call. This will include submitting documentation such 

as:  

1. Grant application form,  

2. Legal entity form,  

3. Financial identification form,  

4. Simplified balance sheets for the past two years,  

5. A budget,  

6. Declaration of honour (including exclusion criteria and conflicts of interest). 

A company should follow these guidelines closely. If it fails to do so, the Commission might 

disqualify its proposal as inadmissible. Also, a company must respect deadlines; it should start 

working on its project proposal as soon as it can and maintain good time management.  

To be considered, the application needs to be:  

 submitted on time - before the closing date specified in the call - through the electronic 

submission system 

 complete - accompanied by the relevant administrative forms, proposal description and any 

supporting documents specified in the call 

 concise - the proposal template will specify a maximum number of pages. 

Each project proposal is evaluated and analysed before a request for funding is granted. If a project 

proposal is accepted for funding, then the next stage is to sign a grant agreement. 

                                                
49  Guidelines on how to register can be found here https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-
tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/how-to-participate/participant-register  

50 SMEs can find further information on who can be their project partner and how to find a perfect project 
partner in this page: https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/how-apply/you-apply-eu-funding-beginners_en  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/how-to-participate/participant-register
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/how-to-participate/participant-register
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/how-apply/you-apply-eu-funding-beginners_en
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6.1.1 Horizon Europe 

The EU's principal funding programme for research and innovation is Horizon Europe 51 , the 

successor of Horizon 202052. It supports research and innovation projects in numerous fields, carried 

out by organisations or individuals. 

Horizon Europe has a budget of €95.5 billion for the period from 2021-2027. This includes €5.4 

billion from the Next Generation EU instrument53, particularly to support the green and digital 

recovery from the COVID crisis. The budget is divided amongst four pillars and 15 components to 

create a programme that will support all the areas of research and innovation: excellent science, 

global challenges and industrial competitiveness, innovative Europe and widening participation and 

strengthening the European Research Area. 

 

Figure 6 Horizon Europe Programme structure 

Source: ec_rtd_he-investing-to-shape-our-future.pdf (europa.eu)  

The Excellent Science Pillar aims to increase the EU’s global scientific competitiveness. It supports 

frontier research projects driven by top researchers through the European Research Council, funds 

fellowships for experienced researchers, doctoral training networks and exchanges through Marie 

Skłodowska-Curie Actions, and invests in world-class research infrastructures. 

The Global Challenges and European Industrial Competitiveness Pillar supports research 

relating to societal challenges and reinforces technological and industrial capacities through clusters. 

It sets ambitious goals for EU missions. It also includes the Joint Research Centre which supports 

EU and national policymakers with independent scientific evidence and technical support. 

The Innovative Europe Pillar aims to make Europe a frontrunner in market-creating innovation via 

the European Innovation Council (EIC). EIC will focus on market creating innovation and SME 

                                                
51 Horizon Europe | European Commission (europa.eu)  

52 Horizon 2020 | Horizon 2020 (europa.eu)  

53 NextGenerationEU (europa.eu) 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/research_and_innovation/funding/presentations/ec_rtd_he-investing-to-shape-our-future.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe_en
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en
https://europa.eu/next-generation-eu/index_en
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growth. It will help bring promising ideas and breakthroughs from lab to real-life application and 

support the scale up of the most innovative start-ups and companies. This will include EIC 

Pathfinder54 (successor of FET (Open & Proactive)) and EIC Accelerator55 (successor of SME 

instrument) as well as EIC Transition56 and additional activities such as prizes and fellowships.57  

European Innovation Ecosystems aim at connecting with regional and national innovation actors and 

supporting the innovation of joint cross-border innovation programmes. 

European Institute of Innovation and Technology fosters the integration of business, research, higher 

education and entrepreneurship. 

This means that European innovation ecosystem strives to foster the creation of an environment 

favourable to innovation, while the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)58 wants 

to guarantee, through the Knowledge and Innovation Communities (KICs)59, the research union, 

education and business to meet the innovation objectives. 

An additional component, Widening Participation and Strengthening the European Research 

Area (ERA), underpins the whole programme, aiming to increase support to EU Member States in 

their efforts to make the most of their national research and innovation potential and promote an 

ERA where researchers, scientific knowledge and technology circulate freely. This particularly 

focuses on helping traditionally low R&I performing Member States to participate better in Horizon 

Europe.60 

More information about each segment of Horizon Europe programme can be found within the 

Document Library61 of HE Info Days 2021. 

Horizon Europe vs. Horizon 2020 

The programme has been slightly restructured when compared to H2020. One of the key changes 

to note is the official inclusion of the European Innovation Council (EIC), which was in pilot mode in 

H2020. In Horizon Europe, it is officially introduced in the context of Pillar 3 Innovative Europe, which 

is a new pillar in the framework. EIC provides support to innovations with potential breakthrough and 

disruptive nature with scale-up potential that may be too risky for private investors. This is 70% of 

the budget earmarked for SMEs. 

European Innovation Council includes some areas previously found under Horizon 2020’s 1st and 

2nd pillars, such as the FET Open grant (now EIC Pathfinder) and the SME Instrument grant (now 

EIC Accelerator). 

In addition to this, Horizon 2020’s 2nd and 3rd pillars have been re-shuffled to a single pillar, which 

addresses both industrial and societal challenges together. 

                                                
54 EIC Pathfinder (europa.eu)  

55 EIC Accelerator (europa.eu)  

56 EIC Transition (europa.eu)  

57 programme-guide_horizon_en.pdf (europa.eu)  

58 European Institute of Innovation & Technology (EIT) (europa.eu)  

59 Knowledge and Innovation Communities | EIT (europa.eu)  

60 Horizon Europe Programme Overview | ESE (ese-hormones.org)  

61 Horizon Europe Info days | European Commission (europa.eu)  

https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-pathfinder_en
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-accelerator_en
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-transition_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/programme-guide_horizon_en.pdf
https://eit.europa.eu/
https://eit.europa.eu/our-communities/eit-innovation-communities
https://www.ese-hormones.org/research/european-research-funding/funding-programmes/horizon-europe/horizon-europe-programme-overview/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/events/upcoming-events/horizon-europe-info-days_en
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When it comes to changes to Pillar 2 the main difference here is the addition of so-called Missions 

that are similar to H2020 FET flagship projects, but with set challenges aiming to boldly impact 

society and policy-making for a significant part of Europe. The areas that the mission will cover are: 

 Cancer 

 Adaptation to climate change including societal transformation 

 Healthy oceans, seas, coastal and inland waters 

 Climate-neutral and smart cities 

 Soil health and food.62 

Within Horizon Europe, there is also a new approach to partnerships. Horizon Europe will support 

European partnerships with EU countries, the private sector, foundations and other stakeholders. 

The aim is to deliver on global challenges and industrial modernisation through concerted research 

and innovation efforts. There are three types of partnerships: 

 Co-programmed European Partnerships - Partnerships between the Commission and 

private and/or public partners. They are based on memoranda of understanding and/or 

contractual arrangements. 

 Co-funded European Partnerships - Co-funded European Partnerships using a 

programme co-fund action. Partnerships involving EU countries, with research funders and 

other public authorities at the core of the consortium. 

 Institutionalised European Partnerships - Institutionalised European Partnerships where 

the EU participates in research and innovation funding programmes undertaken by EU 

countries. These partnerships require legislative proposals from the EC and are based on a 

Council Regulation or a Decision by the EU Parliament and Council.63 

 

Another new element in Horizon Europe is related to Open science policy, which means that 

mandatory open access to publications and open science principles are applied throughout the 

programme. Open science has the potential to increase the quality, efficiency and impact of R&I, 

lead to greater responsiveness to societal challenges, and increase trust of society in the science 

system.64 

                                                
62 Missions in Horizon Europe | European Commission (europa.eu)  

63 HORIZON EUROPE | Horizon Europe - Cliffnotes (horizon-eu.eu)  

64 Horizon Europe, open science - Publications Office of the EU (europa.eu)  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe/missions-horizon-europe_en
https://www.horizon-eu.eu/
https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-law-and-publications/publication-detail/-/publication/9570017e-cd82-11eb-ac72-01aa75ed71a1
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Figure 7 Key Novelties in Horizon Europe 

Source: ec_rtd_he-investing-to-shape-our-future.pdf (europa.eu) 

Changes between Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe mainly impact the way the offices are 

structured and managed on the European Commission side. For applicants, becoming familiar 

with the new pillar structure is important in the context of seeking out relevant funding 

opportunities and calls within the HE programme. A clear understanding of the new structure will 

enable applicants to know where to look for funding opportunities. Everything about the process of 

application can be found within an Online Manual65 on the official EU website. 

One of the keys for success in Horizon Europe, like in the previous framework, is matching your 

project to the specific grant applications and to the corresponding expected impact. 

Horizon Europe implementation 

Horizon Europe will be implemented through Work Programmes. These documents will set out the 

strategic aims, call details and expected impact within the specific sections they relate to.  

The first work programme66 covers the period 2021-2022. consisting of 13 parts: an introduction, 11 
thematic parts and the annexes with the rules for participation. Additional work programmes cover 
the ERC, EIC and JRC. With the EIT covered by a separate work plan. 

Each Work Programme part will include a number of ‘Destinations’ outlining the topic in question 
and outputs expected. In this impact-driven approach, these destinations will set out what exactly 

the outputs should be what they want your project to produce, leaving the exact methodological 
approach to the applicant consortia. 

6.1.1.1 EIC Funding Opportunities 

European Innovation Council is a part of the Innovative Europe pillar of Horizon Europe. It has over 

€10 billion funding available to support innovations with breakthrough and market creating potential. 

                                                
65 Online Manual - Online Manual - Funding Tenders Opportunities (europa.eu)  

66 Reference Documents (europa.eu)  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/research_and_innovation/funding/presentations/ec_rtd_he-investing-to-shape-our-future.pdf
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/funding-tenders-opportunities/display/OM/Online+Manual
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/how-to-participate/reference-documents;programCode=HORIZON
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The main three EIC instruments are67: 

 EIC Pathfinder  

 supports early-stage research on radically new technologies. It welcomes the 

high-risk / high gain and interdisciplinary cutting-edge science collaborations that 
underpin technological breakthroughs. 

 Eligible applicants: Consortia of at least three different independent legal entities 

(e.g. research organisations, universities, SMEs, industry) established in at least 3 
different eligible countries. Single applicants or small consortia (two partners) may be 
able to apply for Pathfinder Challenges according to the call specifications. 

 Available funding: grants of up to 3 to 4 million euro support early-stage 

development of future technologies (e.g. various activities at low Technology 
Readiness Levels 1-3), up to proof of concept. 100% of the eligible cost of the 

project’s costs can be reimbursed.68 

The EIC Pathfinder programme consists of a combination of both open and challenge driven funding. 
While EIC Pathfinder Open provides funding for projects in any field of science or technology, EIC 

Pathfinder Challenges provide financial support for the specific challenges69. 

 EIC Transition 

 supports technology maturation from proof of concept to validation, as well as 

the development of a business model towards the innovation’s future 

commercialisation. 

 Eligible applicants: single applicants (SMEs, spin-offs, start-ups, research 

organisations, universities) or small consortia (max 5 partners). Applications must 
build on results from eligible Pathfinder, FET or ERC Proof of Concept projects.70  

 Available funding: grants of up to €2.5 million (or more if properly justified) to 

validate and demonstrate technology in application relevant environment (TRL 4 to 
5/6) and develop market readiness. 100% of the eligible cost of the project’s costs 

can be reimbursed.71   

Even though the majority of funding will be awarded through open calls with no predefined thematic 
priorities, there are also some specific strategic EIC Transition Challenges72.  

 EIC Accelerator 

 supports individual SMEs, in particular start-ups and spinout companies to develop 
and scale up their deep tech / disruptive innovations.  

 100% single-beneficiary format (no consortia is allowed), but maintains flexibility in 
terms of the geographical framework by standardizing the subcontracting of tasks to third 
parties. 

                                                
67 EIC Funding opportunities (europa.eu)  

68 See note 54 above 

69 See note 54 above 

70 The EIC Fund & Work Programme 2021 in a Nutshell – proofing future  

71 See note 56 above 

72 See note 56 above 

https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities_en
https://proofingfuture.eu/2021/06/21/eic-fund/
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 Available funding: Blended finance (grants up to €2.5 million; equity investment up 
to €15 million).73 The grant should be used for technology development and validation 

(TRL 5/6 -> 8), whereas the investment should be used for deployment and scale up (TRL 
9). Companies can also receive grant first and the investment later. This is in cases 

where innovation still requires significant work to validate and demonstrate in relevant 
environments to assess its commercial potential. 

In the case of companies receiving a blended fund (grant and equity), the EU will become the direct 
shareholder of the companies with a share between 10% and 25%. 

GRANT ONLY: Companies can also get GRANT ONLY – but this is only in the cases when 

companies can prove that they have sufficient funding to then deploy and scale up further (TRL 9). 
Innovation activities supported by grant should be completed within 24 months. Up to 70% of the 
eligible costs of the projects can be reimbursed. 

INVESTMENT ONLY: If companies are looking to rapidly scale up their high-risk innovation, and 
they don’t need a grant. This is particularly relevant for small mid-caps, since they are not eligible 
for grant funding. 

The EIC Accelerator programme consists of a combination of both open and challenge driven 
funding. EIC Accelerator challenges take into account EU priorities for transitioning to a green, 
digital and healthy society, as well as the overall strategic planning for Horizon Europe, as well as 
the inputs of stakeholders, experts and the EIC pilot Advisory Board. 

Applications for EIC Accelerator funding can be submitted at any time through the EIC platform74. 

Companies need to prepare a video pitch, a slide deck and to respond to a short set of questions 

about their innovation and their team. The evaluation process is presented in the Figure below. 

 

Figure 8 EIC Accelerator: The evaluation process

 

All EIC funded projects and companies, as well as selected applicants, have access to a range of 
tailor-made EIC Business Acceleration Services - coaching, mentoring, access to investors and 

corporates, and many other opportunities as part of the EIC community. These services are available 

through the EIC Community platform75 or provided through the EIC Fund or partner organisations 

                                                
73 See note 55 above 

74 Login - EICAccelerator (eismea.eu)  

75 EIC Community Platform (europa.eu)  

https://accelerator.eismea.eu/login?ReturnUrl=%2F
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-communities/eic-community-platform_en
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The EIC also provides additional activities such as prizes (see chapter 6.4). Potential applicants 

who wish to apply for EIC funding will need to apply through the EIC website76 and the EU Funding 

& Tender Opportunities portal77. All the necessary information can be found there as well as details 
of the relevant National Contact Point who can provide information and personalised support in 
native language. 

 

6.1.2 Single Market Programme 

A well-functioning Single Market will be crucial for Europe’s recovery from the COVID-19 crisis, and 
in helping the green and digital transitions of all of Europe’s industrial ecosystems. This requires 
carefully designed, implemented and enforced Union legislation in all sectors, including financial 
services, anti-money laundering, the free movement of capital, and protection of consumers as well 
as human, animal and plant health. Strengthened governance of the Single Market, as well as 
efficient and effective coordination of joint actions between Member States and the Commission are 

essential.78 

In all these areas, action at the EU level is essential to properly address cross-border issues, ensure 
adequate coordination of interventions, and advance towards common EU goals. 

The Single Market Programme focuses on strengthening the governance of the internal market, 

supporting the competitiveness of industry and in particular of micro, small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs), promoting human, animal and plant health and animal welfare and establishing 

the framework for financing European statistics. It aims to improve SMEs’ access to finance and 

markets.  

The programme will support the above-mentioned areas with a budget of €4.208 million for the period 

of 2021-2027. In addition, €2.000 million allocated under the InvestEU Fund, in particular through its 

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Window, will significantly contribute to its objectives.79 

European Innovation Council and SMEs Executive Agency (EISMEA)80 will manage part of the 

Single Market Programme covering competitiveness of enterprises, governance of the internal 

market and standardisation and consumers. European Health and Digital Executive Agency81, will 

implement parts of the Programme related to activities concerning protection of the health of 

humans, animals and plants along the food chain, and the support of the welfare of animals 

The objectives of the Single Market Programme are the following: 

 Food safety - ensuring a safe and sustainable food chain, 

 

                                                
76 European Innovation Council (europa.eu)  

77 Funding & tenders (europa.eu)  

78 Single Market Programme - Performance | European Commission (europa.eu)  

79 Single Market Programme (europa.eu) 

80 Single Market Programme (europa.eu)  

81 European Health and Digital Executive Agency (europa.eu)  

https://eic.ec.europa.eu/index_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/home
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/eu-budget/performance-and-reporting/programmes-performance/single-market-programme-performance_en#predecessor-programmes-2014-2020
https://eismea.ec.europa.eu/programmes/single-market-programme_en
https://eismea.ec.europa.eu/programmes/single-market-programme_en
https://hadea.ec.europa.eu/index_en
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 Consumer protection - ensuring a high level of consumer protection, product safety and a 

stronger voice for consumers, 

 Support to small and medium-sized businesses - strengthening the competitiveness and 

sustainability of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), 

 A more effective single market - making the internal market work better with improved market 

surveillance, problem-solving support to citizens and business, and enhanced competition 

policy, 

 High quality European statistics - producing and disseminating high quality European 

statistics, 

 Effective European standards - developing effective European standards and international 

financial and non-financial reporting and auditing standards.82 

The Figure below shows the breakdown of the budget by objective. 

 

Figure 9 Single market programme - Breakdown of the budget 

Source: Single Market Programme budget | European Commission (europa.eu) 

The programme’s main activities include: 

1. Data gathering and analysis in support of effective enforcement and modernisation of the 
Union’s legal framework; 

2. Studies and evaluations; 
3. Capacity-building activities and facilitation of joint actions between Member States, their 

competent authorities, the Commission and the decentralised Union agencies; 
4. Financing of mechanisms allowing individuals, consumers and business representatives to 

contribute to decision-making processes; and 

5. Strengthening the exchange and dissemination of expertise and knowledge.83 

The Single Market Programme pools crucial activities financed under several previous 
programmes84 , notably the grants and contracts part of COSME (the EU programme for the 
Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises), programmes on 
consumer protection, consumer and end-users in financial services, specific activities in the field of 
financial reporting and auditing standards, measures that contribute to a high level of health for 
human, animals and plants along the food chain and in related areas, and European statistics. 

                                                
82 The Single Market Programme | European Commission (europa.eu)  

83 Single Market Programme - Performance | European Commission (europa.eu) 

84 See note 83 above 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes/single-market-programme/overview/budget_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes/single-market-programme/overview_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/eu-budget/performance-and-reporting/programmes-performance/single-market-programme-performance_en#predecessor-programmes-2014-2020
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Drawing from the lessons of the impact assessment85, this integrated setup is expected to constitute 

a more flexible and agile financing framework, which will make it possible to better exploit synergies 

and prevent duplication and fragmentation.86 

All calls for proposals under the Single Market Programme, including by objective, and partly 

implemented by two executive agencies can be found on the official website87. 

 

6.1.3 LIFE programme 

 

The LIFE programme88 is the European Union’s funding programme for the environment and 

climate action. The general objective of LIFE is to contribute to the implementation, updating and 

development of EU environmental and climate policy and legislation by co-financing projects with 

European added value. 

Any legal persons registered in the EU are eligible to apply, and applications are encouraged 

from public and private organisations seeking co-funding for projects. Large and small 

companies, local government and NGOs, Higher Education Institutes and community groups can 

participate. Every year a call for proposals is launched, and following competitive selection, awards 

are made that are typically in the range of €1 million to €5 million for projects with durations of three 

to five years.89  

For the new programming period 2021-2027, the LIFE programme has been considerably 

strengthened to meet the targets set by the European Union towards a climate-neutral economy by 

2050. Key climate and energy targets are set in the: 

 2020 climate and energy package90 

 2030 climate and energy framework91 

These targets have been defined to put the EU on the path towards becoming a climate-neutral 

economy as detailed in the 2050 long-term strategy92 and enshrined in the European Climate Law93. 

The new LIFE Regulation 2021-2027 (Regulation (EU) 2021/78394) entered into force on 17 May 

2021 and applies retroactively from 1 January 2021. The financial envelope for the programme under 

the new regulation is €5.432 billion, which represents a significant increase compared to the €3.46 

billion available to the programme under the previous regulation. 

                                                
85 EUR-Lex - 52018SC0320 - EN - EUR-Lex (europa.eu)  

86 Single Market Programme: Background | European Commission (europa.eu)  

87 Single Market Programme: Calls for proposals | European Commission (europa.eu)  

88 LIFE (europa.eu)  

89 gov.ie - LIFE Programme (www.gov.ie)  

90 2020 climate & energy package | Climate Action (europa.eu) 

91 https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en  

92 2050 long-term strategy (europa.eu)  

93 European Climate Law (europa.eu)  

94 EUR-Lex - 32021R0783 - EN - EUR-Lex (europa.eu) 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1540389285918&uri=CELEX%3A52018SC0320
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes/single-market-programme/overview/background_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes/single-market-programme/overview/calls-proposals-0_en
https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life_en
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/7e5e8-life-programme/
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2020_en
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/eu-action/climate-strategies-targets/2050-long-term-strategy_en
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/eu-action/european-green-deal/european-climate-law_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32021R0783&qid=1623226925940
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Maximum EU co-financing rates for projects are 60%, 75% and 95%, depending on the project type 

and topic. The Multiannual Work Programme (MAWP) 2021-2024 95  and the 2021 Call 

Documentation96 are useful sources of information on project topics and policy areas. The eligibility 

criteria for the different project types are detailed in the MAWP 2021-2024 and the application 

guidelines published alongside each call. 

What’s new in 2021-2027? 

First, the structure of the LIFE programme has been expanded. The two previous categories, 

“Environment” and “Climate Action”, are replaced by 4 distinct sub-programmes: 

 Nature and Biodiversity 

This sub-programme focuses on the protection and restoration of Europe’s nature, and halting and 

reversing biodiversity loss. It will continue to fund nature conservation projects and will support 

projects that contribute to the implementation of the EU Birds and Habitats Directives, and in 

particular, the development and management of the Natura 2000 network, the Invasive Alien Species 

Regulation and which support achieving the objectives of the EU’s Biodiversity Strategy for 2030, 

which is part of the EU Green Deal.97 

 Circular Economy and Quality of Life 

LIFE projects under this sub-programme will develop technologies and solutions to enhance the 

circular economy. Projects include the recovery of resources from waste, and others on water, air, 

noise, soil and chemical management as well as environmental governance. These support the EU’s 

Circular Economy Action Plan.98 

 Climate change mitigation and adaptation 

Cutting greenhouse gas emissions, increasing climate change resilience and boosting awareness of 

climate change mitigation will remain top priorities under this sub-programme.99 

 Clean energy transition (CET) 

This sub-programme will aim at facilitating the transition toward an energy-efficient, renewable 

energy-based, climate-neutral and -resilient economy by funding coordination and support actions 

across Europe. These actions aim at breaking market barriers that hamper the socio-economic 

transition to sustainable energy, typically engaging multiple small and medium-size stakeholders, 

multiple actors including local and regional public authorities and non-profit organisations and 

involving consumers.100 

Secondly, the LIFE programme is given a total budget of €5.4 billion, an increase of 60% 

compared to the previous period. The budget breakdown by action will be as follows: 

                                                
95 wp_life-2021-2024_en.pdf (europa.eu) 

96 LIFE - Calls for proposals (europa.eu)  

97 Nature and Biodiversity (europa.eu)  

98 Circular economy and quality of life (europa.eu)  

99 Climate change mitigation and adaptation (europa.eu)  

100 Clean Energy Transition (europa.eu)  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/life/wp-call/2021-2024/wp_life-2021-2024_en.pdf
https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/life-calls-proposals_en
https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/nature-and-biodiversity_en
https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/circular-economy-and-quality-life_en
https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/climate-change-mitigation-and-adaptation_en
https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/clean-energy-transition_en
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Figure 10 LIFE Programme 2021-2027 - Budget breakdown 

Source: LIFE programme: the opportunities for 2021-2027 - Euronovia Conseil (euronovia-

conseil.eu) 

With €2 billion (40% of the total budget), projects for the protection of Nature and Biodiversity will 

be the priority of the future programme. agROBOfood beneficiaries might find interesting funding 

opportunities within this sub-programme. 

The 2021 Calls for Proposals were launched on 13 July 2021 and published on the funding & tender 

opportunities portal101. 

The European Climate, Infrastructure and Environment Executive Agency (CINEA), which has been 

set up to manage and implement the LIFE programme, also published a series of recorded 

information sessions for applicants on the LIFE – Call for proposals page102. These sessions will 

guide applicants through the new LIFE Programme, the calls for proposals and their priority topics 

open in 2021. 

 

6.1.4 Digital Europe 

 

The Digital Europe Programme (DIGITAL) is an EU funding programme focused on bringing digital 

technology to businesses, citizens and public administrations. It provides funding for projects in five 

crucial areas: 

 Supercomputing  

Digital Europe Programme helps us to reach exascale supercomputing – computing with a power 
comparable to aggregating the computing capabilities of the mobile phones of the EU’s entire 

population – by 2022/2023. It aims to reach post-exascale capabilities by 2026/2027.103 

It aims to increase accessibility and broaden the use of supercomputing in areas of public interest 
such as health, environment, security, and industry, including SMEs. 

                                                
101 Funding & tenders (europa.eu)  

102 See note 96 above 

103 Supercomputing in DIGITAL programme | Shaping Europe’s digital future (europa.eu) 

https://euronovia-conseil.eu/en/life-programme-2021-2027/
https://euronovia-conseil.eu/en/life-programme-2021-2027/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/programmes/life2027
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/activities/supercomputing-digital-programme
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 Artificial intelligence 

The programme will open up the use of artificial intelligence by businesses and public 
administrations. It aims to set up true European data space and facilitate safe access to and storage 

of large datasets and trustworthy and energy-efficient cloud infrastructure.104 

 Cybersecurity 

The Digital Europe Programme offers a chance to boost the common level of cybersecurity across 
the EU, underscoring the EU’s Cybersecurity Strategy. It will invest in building European 
cybersecurity infrastructures – the ‘cyber shield’. Also, it will promote the widespread deployment 

and take-up of state-of-the-art cybersecurity practices and equipment.105 

 Advanced digital skills 

The programme will fund the design and delivery of specialised programmes and traineeships for 
future experts in key capacity areas like data and AI, cybersecurity, quantum and HPC. 

 ensuring the wide use of digital technologies across the economy and society, including 

through Digital Innovation Hubs.106,107 

With a planned overall budget of €7.5 billion, it aims to accelerate the economic recovery and shape 

the digital transformation of Europe’s society and economy, by bridging the gap between digital 

technology research and market deployment. It will bring benefits to everyone, but in particular to 

small and medium-sized enterprises. 

Digital Europe will complement other EU programmes, such as the proposed Horizon Europe 

programme for research and innovation, as well as the Connecting Europe Facility108 for digital 

infrastructure. 

Digital Europe Programme implementation 

For the first two years, the Digital Europe programme will be implemented through four work 
programmes:  

1. For all actions excluding those implemented by the other three work programmes as 
indicated below - DIGITAL Europe Work Programme 2021-2022 

2. For the European Digital Innovation Hubs - DIGITAL Europe - EDIH Work Programme 2021-
2023 

3. For Cybersecurity actions - DIGITAL Europe - Cybersecurity Work Programme 2021-2022  
4. For High Performance Computing actions – the work programme will be prepared by the 

EuroHPC Joint Undertaking109 

                                                
104 Artificial intelligence in the DIGITAL programme | Shaping Europe’s digital future (europa.eu) 

105 Cybersecurity in the DIGITAL programme | Shaping Europe’s digital future (europa.eu)  

106 EDIHs | Shaping Europe’s digital future (europa.eu)  

107 Digital Europe Programme | European Commission (europa.eu)  

108 Connecting Europe Facility | Innovation and Networks Executive Agency (europa.eu)  

109 Get funding - DIGITAL | Shaping Europe’s digital future (europa.eu)  

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/activities/artificial-intelligence-digital-programme
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/activities/cybersecurity-digital-programme
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/activities/edihs
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes/digital-europe-programme_en
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/activities/get-funding-digital
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These work programmes provide information on the content of the calls for Grants and Procurement 

opened for proposals in 2021 and 2022.  

The application process 

Overview of the calls for proposals (‘calls’) that are forthcoming or already open can be found on the 

funding and tender opportunities web page110. This portal, more specifically the partner search 

options111, can also be useful for finding potential partner with particular competences, facilities or 

experience.  

Proposals must be submitted online before 17:00 Brussels time on the day of the indicated call 

deadline. This deadline and specific time are strict and must be respected. 

Once the deadline has passed, all proposals are evaluated against the criteria published in the Work 

Programme, resulting in a list of proposals in priority order. Independent experts specialised in the 

relevant fields may be involved in the evaluation. 

Applicants are informed on the outcome when the evaluation is over. After that, the European 

Commission will draw up a grant agreement with each of the successful participants within the limits 

of the allocated budget. The time frame for signing the grant agreements is up to 9 months from the 

closure of the call.112 

 

6.1.5 Innovation Fund 

 

The Innovation Fund is one of the world’s largest funding programmes for demonstration of 

innovative low-carbon technologies. It is not a research programme; it is about bringing highly 

innovative technologies to the market (commercial demonstration projects). 

The aim of the Innovation Fund is help create the right financial incentives for projects to invest in 

the next generation of technologies needed for the EU’s low-carbon transition. It supports: 

1. innovative low-carbon technologies and processes in energy-intensive industries, 

2. carbone capture and utilisation (CCU), 

3. construction and operation of carbon capture and storage (CCS), 

4. innovative renewable energy generation, 

5. energy storage.113 

 

                                                
110 See note 101 above 

111 Partner Search (europa.eu)  

112 See note 109 above 

113 Innovation Fund | Climate Action (europa.eu)  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/how-to-participate/partner-search
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/innovation-fund_en
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Figure 11 Innovation Fund Summary 

Source: Innovation Fund | Climate Action (europa.eu) 

 

The Fund will provide around €20 billion of support over 2020-2030, depending on the carbon 

price, for the commercial demonstration of innovative low-carbon technologies, aiming to bring to 

the market industrial solutions to decarbonise Europe and support its transition to climate 

neutrality.114 The support will be given to: 

 highly innovative technologies and big flagship projects within Europe that can bring on 

significant emission reductions. 

 cross-cutting projects on innovative low-carbon solutions that lead to emission reductions 

in multiple sectors, for example, through industrial symbiosis 

 small-scale projects with total capital costs under €7.5 million.115 

One of the main conditions for projects to get funding is to be sufficiently mature in terms of planning, 

business model as well as financial and legal structure. 

Support is already available in the form of grants. Additional support via blending with InvestEU 

support in the form financial instruments (EU’s unified investment support instrument - see 

details section) is under consideration. The Innovation Fund grant alone is not considered to be 

State aid. To cover the remaining costs, a project applicant can combine the Innovation Fund grant 

with public support by a Member State, subject to applicable State aid rules116. 

Eligibility and Application details 

The Innovation Fund aims to finance a varied project pipeline achieving an optimal balance of a wide 

range of innovative technologies in all previously mentioned eligible sectors and EU countries, 

Norway and Iceland. 

It is important to flag that although also NGOs and Academic institutions are eligible in principle, in 

practice they do not tend to apply since the Innovation Fund is addressed to pre-/commercial scale. 

                                                
114 See note 113 above 

115 See note 113 above 

116 Innovation Fund | Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs (europa.eu)  

https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/innovation-fund_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/hydrogen/funding-guide/innovation-fund_en
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Therefore, main applicants are Businesses and SMEs. Natural persons, scientific researchers 

and engineers are not eligible. 

Projects can apply via the EU Funding and Tenders portal117. There will be regular calls for proposals 

in the lifetime of the Innovation Fund until 2030. 

 

6.2 Financial Instruments  

 

Financial instruments are schemes that provide indirect funding to SMEs, but are usually processed 

through financial intermediaries such as banks, credit institutions or investment funds. They are 

intended to increase the volume of credit available to SMEs and to encourage these intermediaries 

to develop their SME lending capacity. 

There are various types of financial instruments: 

 equity and debt 

 loan guarantees and venture capital 

 capacity building and risk sharing facilities118 

 

The EU provides loans to businesses of all types for investment in research and innovation. It also 

provides guarantees to help beneficiaries to obtain loans more easily or at better conditions from 

banks and other lenders. The EU may also financially participate in a project by owning parts of it. 

Financial instruments can also be combined with grants. 

Figure below shows how EU financial instrument work in practice. 

 

Figure 12 Functioning of EU financial instruments 

Source: European Commission 

Financial instruments are implemented in partnership with public and private institutions 

such as banks, venture capitalists or angel investors. These financial institutions determine the 

exact financing conditions – the amount, duration, interest rates and fees. This means that 

                                                
117 See note 101 above 

118 Financial instruments: equity, guarantees, and loans | European Commission (europa.eu)  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/financial-instruments-equity-guarantees-and-loans_en
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companies do not have to come directly to the European Commission to get money. The 

Commission is relying on entrusting entities, such as European Investment Bank group (European 

Investment Fund is a part of this group). European Investment Bank group contracts, selects via 

Open Calls the financial intermediaries that can be, for example, banks at local level that will serve 

the needs of the local beneficiaries. Therefore, SMEs can find a local institution to which they can 

submit their business plan, their application and get the funding which is backed by European 

Commission. 

The applicant receiving funds through EU financial instruments must allow the intermediary financial 

institution to conduct their due diligence, including on-the-spot checks and inspections. Failure to 

comply will result in financing being delayed or denied.119 

Financial instruments can be provided by the EU through financial intermediaries in Member States 

(shared management120) to support its policies and programmes. All the information about getting 

help from financial instruments, can be found by contacting financial intermediaries in a specific 

country121. Start-ups, micro companies, and larger businesses can all benefit from this type of 

funding. 

 

Obtaining loans, guarantees and equity  

Loans, guarantees and equity are often provided so that entrepreneurs can seek out financing from 

other conventional/commercial avenues. The “funding” here usually comes in the form of EU backing 

which helps business owners to get their applications for credit lines/financing approved.  

Here, EU also provides capital for companies, but it’s rare and this kind of financing is usually 

competitive and closely monitored. In the previous period 2014 - 2020, a lot of different financial 

instruments were available to SMEs. Figure below shows different types of funding offered by 

specific programmes and the amount of money shared through these programmes. Company types 

eligible for these programmes are also presented.  

                                                
119 See note 118 above 

120 Funding by management mode | European Commission (europa.eu)  

121 Access to finance - Your Europe (europa.eu) 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/find-funding/funding-management-mode_en
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/finance-funding/getting-funding/access-finance/
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Figure 13 2014-2020 Financial instruments for SMEs 

Source: European Commission 

 

Competitiveness of Enterprises and SMEs (COSME) and InnovFin (a program aimed at supporting 

innovation) are the most relevant programmes for SMEs in the context of agROBOfood Project. 

One of the main objectives of COSME122 is to provide enhanced access to finance for SMEs in 

different phases of their lifecycle: creation, expansion or business transfer. Through the Loan 

Guarantee Facility, the programme provides guarantees and counter-guarantees to financial 

institutions (e.g. guarantee societies, banks, leasing companies) so they can provide more loan and 

lease finance to SMEs. Furthermore, through the Equity Facility for Growth, the programme provides 

risk capital to equity funds investing in SMEs mainly in the expansion and growth-stage phases. 

COSME works together with the InnovFin123, which consists of: 

 InnovFin Equity - Investment into or alongside venture capital funds, technology transfer, or 

business angels targeting early-stage companies in innovative sectors covered by Horizon 

2020 (e.g. life sciences, clean energy, high tech) 

 

 InnovFin SME Guarantee - Largest pan-European guarantee scheme supporting innovation 

in the EU & beyond 

Even though COSME and InnovFin were both closed at the end of 2020 there are still plenty of 

financial institutions which are deploying financing to the companies and will continue to deploy it in 

the next years, because all the agreements that were signed before the end of 2020 are still 

valid. 

All financial instruments that were available for SMEs by the end of 2020 will be condensed into one 

singe program – InvestEU. 

                                                
122 COSME financial instruments (europa.eu) 

123 InnovFin EU Finance for innovators (eib.org) 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/access-finance-smes/cosme-financial-instruments_en
https://www.eib.org/en/products/mandates-partnerships/innovfin/index.htm
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6.2.1 InvestEU Programme 

 

InvestEU124 is a European Union programme for business support that draws on both the budget 

and the Recovery Fund, an instrument created by the EU to support the recovery after the severe 

crisis caused by the pandemic. 

It is a single financial fund that on the one hand represents a resource for investments in 

competitiveness, sustainable growth, resilience and growth, and on the other a guarantee fund for 

investments with a high-risk profile of which private lenders are not able to take charge.125 

With a budget of more than €372 billion in the period 2021-2027, this Programme aims to give an 

additional boost to sustainable investment, innovation and job creation in Europe. 

The InvestEU Programme supports the following 4 main policy areas (“windows”): 

 Sustainable infrastructure – including transport (in particular clean and sustainable 

transport modes), energy (especially renewable energy), digital connectivity and access 

including in rural areas, waste management, nature and other environment infrastructure, 

cultural heritage, tourism, equipment, mobile assets and deployment of innovative 

technologies that contribute to the environmental climate resilience or social sustainability 

objectives of the EU 

 Research, innovation and digitization – including research, product development, transfer 

of technologies and research results to the market, as well as support to scaling up of 

innovative companies 

 SMEs – specific objectives: 

 Increase access to and availability of finance for European SMEs and small mid-caps 

 Providing support for SMEs and small mid-caps for which access to finance problem 

is the most pronounced, and these are: start-ups, younger and smaller companies, 

and SMEs lacking sufficient collateral 

 Promoting the implementation of specific Union's policy priorities, e.g. in the areas of 

innovation, digitalisation, cultural and creative industries.  

            SME window will be a natural successor of COSME. 

 Social investment and skills – microfinance, social enterprise finance and social economy, 

measures to promote gender equality skills, social innovation and infrastructure, health and 

long-term care, etc.126 

 

InvestEU Programme implementation 

 

The InvestEU Programme consists of three building blocks: 

 

                                                
124 InvestEU | InvestEU (europa.eu) 

125 European Funds 2021-2027: Financing For SMEs | EU (inclusivebusiness.org)  

126 What is the InvestEU Programme? | InvestEU (europa.eu)  

https://europa.eu/investeu/home_en
https://www.inclusivebusiness.org/european-funds-2021-2027-financing-for-smes/
https://europa.eu/investeu/about-investeu/what-investeu-programme_en
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InvestEU Fund The InvestEU Fund combines 13 centrally managed EU financial 

instruments and the European Fund for Strategic Investments into one instrument. This 

Fund supports 4 Policy Windows mentioned before. 

Under the InvestEU Fund, there is a single fund with a strong financial capacity and a single set of 

coherent requirements, which applies throughout the financing cycle to the benefit of final 

beneficiaries and financial intermediaries. Thanks to its centralised nature, InvestEU is able to deliver 

on EU policy objectives, minimise overlaps and ensure synergies.127 

The InvestEU Fund aims to mobilise at least €372 billion of public and private investment through 

an EU budget guarantee of €26.2 billion in support of investment by implementing partners such as 

the European Investment Bank (EIB) Group and other financial institutions, and increase their risk-

bearing capacity. The financial partners are expected to contribute at least €6.55 billion (25%) in 

risk-bearing capacity. The guarantee is provisioned at 40%, meaning that €10.5 b illion of the EU 

budget is set aside in case calls are made on the guarantee, the rest being contingent liability.128 

The InvestEU Fund starts in 2021. Following the launch of the InvestEU Programme, in addition to 

the EIB Group, a list of further implementing partners will be available on the official website129. 

SMEs interested in applying for this funding should contact their local commercial or public banks 

whose financial products are covered by the EU guarantee in their country or region. The local 

intermediary will inform them if a particular financing programme is covered by the InvestEU Fund. 

List of all local intermediaries can be found on Access to Finance130 website.131 

 

InvestEU Advisory Hub 

The advisory support offered by the InvestEU Advisory Hub will be aligned with the 

objectives of the InvestEU Programme, and it will be delivered through a number of thematic 

advisory initiatives. These initiatives will be set up under each of the four InvestEU policy windows 

as well as under a cross-sectoral component for horizontal advisory support services. 

Main services of the InvestEU Advisory Hub include: 

 Support the identification, preparation, development, structuring, procurement and 

implementation of investment projects 

 Enhance the capacity of promoters and financial intermediaries to implement financing and 

investment operations 

 Support awareness raising and preparatory activities for investment areas that show a clear 

market gap 

The support of the InvestEU Advisory Hub does not require its beneficiaries to also apply for the 

financing through the InvestEU Fund, nor does it entitle them to receive such financing support, 

although some advisory initiatives will be linked and will support specific InvestEU financial products. 

Applications for financing under the InvestEU Fund will need to be submitted separately and 

assessed in accordance with the respective eligibility criteria.132 

                                                
127 About the InvestEU Fund | InvestEU (europa.eu)  

128 How does the Fund work? | InvestEU (europa.eu)  

129 How to get financing | InvestEU (europa.eu) 

130 See note 121 above 

131 See note 129 above 

132 See note 126 above 

https://europa.eu/investeu/investeu-fund/about-investeu-fund_en
https://europa.eu/investeu/investeu-fund/about-investeu-fund/how-does-fund-work_en
https://europa.eu/investeu/investeu-fund/how-get-financing_en
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The InvestEU Advisory Hub is designed to replace 13 existing EU advisory support programmes 

(such as InnovFin Advisory133, The European Investment Advisory Hub134, etc.) and to act as a true, 

single entry point for all types of advisory requests. 

Entities that can apply for advisory support are: 

 Private project promoters 

 Public promoters (including Member States central and local authorities) and 

 Financial and other intermediaries implementing financing and investment operations for the 

benefit of entities that face difficulties in obtaining access to finance.135 

The InvestEU Advisory Hub support will be available via a central point of entry on the official 

website136 from Q3 2021. 

InvestEU Portal 

The InvestEU Portal137 allows project promoters to reach investors that they may not be 

able to reach otherwise. The Portal continues the work started under the European 

Investment Project Portal (EIPP) and is the online EU ‘marketplace’ connecting EU-based project 

promoters to investors worldwide. It provides project promoters with more options to finance their 

projects.138 

Since the InvestEU Portal provides a list of pre-checked quality projects, qualified investors have the 

opportunity to easily screen various projects before deciding on which ones to invest in. 

In order to submit a project for publication on the InvestEU Portal (the Portal), promoters have to log 

in and register on the Portal. Investors also have to be registered on the Portal in order to contact 

promoters of projects published on the Portal.139 

                                                
133 InnovFin Advisory (eib.org)  

134 Advisory Hub (eib.org) 

135 How to get advisory support | InvestEU (europa.eu)  

136 See note 135 above 

137 InvestEU Portal (europa.eu)  

138 InvestEU Portal | InvestEU (europa.eu) 

139 Publication on the Portal is free of charge. However, to be published on the Portal, projects have to fulfil 
specific admission/eligibility criteria. 

https://www.eib.org/en/products/advising/innovfin-advisory/index.htm
https://eiah.eib.org/
https://europa.eu/investeu/investeu-advisory-hub/how-to-get-advisory-support_en
https://ec.europa.eu/investeuportal/desktop/en/index.html
https://europa.eu/investeu/investeu-portal_en
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Figure 14 InvestEU Programme 2021-2027 

Source: About the InvestEU Fund | InvestEU (europa.eu) 

 

6.2.2 European Innovation Council and SMEs Executive 
Agency (EISMEA) 

Since the 1 of April 2021, the European Innovation Council and SMEs Executive Agency (EISMEA) 

has replaced the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME), to support 

the recovery of the European economy and to create strong synergies, in particular with small and 

medium-sized enterprises.  

EISMEA is responsible for developing and implementing the European Innovation Council under the 

guidance of an independent EIC Board and in cooperation with investments made by the EIC Fund. 

The Agency also manages other EU programmes in the fields of SME support, innovation 

ecosystems, single market, consumer policy and interregional innovation investments.140,141 

Role of the Executive Agency is to implement the SME strategy in the context of industrial 

ecosystems, the SME components of the Industrial Strategy and the Small Business Act and the 

considerations of the SME Envoy Network, aided by the SME Performance Review, and therefore it 

will implement action grants under framework partnership agreements to the European 

standardisation organisations: 

                                                
140 About EISMEA (europa.eu) 

141 Programmes (europa.eu)  

https://europa.eu/investeu/investeu-fund/about-investeu-fund_en
https://eismea.ec.europa.eu/about-eismea_en
https://eismea.ec.europa.eu/programmes_en
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 CEN (European Committee for Standardization); 

 Cenelec (European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization); 

 ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute).142 

EISMEA also strives to make the internal market more effective, for example including the free 

movement of capital and financial services and effective market surveillance throughout the 

Union, with grants ranging from the implementation of national market surveillance strategies 

to actions to enhance cooperation and coordination among Member States and/or European 

Free Trade Association (EFTA). 

Finally, under the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the Agency implements grants to 

support both Innovation Actions (IA) for mature partnerships, connecting demand and supply to 

accelerate interregional innovation investments in Smart Specialisation priority areas, and also 

Simplified Innovation Actions (SIA) for less developed regions to increase the capacity of regional 

innovation ecosystems to participate in global value chains. 

 

6.3 Accelerator and Incubator Programmes 

Accelerator and Incubator programmes provide guidance to start-ups, and opportunities to advance 

their business models and strategies, and the main goal is to make the start-up more valuable in the 

eyes of investors. However, these programs have different purposes. Incubators support start-ups 

entering the beginning stages of building their company. That means that start-ups possess an idea 

to bring to the marketplace, but they don’t have a business model developed or direction to transition 

from innovative idea to reality. On the other hand, accelerators advance the growth of existing 

companies with an idea and business model in place.143 

Accelerator programmes support high-potential small and medium-sized enterprises and innovators 

to help them develop and bring onto the market new innovative products, services and business 

models that could drive economic growth. Selected companies often receive funding and optional 

equity and are offered business coaching and mentoring to scale up their innovation idea. They can 

also get extra acceleration services to connect with investors, corporates and likeminded 

entrepreneurs. 

Considering agROBOfood sectors, there are relevant accelerators organized within the European 

Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT), and specifically – EIT’s Knowledge and Innovation 

Communities (KICs). Through Knowledge and Innovation Communities, EIT strengthens 

cooperation among businesses (including SMEs), higher education institutions and research 

organisations.  

There are currently eight Innovation Communities and each focuses on a different societal challenge: 

                                                
142 EISMEA Set-Up - Start at Best News  

143 Accelerator vs. Incubator: Which Is Right for You? (entrepreneur.com)  

https://startatbest.eu/2021/04/07/eismea-set-up/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/294798
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 EIT Climate-KIC: Drivers of climate innovation in Europe and beyond  

 EIT Digital: For a strong, digital Europe  

 EIT Food: EIT Food connects businesses, research centres, universities and consumers.  

 EIT Health: Together for healthy lives in Europe  

 EIT InnoEnergy: Pioneering change in sustainable energy  

 EIT Manufacturing: Strengthening and increasing the competitiveness of Europe's 

manufacturing  

 EIT Raw Materials: Developing raw materials into a major strength for Europe  

 EIT Urban Mobility: Smart, green and integrated transport.144 

 

Start-ups and SMEs operating in robotics sector should mainly focus on the EIT Digital145, while 

agri-food start-ups should be more concentrated on EIT Food146 and EIT Climate-KIC147. 

EIT Digital Accelerator148 is designed to work for European technology scale-ups with international 

growth ambitions. Companies may receive access to finance and access to market support tailored 

to their company's business needs. 

EIT Food covers several Food Business Creation Programmes, including a Seedbed Incubator and 

a Food Accelerator Network for coaching and support, plus various seed funds as well as Innovation 

Prizes for early-stage agri-food start-ups, and even Legal & Accounting support. 

Through EIT Climate-KIC, EU invests in clean technology, agriculture and green energy and takes 

an ‘open innovation’ approach to mentorship. It works on an innovation model of knowledge 

exchange and technology transfer. 

 

6.4 Prizes 

 

Certain types of EU funding can be granted as a prize in order to promote innovation or to reward 

achievements and excellence. 

Horizon Prizes149 are challenge prizes that are stimulating innovation in EU by offering a cash 

reward to whoever can most effectively meet a defined challenge. The purpose of these 

challenges is to solve the problems that are important to European citizens.150   

In late 2017, two years after the first time H2020 experimented with prizes through Horizon Prizes 

initiative, European Commission launched EIC Horizon Prizes. Each EIC Horizon Prize has an 

ambitious goal to solve a major challenge facing society, without detailing how this should be 

achieved or who should achieve it. 

                                                
144 Knowledge and Innovation Communities | EIT (europa.eu)  

145 Home // EIT Digital  

146 EIT Food accelerates innovation to build a future-fit food system that produces healthy and sustainable 
food for all | EIT Food  

147 Climate-KIC | The EU’s main climate innovation initiative  

148 Accelerator // EIT Digital  

149 Horizon prizes | European Commission (europa.eu)  

150 See note 149 above 

https://eit.europa.eu/our-communities/eit-innovation-communities
https://www.eitdigital.eu/
https://www.eitfood.eu/
https://www.eitfood.eu/
https://www.climate-kic.org/
https://www.eitdigital.eu/accelerator/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/prizes/horizon-prizes_en
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These prizes are open to anyone willing to think outside the box across sectors and disciplines. The 

prize is awarded to whoever best meets the challenge. Open calls for EIC Horizon Prizes can be 

found on the official website151. 

Besides EIC Horizon Prizes, European Innovation Council also offers some other EIC Prizes152, 

such as The European Capital of Innovation Awards153, EU Prize for Women Innovators154 and The 

European Innovation Procurement Awards155. 

Another award that recognises and celebrates societal advancements through research and 

innovation is the Horizon Impact Award. The European Commission stated that the next edition of 

the Horizon Impact Award will be launched in 2022. There will not be an edition in 2021. More 

information about the application process can be found on the official website156. 

Innovation Radar Prize is something that can also be interesting to agROBOfood beneficiaries. 

The Innovation Radar157 focuses on identifying high potential innovations and key innovators in EU-

funded research and innovation projects. Using the radar, the best EU-funded innovators are 

identified to compete with their EU-funded innovation for the annual Innovation Radar Prize. The 

2020 Innovation Radar Prize was won by Nanocargo, from Wrocław University of Science and 

Technology in Poland for their lead role in developing targeted nanoparticles-based cure for breast 

cancer.  

agROBOfood beneficiaries operating in agri-food domain will be interested in Innovation Prizes 

offered by EIT Food. EIT Food, together with its EIT Food Hubs, organises one of Europe's largest 

start-up competitions in the agri-food sector, in 15 EIT RIS countries of Eastern and Southern 

Europe. In each country, up to 10 innovative agri-food entrepreneurs or early-stage start-ups 

compete for two main Innovation Prizes158 of €5.000 and €10.000. The prizes help them develop 

new products and services to transform our food system, making it healthier, more sustainable and 

more trusted. 

Participation in Accelerator/Incubator programmes and Competitions for 

Prizes  

Participating in Accelerator/Incubator programmes and Competitions specializing in a specific 

industry can be very valuable. A company can benefit from being surrounded by dynamic people 

from its business area because they can learn from each other’s experiences and share insights.  

Every EU Accelerator/Incubator programme and Competition has its own application procedure and 

criteria for participation. However, general application procedure includes the following steps:  

                                                
151 EIC Horizon Prizes (europa.eu)  

152 EIC Prizes (europa.eu)  

153 The European Capital of Innovation Awards (europa.eu)  

154 EU Prize for Women Innovators (europa.eu)  

155 The European Innovation Procurement Awards (europa.eu) 

156 Horizon Impact Award | European Commission (europa.eu)  

157 Innovation Radar | Shaping Europe’s digital future (europa.eu)  

158 Innovation Prizes | EIT Food 

https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-prizes/eic-horizon-prizes_en#ecl-inpage-252
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-prizes_en
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-prizes/european-capital-innovation-awards_en
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-prizes/eu-prize-women-innovators_en
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-prizes/european-innovation-procurement-awards_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/prizes/horizon-impact-award_en
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/activities/innovation-radar
https://www.eitfood.eu/projects/Innovation-Prizes
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1. Gathering all the relevant information about the program/challenge  

2. Registration to the Database  

3. Submission of your entry/idea before the deadline. 

If the accelerator/challenge a company is applying to has specific written criteria for eligibility, a 

company should make sure it meets these criteria before applying. 

 

6.5 Regional Funding 

 

In order to support regional development in Europe, European commission offers a wide range of 

regional funds to public and private entities (public bodies, private sector organisations - especially 

small businesses, universities, associations, NGOs etc.). This way, access to finance is given exactly 

to the geographic areas which need financial aid the most, with a goal to make better position for a 

specific industry sector.  

 

6.5.1 European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) 

 

The European Structural & Investment Funds (ESIF) focuses on innovation, sustainability and 

(regional) economic development. The funds emphasise the importance of promoting the growth 

of the economy, including the growth of SMEs operating in different sectors. Therefore, 

funding provided by ESIF is definitely something that agROBOfood beneficiaries should pay 

attention to. ESIF for the period of 2014 to 2020 consisted of five EU funds that invested in growth, 

job creation, and a sustainable and healthy European economy and environment: 

 European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)159, to invest in the social and economic 

development of all EU regions and cities. The current ERDF programme has four focus 

areas: 

o Innovation and research 

o The digital agenda 

o Support for SMEs 

o Achieving a low-carbon economy 

 

Programmes under the ERDF can be divided in two categories: 

o European Territorial Cooperation programmes (Interreg A, Interreg B, Interreg C)160. 

o National and Regional Operational programmes 

 

                                                
159 European Regional Development Fund - Regional Policy - European Commission (europa.eu) 

160 As from 2021, the architecture of the European Territorial Co-operation (ETC) programmes has changed 
significantly. Find the latest updates on the development of the new regional policy here 

https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/funding/erdf/
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/2021_2027/
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 Cohesion Fund (CF)161, to invest in environment and transport in the less prosperous EU 

countries162 

 European Social Fund Plus (ESF+)163, to support jobs and create a fair and socially 

inclusive society in EU countries 

 European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD)164 to support EU’s rural 

development objectives: 

o improving the competitiveness of agriculture, 

o encouraging sustainable management of natural resources and climate action, 

o achieving a balanced territorial development of rural economies and communities. 

 European Maritime Fisheries and Aquaculture Fund (EMFAF) 165  to help achieve 

sustainable fisheries and conserve marine biological resources, which leads to: 

o food security through the supply of seafood products 

o growth of a sustainable blue economy 

o healthy, safe and sustainably managed seas and oceans. 

 

For the 2021 – 2027 programming period, the European Commission foresees a simplification of 

these funds and is expected to focus on the following thematic objectives: 

 Smart Europe (innovation, digitalisation, and support for SMEs); 

 Green Europe (carbon free economy, implementation of the Paris Agreement, and 

renewables); 

 Connected Europe (strategic transport and digital networks); 

 Social Europe (social rights, quality employment, education, and social inclusion); 

 Citizens’ Europe (support to locally led development strategies and urban development).166 

The European Commission allocates the budget of the five funds to the EU Member States, which 

in turn deploy ESIF resources through Operational Programmes, which are managed at national 

and/or regional level by appointed Managing Authorities (MA). 

The different funds have their own application processes. In general, however, organisations can 

apply for project funding through the managing authorities in their country or region.167  

Structural funds present direct aid to SMEs to co-finance their investments and funding is only 

possible in the economically less developed regions. In other regions, priority is given to actions 

having a high leverage effect (e.g., entrepreneurship training, support services, business incubators, 

technology transfer mechanisms, networking) rather than direct aid to individual SMEs. 

 

6.5.2 Vouchers 

 

                                                
161 Cohesion Fund - Regional Policy - European Commission (europa.eu)  

162 Eligible countries for this support are: Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, 
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. 

163 European Social Fund - Regional Policy - European Commission (europa.eu) 

164 Common agricultural policy funds | European Commission (europa.eu) 

165 emfaf (europa.eu)  

166 European Structural & Investment Funds (ESIF) » Circular City Funding Guide  

167 Inforegio - EU Regional Policy - Regional Policy - European Commission (europa.eu) 

https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/funding/cohesion-fund/
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/funding/social-fund/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/key-policies/common-agricultural-policy/financing-cap/cap-funds_en
https://ec.europa.eu/oceans-and-fisheries/funding/emfaf_en
https://www.circularcityfundingguide.eu/funding-types-and-their-applicability/grants-and-subsidies/european-structural-investment-funds/
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/
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Vouchers schemes have been used first as business support instruments in the late 1990s and have 

since become widely popular. They are designed, implemented, and deployed by public authorities 

on national, regional, or local level to encourage certain behaviours, for example innovation, in 

targeted companies – SMEs. To large extent vouchers are used to promote innovation related 

activities, the adoption of digital technologies and the acquisition of new skills through 

training. But there are other vouchers addressing topics such as the green transition of the 

economy, the access to international markets, etc.168 

The use of vouchers to leverage the activities and outreach of projects is possible in specific calls, 

according to the financial regulations for Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe. 

For example, by September 30th, 2021 manufacturing SME’s and midcaps can apply for Deployment 

Voucher169 offered by Change2twin project. 

Vouchers are also present in Interreg Europe170 projects. Here, we will focus on vouchers for the 

competitiveness of SMEs, and these are mainly innovation and digitization vouchers. Quite 

some projects are displaying good practices on the way vouchers are successfully used to address 

challenges relevant to the competitiveness of SMEs.171  The use of vouchers is expected to spark 

further developments within the benefiting SMEs and enable them, thanks to the new knowledge 

gained, to engage into more ambitious improvement which will lead on the mid- to long-term to 

growth on the level of single businesses and increased competitiveness of the whole sector. 

In the framework of the thematic objective SME competitiveness, innovation vouchers are mainly 

highlighted in the context of sectoral policies aiming at promoting and improving the overall 

innovation capacity and competitiveness of whole sectors through cooperation with research 

organisations or cross-sectoral collaboration. The schemes target typically traditional sectors with 

an overall low innovation capacity and tradition of collaboration with knowledge providers. 

Those schemes build especially on the simplicity of vouchers, which make them attractive to many 

businesses. The figure below – based on a specific example – illustrates well the typical steps of a 

voucher scheme: 

                                                
168 Policy Brief on ‘Vouchers on SME competitiveness’ | Interreg Europe  

169 Deployment Voucher - Change2Twin Project  

170 Home | Interreg Europe 

171 TO3_Policy_Brief_Vouchers_for_the_competitiveness_of_SMEs.pdf (interregeurope.eu)  

https://www.interregeurope.eu/sarure/news/news-article/11752/policy-brief-on-vouchers-on-sme-competitiveness/
https://www.change2twin.eu/open-calls/deployment-voucher/
https://www.interregeurope.eu/
https://www.interregeurope.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/plp_uploads/policy_briefs/TO3_Policy_Brief_Vouchers_for_the_competitiveness_of_SMEs.pdf
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Figure 15 The principal steps of a voucher scheme 

Source: Voucher Schemes – a great career since end of the 1990s | Interreg Europe 

 

Besides innovation vouchers, there are also digitization vouchers that help companies to digitalise, 

which is necessary in order to stay competitive in today's economy. 

The digital transformation is by far not limited to the implementation of ICT tools which will ‘only’ 

enable a business to digitalise its existing processes. It often implies to rethink the operational 

aspects of a business as well as its products. Such transformations need to be well planned and 

addressed in a way that gets the highest possible acceptance from the staff to deliver measurable 

impacts. This requires a tailored strategic approach, which can be significantly improved by getting 

assistance from qualified experts through a voucher scheme.  

The Policy Brief from the Policy Learning Platform on SME competitiveness172  presents good 

practices that illustrate how voucher schemes contribute to foster the digital transformation of 

businesses in different aspects of doing business. 

Whereas innovation and digitisation vouchers represent the largest part of voucher schemes some 

further aspects of SME competitiveness are also addressed, such as:  

 Fostering the internationalisation of SMEs,  

 Business succession: supporting the transfer of businesses to new ownership. 

 

6.6 National Funding Opportunities 

 

Small and medium business enterprises play a major role in spurring economic development. 

Governments from all over the world have begun to implement different measures to encourage the 

growth of SMEs, thus enabling them to contribute to the national economy.  

SMEs usually face more financial challenges at the beginning of their development, when 

establishing a company and through the first phases of company’s development. It is very difficult 

for them to receive loans, for example, as SMEs constitute a financial risk for funding institutions. 

                                                
172 TO3_Policy_Brief_Vouchers_for_the_competitiveness_of_SMEs.pdf (interregeurope.eu) 

https://www.interregeurope.eu/policylearning/news/7858/voucher-schemes-a-great-career-since-end-of-the-1990s/
https://www.interregeurope.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/plp_uploads/policy_briefs/TO3_Policy_Brief_Vouchers_for_the_competitiveness_of_SMEs.pdf
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Governments could assist in numerous ways, including providing collateral, creating and supporting 

specific loans to SMEs or grants to those that achieve certain goals, like improving productivity or 

hiring additional personnel. They could also favour them in their taxing policies.173 

On the other hand, they can provide specific national funds for the development of SMEs’ sector. In 

this chapter, the focus will be on the financial support that governments of agROBOfood partners 

offer to SMEs in their countries. 

In the context of this Guide, National Funding Opportunities for the countries that partners of 

agROBOfood have a presence are covered. Moreover, and in order to provide as much more 

information and insights as possible, and in order to cover a wide geographical area within the EU, 

a number of useful sources for funding opportunities all over Europe are gathered. The 

corresponding online resources are presented below: 

Country Website 

Italy - https://www.researchitaly.it/en/calls/?order=startdate 
- https://www.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/index.php/en/incentivi/impresa/strumenti-e-

programmi/pon-iniziativa-pmi  

Ireland - https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/funding-supports/  

The 

Netherlands 

- https://business.gov.nl/subsidy/bmkb/  

United 

Kingdom 

- https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/our-products 
- https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support/art-business-loans-west-midlands#what-you-

can-get 
- https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support 

Estonia - https://www.euraxess.ee/information/content/estonia/estonian-funding-system  
- http://researchinestonia.eu/rwp/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Research-funding-in-

Estonia.pdf 

Norway - https://nordic9.com/data-tools-find-investor/  

France - https://france-science.com/OSEO/  

Czech 

Republic 

- https://opvvv.msmt.cz/  

Denmark - https://innovationsfonden.dk/en  

Switzerland - https://www.innosuisse.ch/inno/de/home/go-global.html 

Sweden - https://www.vr.se/english/about-us.html 
- https://formas.se/en/start-page.html 
- https://www.vinnova.se/en/ 

Latvia - http://viaa.gov.lv/lat/ 

Hungary - https://nkfih.gov.hu/english-

nkfih/search?searchStr=funding&order=desc&searchFolder=13721&rk=on  

Croatia - https://hamagbicro.hr/podrska-razvoju-poslovanja/obzor-2020/  

Austria - https://www.aws.at/en/  
- https://www.fwf.ac.at/en/research-funding/overview-of-calls/ 

Cyprus - https://www.fundingprogrammesportal.gov.cy/en/funding-programmes/national-grant-
schemes 

- https://iris.research.org.cy/#!/  

Luxembourg - http://search.funding.lu/#/  
- https://www.luxinnovation.lu/innovate-in-luxembourg/funding/research-development-

projects/ 

North 

Macedonia 

- https://fitr.mk/  

Table 6 Where to search for national funding? 

                                                
173 How Governments Can Support SMEs | Spotlight | Galilee Institute (galilcol.ac.il)  

https://www.researchitaly.it/en/calls/?order=startdate
https://www.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/index.php/en/incentivi/impresa/strumenti-e-programmi/pon-iniziativa-pmi
https://www.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/index.php/en/incentivi/impresa/strumenti-e-programmi/pon-iniziativa-pmi
https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/funding-supports/
https://business.gov.nl/subsidy/bmkb/
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/our-products
https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support/art-business-loans-west-midlands#what-you-can-get
https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support/art-business-loans-west-midlands#what-you-can-get
https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support
https://www.euraxess.ee/information/content/estonia/estonian-funding-system
http://researchinestonia.eu/rwp/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Research-funding-in-Estonia.pdf
http://researchinestonia.eu/rwp/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Research-funding-in-Estonia.pdf
https://nordic9.com/data-tools-find-investor/
https://france-science.com/OSEO/
https://opvvv.msmt.cz/
https://innovationsfonden.dk/en
https://www.innosuisse.ch/inno/de/home/go-global.html
https://www.vr.se/english/about-us.html
https://formas.se/en/start-page.html
https://www.vinnova.se/en/
http://viaa.gov.lv/lat/
https://nkfih.gov.hu/english-nkfih/search?searchStr=funding&order=desc&searchFolder=13721&rk=on
https://nkfih.gov.hu/english-nkfih/search?searchStr=funding&order=desc&searchFolder=13721&rk=on
https://hamagbicro.hr/podrska-razvoju-poslovanja/obzor-2020/
https://www.aws.at/en/
https://www.fwf.ac.at/en/research-funding/overview-of-calls/
https://www.fundingprogrammesportal.gov.cy/en/funding-programmes/national-grant-schemes
https://www.fundingprogrammesportal.gov.cy/en/funding-programmes/national-grant-schemes
https://iris.research.org.cy/#!/
http://search.funding.lu/#/
https://www.luxinnovation.lu/innovate-in-luxembourg/funding/research-development-projects/
https://www.luxinnovation.lu/innovate-in-luxembourg/funding/research-development-projects/
https://fitr.mk/
https://www.galilcol.ac.il/Spotlight/5943/How_Governments_Can_Support_SMEs
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All resources listed in the previous table, and more, which will be identified in the upcoming period, 

will be integrated in an online database/tool which will be developed within official agROBOfood 

website. 

 

6.6.1 Serbia 

The SME sector in an important pillar of Serbia’s economy. According to the EIB report - Assessment 

of financing needs of SMEs in the Western Balkans countries - the success of the country’s budding 

economic recovery largely depends on the success of SMEs which, while generally having access 

to loan finance, need additional support in the form of longer-term loans with lower collateral 

requirements and better funding options for microenterprises and start-ups.174 

The equity finance market in Serbia is in its early stages, with a few existing funds supporting the 

growing technology sector and a small number of larger consumer-oriented SMEs. Though many 

SMEs lack the awareness and sophistication needed to obtain equity funding, future success stories 

may encourage SMEs to develop their capacities and grow in order to become more investable. 

Banks are the predominant source of funding for SMEs, and generally provide a wide range of 

products to the sector through their nationwide branch networks, though the most commonly offered 

product is term working capital loans. 

EU initiatives - EBRD SME Competitiveness Programme, the InnovFin Programme and many others 

help Serbian businesses compete in European single market. 

 

6.6.2 Greece 

SMEs are an important part of the Greek economy, affecting directly both the financial and the social 

aspects of economic life. 

During the last five years and the continued economic recession, SMEs in Greece faced a couple of 

negative trends. After this long period of struggle, Greek SMEs are now trying to adopt new business 

models and development paths. In this new effort, SMEs will face different challenges such as: 

 

 Reduced competitiveness due to high operating costs and low adaptation to technological 

developments. 

 Organization of production and marketing activities based on outdated business models, with 

low use of ICT and lack of investment in R&D. 

 Inability to approach the financial system because of the crisis’ intensity and the poor banking 

sector performance. 

 Low adaptation capacity to business initiatives of high added value and high future 

demand.175 

 

In order to help SMEs, Greece provides different types of financial aid - tax exemption (exemption 

from payment of income tax that results from the current tax legislation, on the profits realized before 

taxes from all the activities of the company), subsidy (free provision from the State of funds to cover 

                                                
174 Serbia: Assessment of financing needs of SMEs in the Western Balkans countries (eib.org)  

175 Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs) | Planet  

https://www.eib.org/attachments/efs/assessment_of_financing_needs_of_smes_serbia_en.pdf
https://www.planet.gr/sector/small-medium-enterprises-smes/
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part of the eligible expenses of the investment plan), wage subsidy (for jobs created), financing 

instruments etc.176 

Furthermore, in April this year, the Greek government signed an agreement with the European 

Investment Bank (EIB) for the provision of €500 million aimed to support small and medium sized 

enterprises across the country. By providing funding, the EU bank wants to ensure that businesses 

will be able to thrive and enhance their competitiveness, thus fostering a stronger and greater 

atmosphere of entrepreneurship in the country. The scheme is meant to address the financial gap 

that has so far been stopping many companies from hiring new personnel and thus generating more 

revenue.177 

 

6.6.3 France 

France is highly dependent on SMEs, as they account for 99% of all enterprises. An increase in SME 

loans, especially private equity investments can be noticed in the recent years. The COVID-19 

pandemic affected the whole world and French SMEs were not excluded. In 2021 the demand for 

loans by SMEs increased but remained below the 2007 period pre-crisis178. 

After setting the legal policies about crowdfunding, this method of financing started to become more 

popular in France and experienced a strong expansion in 2018179. This has strongly helped the fact that 

alternative sources of funding grew by 50% in the recent years.180 In the 2015-2018 period, funds raised 

by crowdfunding platforms were more than doubled, from €167 million to €402 million181.  

France has its own public investment bank. BPIfrance assists companies from the start-up phase 

through other stages, offering support ranging from loans to equity capital. 182  The French 

government helped in overcoming SME’s financing barriers by an online platform that facilitates 

credit mediation.  

The Fonds Commun de Placement en Innovation (FCPI) are also an important investment vehicle 

that has to be mentioned. It has been created to facilitate investment in companies that are certified 

as innovative. Investment in FCPIs is tax deductible and capital gains on investment on FCPIs held 

for a specified period are tax free.183 

Additionally, a lot of useful information considering financing opportunities in the French agriculture 

and agri-food sector can be found on the fi-compass website184. 

 

                                                
176 2-Investment-Incentives-Law.pdf (enterprisegreece.gov.gr)  

177 https://www.themayor.eu/en/sk/new-scheme-launched-in-greece-to-support-small-and-medium-sized-
businesses  

178 Access to bank financing for companies | Banque de France (banque-france.fr) 

179 Decree No. 2014-1053 of 16 September 2014 on crowdfunding - Légifrance (legifrance.gouv.fr) 

180 France’s Alternative Finance Grows by 50% | SME Finance Forum 

181  France | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

182 DB_Business_livret 3_UK_2017.pdf (businessfrance.fr) 

183 Innovation Mutual Funds (tacotax.fr) 

184 Financing needs in agriculture and agri-food sectors in France | fi-compass  

https://www.enterprisegreece.gov.gr/files/pdf/roadshow2019/2-Investment-Incentives-Law.pdf
https://www.themayor.eu/en/sk/new-scheme-launched-in-greece-to-support-small-and-medium-sized-businesses
https://www.themayor.eu/en/sk/new-scheme-launched-in-greece-to-support-small-and-medium-sized-businesses
https://www.banque-france.fr/en/statistics/loans/loans/access-bank-financing-companies
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/JORFTEXT000029463569/
https://www.smefinanceforum.org/post/france%E2%80%99s-alternative-finance-grows-by-50
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/06c748ec-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/06c748ec-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/06c748ec-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/06c748ec-en
https://www.businessfrance.fr/Media/Production/INVEST/Invest-DEA/DB_Business_livret%203_UK_2017.pdf
https://www.tacotax.fr/guides/valeurs-mobilieres/fonds-communs-de-placement-dans-l-innovation
https://www.fi-compass.eu/video/financing-needs-agriculture-and-agri-food-sectors-france
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6.6.4 Spain 

In Spain business world is overwhelmingly made up of small and medium-sized businesses. This 

country offers financial assistance for everyone who is trying to set up a business. 

A lot of useful information about grants and financial incentives for businesses can be found on the 

website of the Spanish Ministry for Industry, Tourism and Trade185. There you can find detailed 

information about the criteria for grants from central government and those awarded by autonomous 

communities, municipalities and city councils.186 

Good source of information is also the Spanish Chambers of Commerce, as well as the one-stop 

business creation offices (Ventanilla Unica Empresarial/VUE), although their information is not 

always available in English. The Madrid Chamber of Commerce has information available in English 

on its website, which is a useful reference point187. Also, the Dirección General de Política de la 

PYME188, the association of small and medium-size businesses in Spain is an important organisation 

in the Spanish business world and can give entrepreneurs a considerable amount of support.189 

It is important to emphasize that any grant or incentive offered by the state or by an autonomous 

community is governed by the regulations which the EU has established for all its members. Aid and 

incentives are permitted only in areas which meet EU criteria, of which details can be found on the 

InvestIn Spain website190. 

 

6.6.5 Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, microbusinesses, small and medium-sized businesses all fall under the header 

MKB: Midden- en Kleinbedrijf, or Small and Medium-sized Enterprises. When determining if an SME 

is eligible for a funding opportunity, the EU criteria are commonly used, but the Netherlands Chamber 

of Commerce uses different criteria to determine the amount of details a company has to deposit in 

their annual financial statements.  

Bank loans continue to be the main source of external financing for SMEs in the Netherlands.191 In 

order to promote the growth of SMEs, the government has taken several steps, including SME 

Finance Action Plan192.  

Innovation is highly appreciated. Therefore, several instruments are available for the innovation 

financing. Among them are seed capital, regional development agencies, a business angel co-

investment fund and proof-of-concept funding 193 . There is an innovation credit scheme for 

                                                
185 ICEX-Invest in Spain  

186 Spain Guide: Grants & incentives, Financial assistance for setting up a business: An important part of 
(justlanded.com)  

187 www.cameramadrid.es 

188 Dirección General de Industria y de la Pequeña y Mediana Empresa (ipyme.org) 

189 Spain Guide: Grants & incentives, Financial assistance for setting up a business: An important part of 
(justlanded.com)  

190 ICEX-Invest in Spain  

191 The Netherlands | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

192 Support for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) | Enterprise and innovation | Government.nl 

193 Early stage financing (VFF) applications | RVO.nl | National 

https://www.investinspain.org/en/index
https://www.justlanded.com/english/Spain/Spain-Guide/Business/Grants-incentives
https://www.justlanded.com/english/Spain/Spain-Guide/Business/Grants-incentives
http://www.cameramadrid.es/ingles
http://www.ipyme.org/es-ES/Paginas/Home.aspx
https://www.justlanded.com/english/Spain/Spain-Guide/Business/Grants-incentives
https://www.justlanded.com/english/Spain/Spain-Guide/Business/Grants-incentives
https://www.investinspain.org/en/index
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/21ea1a61-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/21ea1a61-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/21ea1a61-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/21ea1a61-en
https://www.government.nl/topics/enterprise-and-innovation/support-for-small-and-medium-sized-enterprises-smes
https://www.rvo.nl/subsidies-regelingen/vroegefasefinanciering-vff
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companies that are developing a novel product or device.194 Other than that, SMEs can get other 

benefits such as: tax benefits, innovation loans and grants, and many more.195  

A slight decrease in the SMEs lending was noticed and then new opportunities have arisen from the 

Dutch government (e.g., microcredits can be lent if they are up to €50.000 and SME loans are a loan 

opportunity that can vary between €50.000 and €250.000).196 Bank and other funders are covered 

by the government’s SME credit guarantee scheme197, that has been adapted to the new conditions 

caused by the pandemic crisis. 

 

6.6.6 UK 

SMEs are highly important to the UK economy, as approximately 50% of all private sector 

employment and turnover are coming from SMEs. SMEs in the UK are widespread in the 

communication sector, but also in agriculture, forestry and fishing. Although a lot of funding 

opportunities have been opened for SMEs in the previous years, the UK government, especially the 

Department for International Trade (DIT) is planning to upscale the opportunities through the SME 

Action Plan 2020 to 2022.198, 199 

Bank lending has been the main principle of SME funding in the recent years. Nevertheless, a more 

diverse funding environment for SMEs is rising and an increase in other types of funding. The most 

common used forms of alternative finance sources are: invoice finance and asset finance. The value 

of equity finance received by SMEs are also increasing.200 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the Bank of England soared the lending to the SMEs. The 

conclusion from this perspective is that it was more than needed because there were more than 30% 

more applications for external funding than the previous year.201 ,202 Additional information and 

guidance about eligibility criteria can be found on the UK Finance website203, and a vast amount of 

funding opportunities can be found on the GOV.UK website204 and on the KTN website205. 

 

                                                
194 Innovation Credit Scheme | Business.gov.nl 

195 Support for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) | Enterprise and innovation | Government.nl 

196 Apply for an SME loan | Business.gov.nl 

197 Credit guarantee for SMEs - BMKB | RVO.nl  

198 Small and medium-sized enterprises action plan 2020 to 2022 (publishing.service.gov.uk) 

199 Small and medium-sized enterprise action plan 2017 to 2022 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

200 United Kingdom | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

201 SME lending in the first three quarters of 2020 more than double 2019 total | UK Finance 

202 SME lending soars, says BoE, even as UK doubles down with new borrowing scheme | S&P Global Market 
Intelligence (spglobal.com) 

203 SME Lending and Deposits | UK Finance 

204 Finance and support for your business - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)  

205 Agri-food funding round-up - KTN (ktn-uk.org)  

https://business.gov.nl/subsidy/innovation-credit-scheme/
https://www.government.nl/topics/enterprise-and-innovation/support-for-small-and-medium-sized-enterprises-smes
https://business.gov.nl/subsidy/sme-loan/
https://english.rvo.nl/subsidies-programmes/credit-guarantee-smes-bmkb
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961722/SME-Action-Plan.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/updated-small-and-medium-sized-enterprises-action-plan-published/small-and-medium-sized-enterprise-action-plan-2017-to-2022
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/cbcf56e7-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/cbcf56e7-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/cbcf56e7-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/cbcf56e7-en
https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/press/press-releases/sme-lending-first-three-quarters-2020-more-double-2019-total
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/sme-lending-soars-says-boe-even-as-uk-doubles-down-with-new-borrowing-scheme-63081354
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/sme-lending-soars-says-boe-even-as-uk-doubles-down-with-new-borrowing-scheme-63081354
https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/data-and-research/data/business-finance/sme-lending-and-deposits
https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support
https://ktn-uk.org/news/agri-food-funding-round-up/
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6.6.7 Denmark 

Compared to other EU states, Denmark’s economy is slightly less dependent on SMEs, but still has 

a high share of the mentioned enterprises. Due to complains on unfair conditions, in the last decade 

Denmark has advanced their funding opportunities and conditions. For example, the interest rates 

have decreased from 6.6% in 2008 to 2.3% in 2018.206 

Vækstfonden (The Danish Growth Fund)207 is a government investment fund that offers guarantees 

and loans to SMEs and entrepreneurs, invests equity in recently developed companies with growth 

potential, and engages in fund-of-funds activities by investing in venture and small/mid-cap funds. 

The Danish Growth Fund includes special areas dedicated to entrepreneurs and businesses that are 

in the field of Agriculture.208 

European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI)209 in Denmark financed the amount of €1.2 

billion in 2021. When it comes to the SMEs under this funding opportunity, the statistics are the 
following: 

 7 approved agreements with intermediary banks financed by European Investment Fund 
(EIF) with EFSI backing 

 €602 million in total financing 
 set to trigger approximately €1.8 billion in investments with some 2.735 SMEs and mid-cap 

companies expected to benefit from improved access to finance210 

Innovation Fund Denmark211 is a great funding opportunity and it provides €0.7 – 4 million for 

research and development in different fields (e.g. food, agriculture, biotechnology and ICT).212 As a 
crisis package, one of the latest Government’s aids is the distribution of DKK 350 million to innovative 

entrepreneurs and SMEs that have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.213 

 

6.6.8 Cyprus 

Statistic shows that in the last decade, the number of small and medium enterprises is growing in 
Cyprus.214 Therefore, it is important to explore various funding opportunities, one of them being 
public funding. The Cypriot government offers different financing schemes to SMEs. Firstly, it is 
important to mention the role of Enterprise Europe Network Cyprus (EEN Cy)215. EEN-Cy is a 

national consortium, a member of the European Enterprise Europe Network since its creation in 
2008. It consists of the Research and Innovation Foundation (RIF) as the coordinator, the Cyprus 

                                                
206 Denmark | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

207 We finance your company’s innovation and growth (vf.dk) 

208 See note 207 above 

209 EFSI | EUROPEAN INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP (europa.eu)  

210 Investment Plan: Denmark | European Commission (europa.eu) 

211 Forside | Innovationsfonden 

212 Innovation Fund Denmark: 0.7 - 4M € in public funding (techfunding.eu) 

213  Innovation Fund Denmark is Ready to Help Needy Entrepreneurs and Small and Medium-Sized 
Knowledge-Based Companies | Innovationsfonden 

214 • SMEs in Cyprus 2021, by size | Statista 

215 EEN Cyprus – EEN Cyprus  

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/9630c7d1-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/9630c7d1-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/9630c7d1-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/9630c7d1-en
https://vf.dk/en/
https://ec.europa.eu/eip/ageing/funding/EFSI_en.html
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/economy-works-people/jobs-growth-and-investment/investment-plan-europe/investment-plan-results/investment-plan-denmark_en
https://innovationsfonden.dk/en
https://www.techfunding.eu/innovationsfonden
https://innovationsfonden.dk/en/news-press-jobs/innovation-fund-denmark-ready-help-needy-entrepreneurs-and-small-and-medium-sized
https://innovationsfonden.dk/en/news-press-jobs/innovation-fund-denmark-ready-help-needy-entrepreneurs-and-small-and-medium-sized
https://www.statista.com/statistics/878752/number-of-smes-in-cyprus/
http://eencyprus.org.cy/
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Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the European Office of Cyprus as members.216 The 

network provides free of charge, comprehensive consulting services to Cypriot businesses wanting 
to invest in knowledge, research, technology and innovation.217 Industry and Technology Service 
manage various funding opportunities that have a goal to improve SME’s competitiveness and 
strengthen business innovation. The available opportunities can be found on the website of the 
Ministry of Energy, Commerce and Industry218. 

 
CYPEF219 is a national fund of the Republic of Cyprus that supports and strengthens entrepreneurs 

and SMEs. The financing and management operations are available through European Investment 
Bank (EIB) and European Investment Fund (EIF), respectively.220 In June 2021, the Republic of 
Cyprus and EIF signed the continuation of the CYPEF initiative, under a new phase (phase II). An 
additional contribution of €200 million of capital, funded by the Republic of Cyprus, is supposed to 
provide the necessary funding for financing new investment needs of SMEs and midcaps, while 
meeting the financial challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. EIF in Cyprus provides a lot of 
funding opportunities - guarantees, loans, equities through different initiatives: InnovFin SME221, 

Guarantee Facility222, EFSI and many more.223 For example, InnovFin SME is an initiative from Bank 
of Cyprus that loans €50.000 - €500.000 to all beneficiaries. 224  Other Cypriot banks are also 
financing and supporting SMEs in different sectors with loans, taxes and other incentives.  
 

6.6.9 Germany 

Germany created good business environment for the entrepreneurs and SMEs. It provides a great 

financial support for schemes that promote research, innovation and investment. A lot of grants, 

loans and financial incentives are offered to anyone who wants to start a business in this country 

(Germans and foreign entrepreneurs). 

Public funding in Germany can broadly be divided into four main groups: 

                                                
216 Small businesses | Cyprus (europa.eu) 

217 EEN CYPRUS – ΙδΕΚ (research.org.cy) 

218 Υπηρεσία Βιομηχανίας και Τεχνολογίας | Χρηματοδοτικά Προγράμματα (meci.gov.cy)  

219 DIRECTORATE GENERAL FOR EUROPEAN PROGRAMMES, COORDINATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
- Cyprus Entrepreneurship Fund (dgepcd.gov.cy) 

220 The Cyprus Entrepreneurship Fund (CYPEF) (eif.org) 

221 InnovFin SME Guarantee Facility (eif.org) 

222 Central Bank of Cyprus - Deposit Guarantee and Resolution of Credit and Other Institutions Scheme 

223 EIF intermediaries in Cyprus 

224 InnovFin SME Guarantee Facility - Bank of Cyprus 

https://ec.europa.eu/cyprus/business-and-funding/SMEs_en
https://www.research.org.cy/en/innovation-services/enterprise-europe-network-cyprus/
http://www.meci.gov.cy/meci/sit/sit.nsf/sit14_all_el/sit14_all_el?OpenForm
http://www.dgepcd.gov.cy/dgepcd/dgepcd.nsf/page23_en/page23_en?OpenDocument
http://www.dgepcd.gov.cy/dgepcd/dgepcd.nsf/page23_en/page23_en?OpenDocument
https://www.eif.org/what_we_do/resources/cypef/index.htm
https://www.eif.org/what_we_do/guarantees/single_eu_debt_instrument/innovfin-guarantee-facility/
https://www.centralbank.cy/en/deposit-guarantee-investors-compensation-schemes/deposit-guarantee-and-resolution-of-credit-and-other-institutions-scheme
https://www.eif.org/what_we_do/where/cy/index.htm
https://www.bankofcyprus.com.cy/en-gb/business/EU-Products/Financing-Products/InnovFin-SME-Guarantee-Facility/
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 Direct grants - non-repayable cash payments granted to new businesses in Germany to 

offset initial set-up costs, promote research and development, or help build a company’s 

workforce. 

 Public loans - National public loans (Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau - “Reconstruction Credit 

Institute”, the federal government’s development bank) and Federal state public loans (each 

German federal state has its own development bank, which provides loans of up to €10 

million to small and medium-sized enterprises) 

 Public guarantees 

 Equity capital.225 

 

GRW cash grants 

 

The GRW (Gemeinschaftsaufgabe “Verbesserung der regionalen Wirtschaftsstruktur” - Joint Task 

for the Improvement of Regional Economic Structures) is a major investment programme committed 

to promoting regional economic development. It offers grants to businesses in the manufacturing 

and service industries to cover a proportion (up to a maximum of 40%) of costs during the 

establishment phase of a company. The program is issued by the Federal Ministry for Economic 

Affairs and Energy. It defines maximum possible incentives rates for all regions eligible for funding 

throughout Germany which are published for each funding period in form of the Ministry's so called 

"incentives map." 

 

Research and development incentives 

 

Incentives for these kinds of projects are provided on three different levels: 

 EU-wide incentives (Horizon 2020 programme) 

 Federal government grants 

 Federal state grants. 

 

The amount of available funding depends on the size of the business, the number of involved 

companies or institutes, and the kind of research being undertaken.226 

Germany Trade & Invest227, the economic development agency of the German government, can 

assist you in identifying suitable funding programmes and the application process. 

 

6.6.10 Finland 

SMEs in Finland are employing two-thirds of the total number of employees. It can be noticed that 

there is a significantly higher amount of micro-enterprises that has less than 10 employees.  

The amount of national lending has been increasing during the last decade, but it never reached the 

point of pre-crisis in 2007. The environment seems to be favourable for SMEs, as a lot of resources 

                                                
225 Start-up grants & Financial incentives for businesses in Germany (iamexpat.de) 

226 See note 225 above 

227 Grants for Investments (gtai.de)  

https://www.iamexpat.de/career/entrepreneur-germany/start-up-grants-financial-incentives-businesses
https://www.gtai.de/gtai-en/invest/investment-guide/incentive-programs/cash-incentives-for-investments
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has been invested in the recent period. A record-high figure of €479 million was invested into start-

ups and early-stage growth companies in Finland in 2018. Finnish Venture Capital (VC) funds 

invested €101 million and foreign VC funds allocated €103 million of direct investments into Finnish 

companies. The volume of direct government loans to SMEs has decreased yearly since 2015 from 

€385 million to €203 million in 2018, but the introduction of EU guarantee programmes targeted at 

SMEs has increased availability of SME loans intermediated by banks and reduced the demand for 

loans provided by Finnvera228.229 

In 2020, The Government of Finland together with EC and EIB Group, reaffirmed their commitment 

to Finnish SMEs during the COVID-19 crisis, by expanding the financing available under the “SME 

Initiative Finland”230. According to this agreement, an additional €350 million in SME financing at 

preferential terms will be made available to small Finnish businesses.231 

National funding for SMEs in Finland seems to be actively developing new schemes. Different 

programmes and initiatives can be easily found. Business Finland 232  provides services and 

programmes for small, medium and large companies that are in various stages of product/ service 

development. Suomi.fi233 can be of great help in terms of providing advice on development and 

internationalization of the business. The help is divided in different categories that includes 

businesses that are just starting, financial management and taxation, developing and growth of the 

business, product and service design.234 

 

6.6.11 Ukraine 

OECD report (2020) states that SMEs in Ukraine account for 99.98% of total number of enterprises. 

The most popular sectors are trade sector, agriculture and industry.235   

Considering a policy that focuses specifically on SMEs, a big advance has been made in 2017 after 

the approval of SME Development Strategy236. Other than a funding opportunity, one of the main 

goals of this Strategy is to strengthen innovation potential of Ukrainian SMEs.237 During the program, 

access to finance was improved through different actions: 

                                                
228 Frontpage | Finnvera 

229  Finland | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

230 SME Initiative: Finnish guarantee scheme to improve access to finance for high-growth firms - Regional 
Policy - European Commission (europa.eu)  

231 European initiative to expand support of Finnish SMEs (eib.org) 

232 Funding - Business Finland 

233 Companies and organisations - Suomi.fi 

234 Business Development and Finance in Finland (expat-finland.com) 

235 Ukraine | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

236 Ministry of Economy of Ukraine -> Strategic and programmatic documents of the Government -> The Action 
Plan for implementing the Strategy of SME development in Ukraine until 2020 

237 Ukraine approves SME development strategy up to 2020 (eu4business.eu) 

https://www.finnvera.fi/eng
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/de901e55-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/de901e55-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/de901e55-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/de901e55-en
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/programmes/2014-2020/finland/2016fi16rfsm001
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/programmes/2014-2020/finland/2016fi16rfsm001
https://www.eib.org/en/press/all/2020-298-european-initiative-to-expand-support-of-finnish-smes
https://www.businessfinland.fi/en/for-finnish-customers/services/funding
https://www.suomi.fi/company
https://www.expat-finland.com/entrepreneurship/development_and_finance.html#general
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/ae8c3c25-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/ae8c3c25-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/ae8c3c25-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/ae8c3c25-en
https://www.me.gov.ua/Documents/Detail?lang=en-GB&id=e7c3c93a-cdf4-405a-ad29-46dead91bddf&title=ProcedureToImplementTheStrategyForSmeDevelopmentInUkraineUntil2020
https://www.me.gov.ua/Documents/Detail?lang=en-GB&id=e7c3c93a-cdf4-405a-ad29-46dead91bddf&title=ProcedureToImplementTheStrategyForSmeDevelopmentInUkraineUntil2020
https://eu4business.eu/news/ukraine-approves-sme-development-strategy-up-to-2020/
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1. Restructuring the commercial banking sector 

2. Enhancing the use of promissory notes 

3. Enhancing financing by non-banking institutions 

4. Bridging SME financing gap by providing factoring services238 

It can be observed that companies in some sectors are financed more often than in others, e.g., 

agricultural sector, but also innovative firms are often financed through regional financial support 

programmes, state financial support programmes and international support programmes through 

Ukrainian banks. Loans are the most common way of funding SMEs. 

As previously stated, agriculture is an important pillar for the Ukrainian SMEs, therefore with the help 

of the World Bank, the government offers financial support in this sector for: 

 agricultural equipment and machinery 

 programmes that target agricultural procedures and farmers 

 agricultural development programmes239 

In order to overcome the pandemic crisis, access to finance for SMEs is enhanced via joined forces 

of EIB and PRAVEX BANK.240 

 

6.6.12 Bulgaria 

A substantial increase in value added was generated by Bulgarian SMEs in the recent period and 

there is a projection that it will continue to rise.  

The main identified issue with Bulgarian SMEs is the underdevelopment of the R&D sector and 

knowledge-intensive SMEs. The investments should be made in the direction of encouraging 

innovations and entrepreneurship.241 Solving this issue was one of the goals of the National Strategy 

for the promotion of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (2014-2020)242. The plan encourages 

investments in R&D support programmes, transnational research, clustering and active intellectual 

property management by SMEs. There is a necessity to stimulate the private sector to invest in 

innovation, sharing the inherent risk between state and business. 243   Because of this goal, 

operational programme „Innovation and Competitiveness“244 was developed (2014 – 2020). 

The focused of the Programme was divided in four priority areas: 

1. Technological development and innovation 

2. Entrepreneurship and SME growth capacity 

3. Energy and resource efficiency 

                                                
238 OECD (2020), Monitoring the Implementation of Ukraine’s SME Development Strategy 2017-2020, OECD 
Publishing, Paris, www.oecd.org/eurasia/competitiveness-programme/eastern-partners/Monitoringthe-
Implementation-of-Ukraine’s-SME-Development-Strategy-2017-2020-ENG.pdf   

239 Support to Small and Medium Enterprises Critical to Boosting Agriculture in Ukraine (worldbank.org) 

240 Ukraine: EIB and PRAVEX BANK join forces to enhance access to finance for SMEs affected by the 
economic impact of the coronavirus pandemic 

241 Bulgaria - SBA Fact Sheet 2019.pdf 

242 sme_strategy-2014-2020_EN.pdf (government.bg) 

243 See note 242 above 

244 Operational programme “Innovations and Competitiveness” - Regional Policy - European Commission 
(europa.eu)  

http://www.oecd.org/eurasia/competitiveness-programme/eastern-partners/Monitoringthe-Implementation-of-Ukraine’s-SME-Development-Strategy-2017-2020-ENG.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/eurasia/competitiveness-programme/eastern-partners/Monitoringthe-Implementation-of-Ukraine’s-SME-Development-Strategy-2017-2020-ENG.pdf
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2019/05/24/ukraine-accelerating-private-investment-in-agriculture-program
https://www.eib.org/en/press/all/2021-107-eib-and-pravex-bank-join-forces-to-enhance-access-to-finance-for-ukrainian-smes-affected-by-the-economic-impact-of-the-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.eib.org/en/press/all/2021-107-eib-and-pravex-bank-join-forces-to-enhance-access-to-finance-for-ukrainian-smes-affected-by-the-economic-impact-of-the-coronavirus-pandemic
file:///C:/Users/EmilijaOreÅ¡Ä�anin/Downloads/Bulgaria%20-%20SBA%20Fact%20Sheet%202019.pdf
https://www.sme.government.bg/en/uploads/2018/02/sme_strategy-2014-2020_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/programmes/2014-2020/bulgaria/2014bg16rfop002
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/programmes/2014-2020/bulgaria/2014bg16rfop002
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4. Removing bottlenecks in security of gas supplies245 

With the support of European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the Bulgarian Operational 

Programme SME Initiative246 has invested approximately in 3000 SMEs. The total investment came 

to a high amount of EUR 102M.247 

Other National Funding programmes can be found on the official website of the Bulgarian Ministry 

of Economy248. 

 

6.6.13 Portugal 

Portuguese SMEs employ 78% of the active population in Portugal. The overall trends in terms of 

employment and value added in Portugal’s SMEs are showing an increasement. Portugal is slightly 

above the EU average in terms of entrepreneurship, innovation and environment.249 

With the help of EIF, different programmes for innovation, development and funding were developed 

in Portugal250: 

1. European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI)251 – financial pillar for infrastructural 

improvements 

2. InnovFin252 – accelerating access to finance for innovative businesses 

3. The Portugal Venture Capital Initiative (PVCi)253 - a fund-of-funds designed to catalyse 

and support a private equity and venture capital financing ecosystem in Portugal 

SMEs’ access to finance has been a major priority to the government. Several credit lines were made 

available to facilitate SMEs’ access to credit. The share of government loans has been increasing in 

the past decade.254 

The government programmes SME Invest/Growth and Capitalizar255 offered credit lines with a total 

stock of €20.2 billion, and long-term maturities. The Portuguese Government approved a strategic 
programme, “Capitalizar”, to support the capitalization of Portuguese companies and facilitate SMEs’ 
access to funding, mainly through: 

 Financial incentives; 

 Special financing instruments to quasi-equity capital; 

 Tax and financial consulting and benefits. 

                                                
245  Operational Programme “Innovations and Competitiveness“ 2014 – 2020 - Ministry of Economy 
(government.bg) 

246 National Operational Programme SME Initiative Bulgaria 2014-2020 | EuroAccess Macro-Regions (euro-
access.eu) 

247 Operational Programme under the SME Initiative - Regional Policy - European Commission (europa.eu) 

248 National funding programmes - Ministry of Economy (government.bg)  

249 Portugal - SBA Fact Sheet 2019.pdf 

250 eif-in-portugal.pdf 

251 db_2021_programme_statement_european_fund_for_strategic_investements_efsi.pdf (europa.eu)  

252 InnovFin - EU Finance for Innovators (eib.org) 

253 Portugal Venture Capital Initiative (PVCi) (eif.org)  

254 Portugal | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

255 Capitalizar – Consultoria Fiscal e Financeira  

https://www.mi.government.bg/en/pages/op-inovacii-i-konkurentosposobnost-2014-2020-g--262.html
https://www.mi.government.bg/en/pages/op-inovacii-i-konkurentosposobnost-2014-2020-g--262.html
https://www.euro-access.eu/calls/national_operational_programme_sme_initiative_bulgaria_2014-2020
https://www.euro-access.eu/calls/national_operational_programme_sme_initiative_bulgaria_2014-2020
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/programmes/2014-2020/bulgaria/2015bg16rfsm001
https://www.mi.government.bg/en/themes/national-funding-programmes-1999-489.html
file:///C:/Users/EmilijaOreÅ¡Ä�anin/Downloads/Portugal%20-%20SBA%20Fact%20Sheet%202019.pdf
https://www.eif.org/news_centre/publications/eif-in-portugal.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/about_the_european_commission/eu_budget/db_2021_programme_statement_european_fund_for_strategic_investements_efsi.pdf
https://www.eib.org/attachments/thematic/innovfin_eu_finance_for_innovators_en.pdf
https://www.eif.org/what_we_do/resources/PVCi/index.htm
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/6707606e-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/6707606e-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/6707606e-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/6707606e-en
https://capitalizar.pt/
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With a goal to reinforce and develop the national entrepreneurship ecosystem, IAPMEI provides a 

range of specific incentives and support programmes and initiatives for entrepreneurs256: 

 Entrepreneurism and innovation257 

 Portugal 2020 incentives258 

 SME Academy259. 

 

Additional funding opportunities can be found on National Agency for Innovation.260 
 

 

6.6.14 Ireland 

SMEs are important to Ireland and the number of programmes, funding opportunities and other types 
of support confirm that fact. Some of the main policies introduced to encourage access to credit for 
small and medium businesses include: 

 The Supporting SMEs Online Tool261 - a cross-government initiative, where small 

businesses receive a list of available government supports. 

 The Strategic Banking Corporation of Ireland262 - an initiative designed to increase 

the availability of funding to SMEs at a lower cost and on more flexible terms. 

 The Covid-19 Credit Guarantee Scheme263 - facilitates lending to Micro, Small and 

Medium-sized Enterprises, and Small Mid-Caps adversely impacted by Covid-19 with a 
special focus on Agricultural primary producers. 

 The Microenterprise Loan Fund264 - provides support in the form of loans for up to 

€25.000, available to start-up, newly established, or growing microenterprises employing less 
than 10 people. 

 The Credit Review Office265 - helps SME or Farm borrowers who have had an 

application for credit of up to €3 million declined or reduced.  

 

Other supportive schemes are developed, such as Future Growth Loan Scheme266  and the 

Business Finance Advisory Hub 267  which also aim to aid viable SMEs access appropriate 

                                                
256 IAPMEI - Programmes and initiatives 

257 IAPMEI - Empreendedorismo e Inovação  

258 IAPMEI - Incentivos Portugal 2020  

259 IAPMEI - Academia de PME  

260 EN | ANI 

261 Supporting SMEs Online Tool - Local Enterprise Office  

262 Home - SBCI 

263 SME Credit Guarantee Scheme (CGS)- SBCI 

264 Microenterprise Loan Fund Scheme - DETE 

265 Home - Credit Review  

266 Future Growth Loan Scheme - SBCI  

267 Access to Finance hub - DETE (enterprise.gov.ie) 

https://www.iapmei.pt/PRODUTOS-E-SERVICOS/Empreendedorismo-Inovacao/Inovacao-e-Competitividade/Programas-e-iniciativas.aspx
https://www.iapmei.pt/PRODUTOS-E-SERVICOS/Empreendedorismo-Inovacao.aspx
https://www.iapmei.pt/PRODUTOS-E-SERVICOS/Incentivos-Financiamento/Sistemas-de-Incentivos/Incentivos-Portugal-2020.aspx
https://www.iapmei.pt/PRODUTOS-E-SERVICOS/Assistencia-Tecnica-e-Formacao/Academia-de-PME.aspx
https://www.ani.pt/en/
https://www.localenterprise.ie/Discover-Business-Supports/Supporting-SMEs-Online-Tool/
https://sbci.gov.ie/
https://sbci.gov.ie/products/covid-19-credit-guarantee-cgs
https://enterprise.gov.ie/en/What-We-Do/Supports-for-SMEs/Access-to-Finance/Microenterprise-Loan-Fund-Scheme/
https://www.creditreview.ie/
https://sbci.gov.ie/products/future-growth-loan-scheme
https://enterprise.gov.ie/en/What-We-Do/Supports-for-SMEs/Access-to-Finance/
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credit268. More information about the government support for SME Credit and other funding can be 

found on the official website of the government of Ireland269, 270. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that Ireland is not lacking national funding opportunities. After 

consultations and the online assessment, the best fit and conditions can easily be found. 

 

 

6.6.15 Slovakia 

SMEs have a significant contribution to Slovakia’s economy, where micro firms have a significant 

contribution to employment in Slovakia, providing 41.9% of all jobs. Manufacturing sector, particularly 

other metal products and motor vehicles seem to be of main importance for Slovakian SMEs.271 

Slovakia is the most dependent country on European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF)272 

and the Framework Programme for RTD in the EU. National funding is provided within the framework 

of the EU’s General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER)273 on state aid. The EEA and Norway 

Grants also provide opportunities for collaborative bottom-up innovation projects, also involving 

SMEs. Competitive international funding is centred on the Bratislava and Košice regions, but 

international competitive funding is lacking in most other regions.274  

The Slovak Republic provides R&D tax relief through a hybrid R&D tax allowance. 275  The 

government has continued to implement several policies that seek to improve SMEs’ access to 

finance. Primarily, these consist of loan and guarantee provisions to SMEs by specialised state 

banks (The Slovak Guarantee and Development Bank276 and Eximbank277) and the Slovak Business 

Agency278.279  

 

6.6.16 Switzerland 

Less than 1% in Switzerland are large companies.280 Switzerland is a great representative of a 

country with a European economic development model with a high level of economic and innovative 

                                                
268  Ireland | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

269 gov.ie - Government supports for SME Credit (www.gov.ie) 

270 Government-working-with-finance-providers-to-support-SME-Financing.pdf (localenterprise.ie)  

271 Slovakia- 2018 SBA Fact Sheet (1).pdf 

272 European structural and investment funds | European Commission (europa.eu) 

273 EUR-Lex - 02014R0651-20170710 - EN - EUR-Lex (europa.eu)  

274 RTDI-in-Slovakia-AS-IS-report.pdf (gov.sk) 

275 rd-tax-stats-slovak-republic.pdf (oecd.org) 

276 Slovak Guarantee and Development Bank | Slovak Investment Holding, a. s. (sih.sk) 

277 EXIMBANKA SR - English version 

278 Slovak Business Agency | Slovak Business Agency (sbagency.sk)  

279 Slovak Republic | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

280 Switzerland | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/95908f40-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/95908f40-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/95908f40-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/95908f40-en
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/becc5c-government-supports-for-sme-credit/
https://www.localenterprise.ie/DublinCity/News/News%20Docs/Government-working-with-finance-providers-to-support-SME-Financing.pdf
file:///C:/Users/EmilijaOreÅ¡Ä�anin/Downloads/Slovakia-%202018%20SBA%20Fact%20Sheet%20(1).pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes/overview-funding-programmes/european-structural-and-investment-funds_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02014R0651-20170710
https://www.mirri.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/RTDI-in-Slovakia-AS-IS-report.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/sti/rd-tax-stats-slovak-republic.pdf
https://www.sih.sk/en/nasi-partneri/slovak-guarantee-and-development-bank
https://www.eximbanka.sk/en/english.html?page_id=93
http://www.sbagency.sk/en/slovak-business-agency
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/6d53fda5-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/6d53fda5-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/6d53fda5-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/6d53fda5-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/7f826e1b-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/7f826e1b-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/7f826e1b-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/7f826e1b-en
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development. The basis of the Swiss economy are SMEs that are actively engaging in innovative 

activities and accelerating country’s entry to the international market281. 

Direct measures of state financing for SMEs at the federal level are in form of: concessional state 

loans, direct subordinated loans, microloans, state guarantees for bank loans and grants, as well as 

partial reimbursement of interest on loans for SMEs. The main national bodies that provide financial 

support to innovative SMEs activities are: 

1. The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF)282 – includes funding of projects, 

programmes, infrastructures, science communication and many more. 

2. The Federal Innovation Agency (Innosuisse)283 – funding is divided on different 

topics: e.g. sustainability and innovation or women and innovation. 

3. Technology Fund284 provides guarantee support to SMEs whose field of activity is 

aimed at resolving environmental problems and the use of renewable energy sources. 

Credit guarantees are provided in the amount of 40% of the loan amount. 

4. The Foundation pour l'Innovation Technologique (FIT)285 provides interest-free 

loans to start-ups. 

According to OECD (2019) The Swiss crowdfunding market is growing rapidly since the launch of 

Cashare286, Switzerland's first crowdfunding platform, in 2008. As of the end of April 2019, there 

were 37 platforms operating in Switzerland. Certain issues may arise, as Switzerland does not have 

specific crowdfunding legislation and crowdfunding is generally governed by the main banking 

regulations, which can result in many regulatory obstacles. 

 

6.6.17 Belgium 

A crucial factor for survival and growth of SMEs is a good access to finance. According to 2019 

report from the Universiteit Antwerpen, Belgian SMEs more frequently utilize traditional types of 

financing (bank loans and credit lines, leasing, accounts payable) than types of financing that use 

internet platforms or securities exchange markets. Micro-firms use more credit lines, loans from 

friends and family and capital from partners. The main reasons why SMEs do not use risk capital 

are insufficient knowledge regarding these types of financing and a fear of losing control.287 

On the one hand, small and medium sized enterprises in Belgium, as well as in other European 

countries, have access to various European Union (EU) financing tools. Most EU-linked financing is 

available indirectly through local, regional and national partners of the European Union and the 

European Investment Bank Group. Direct funding is also available through grants from the European 

Commission. 

 

                                                
281 Zabolotskaya, V. V. (2020). Government financial support and SME development in Switzerland. 

282 Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) (snf.ch) 

283 Innosuisse ist die schweizerische Agentur für Innovationsförderung 

284 Climate protection through innovative technologies (technologyfund.ch) 

285 FIT | Fondation pour l'Innovation Technologique (fondation-fit.ch) 

286 Cashare - The first and largest crowdfunding platform in Switzerland  

287 PowerPoint Presentation (icsb.org)  

https://www.snf.ch/en
https://www.innosuisse.ch/inno/de/home.html
https://www.technologyfund.ch/
https://fondation-fit.ch/en/
https://www.cashare.ch/en/index.html
https://icsb.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Financing-of-SMEs-in-Flanders-Laveren-2019.pdf
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6.6.18 Romania 

In 2014-2018, overall SME value added in Romania grew by 43.1%, and micro firms generated the 

highest increase, at 63.1%. Nevertheless, the average productivity of Romanian SMEs is 

significantly lower than the EU average. However, it is projected that SMEs will create a vast number 

of jobs.288 

Policy priorities on SME and entrepreneurship policy are outlined in the Romanian Strategy for the 

development of SMEs.289 The strategy aims to strengthen the institutional and regulatory framework 

to enable a sustainable development of the SME sector in a transparent and stable business 

environment. The Romanian Governmental Strategy for Development of SMEs and Business 

Environment includes 32 policy measures addressing all policy areas under the Small Business Act 

(SBA) focusing on access to finance, responsive administration and entrepreneurship. Priority areas 

include: support and promotion of entrepreneurship, SMEs access to adequate funding and 

innovative SMEs.  

Fondul National de Garantare a Creditelor pentru Intreprinderile Mici si Mijlocii SA-IFN is the only 

completely public Romanian Guarantee Fund, acting as a financial institution, under the supervision 

of the Central Bank (Romanian National Bank), incorporated as state-owned company.290 

In order to increase SMEs’ access to loans and guarantees during 2014-20 a new instrument was 

developed under the Operational Programme SME Initiative and supported more than 3.000 SMEs. 

The total value of the guarantees granted was LEI 75.2 million (approximately €16.2 million). In 2017, 

the legal framework for the implementation of the SME Invest Programme was promoted to support 

SMEs by loans guarantees.  

The EIF 291  helps small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) grow and prosper in Europe, 

promoting innovation, supporting employment and improving the economy. As part of the European 

Investment Bank (EIB) Group, financial instruments are designed and deployed, which enables 

banks and funds to better serve SMEs.292  

IMM Invest293 is a governmental programme envisaged to assist the small and medium-sized 

companies affected by the crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic in the provision of working and 
investment capital in the current difficult economic context.294  
 

6.6.19 Slovenia 

72% of employment in Slovenia is in SMEs, which exceeds the EU average. The value added and 

the employment in this type of enterprises are projected to grow in the upcoming period.295  

                                                
288 Romania - SBA Fact Sheet 2019.pdf 

289  Belu, M. G. (2016). Strategies for Internationalization of Romanian SMEs. Focus on the European 
Market. European Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies, 8(2). 

290 FNGCIMM - National credit guarantee fund for SMEs – AECM 

291 eif-in-romania.pdf  

292 See note 291 above 

293 IMMINVEST | Acasă  

294 Romanian support Program for small and medium-sizes Enterprises (SME) | Rödl & Partner (roedl.com) 

295 Slovenia | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

file:///C:/Users/EmilijaOreÅ¡Ä�anin/Downloads/Romania%20-%20SBA%20Fact%20Sheet%202019.pdf
https://aecm.eu/fngcimm-national-credit-guarantee-fund-for-smes/
https://www.eif.org/eib.org/img/publication/eif-in-romania.pdf
https://www.imminvest.ro/
https://www.roedl.com/insights/covid-19/corona-romania-support-companies-imm-invest-sme
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/986e4c82-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/986e4c82-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/986e4c82-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/986e4c82-en
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According to the EC SBA report, the lack of a qualified workforce continues to be a requiring priority 

attention. Additionally, in its SME policy Slovenia should prioritise cutting administrative burden and 

regulatory restrictions more quickly and creating a more stable and predictable business 

environment. Further development of equity markets should be supported and digitalisation in SMEs 

should also be a key focus, as productivity growth is limited by slow digital transformation.296 

Direct loans are mostly provided by the Slovenian Investment and Development Bank (SID), but also 

public funds such as the Slovene Enterprise Fund (SEF), the Slovenian Regional Development Fund 

and the Housing Fund.  

Slovene Entreprise Fund (SEF)297 is established with purpose of improving the access to financial 

resources for different development – business investments of micro, small and medium-sized 

enterprises including financial resources for SMEs start-up and micro financing in the Republic of 

Slovenia.  The Fund is offering proper financial solutions for development – business projects in 

Slovenian entrepreneurial sector via financial engineering. The funding is majorly based on financial 

instruments with refundable means (loans, guarantees for loans, subsidised interest rates, venture 

capital) which allows combining of financial resources of different financial institutions (financial 

lever).298 SEF offers different funding programmes that include: 

1. Start-up incentives 

2. Seed capital 

3. Venture capital 

4. Microcredits 

5. Guarantees 

6. Special Incentives 

Launched in November 2017, the Slovene Equity Growth Investment Programme (SEGIP)299 had 

€100 million equity (€50 million each from the EIF and the SID Bank) to provide funding alongside 

private investors and support SMEs’ access to growth and expansion equity capital. The objective 

of SEGIP is to support Slovenian SMEs and to attract international private equity investment to 

Slovenia and to build local capacity.300 

Loans for SMEs are also provided by the Slovenian Investment and Development Bank (SID 
Bank)301, which is responsible for developing, providing and promoting innovative and long-term 
(direct and indirect) financial services, designed to supplement financial markets for the sustainable 
development of Slovenia. Besides direct loans to SMEs, SID Bank also provides indirect loans; i.e. 
funding which enables commercial banks to lend. 

 

                                                
296 Slovenia - SBA Fact Sheet 2019.pdf 

297 See note 296 above 

298 About us - Slovenski podjetniški sklad (podjetniskisklad.si) 

299 Presentation of the new Slovene Equity Growth Investment Programme (SEGIP) | SID bank  

300 Slovene Equity Growth Investment Programme (SEGIP) (eif.org) 

301 About SID Bank | SID bank  

file:///C:/Users/EmilijaOreÅ¡Ä�anin/Downloads/Slovenia%20-%20SBA%20Fact%20Sheet%202019.pdf
https://podjetniskisklad.si/en/about-us
https://sid.si/en/news/presentation-new-slovene-equity-growth-investment-programme-segip
https://www.eif.org/what_we_do/resources/slovene-equity-growth-investment-programme/index.htm
https://www.sid.si/en/about/about-sid-bank
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6.6.20 Italy 

According to OECD report, SMEs dominate the Italian business landscape, generating about two-

thirds of turnover and value added.302 Micro firms are particularly important, providing 44.9% of 

employment compared to the EU average of 29.7%.303 

Credit guarantee schemes traditionally played a crucial role in easing SME access to finance. Equity 

financing for SMEs rose sharply in 2018 compared to the previous year, driven by an unprecedented 

growth in the early-stage segment. The Central Guarantee Fund continued to expand its activity, 

reaching a new high in 2018: it provided €13.7 billion in guarantees for €19.3 billion worth of loans.304 

Its reform concerning a new evaluation system of firms’ creditworthiness, came into effect in early 

2019. During the pandemic crisis, there was an increase of €1.5 billion in the appropriation of the 

National Guarantee Fund for SMEs305 (Italy’s main national credit guarantee facility), including for 

the purpose of renegotiating existing loans.  

National operational programme SME Initiative (2014–2020) contributed to Italy with €100 million 

from European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) allocation, which generated more than €600 

million in new financing made available to Italian SMEs.306 Other than that, a wide variety of funding 

schemes are run by the Ministry of Economic Development: 

 Capital assets – Nuova Sabatini307 

 Incentives for businesses to expand and strengthen the social economy 

 Nuova Marcora – Creation and development of small and medium-sized cooperatives 

 Guarantee fund for small and medium-sized enterprises 

 Transfer of guarantees issued by companies or guarantee institutions in liquidation 

 Subsidised loans for SMEs affected by non-payment.308 

Initiatives have been recently undertaken to support the development of a more mature innovation 

ecosystem. The National Innovation Fund, established in 2019, is predicted to become one of the 

leading European venture capital operators, acquiring qualified minority stakes in start-ups, scale-

ups and innovative SMEs.309 The goal of the 2020-2022 program is to reach €2.5 – 3.0 billion of VC-

managed capital. The 7 funds of the programme are: 

                                                
302 Italy | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-ilibrary.org) 

303 Italian regional SME policy responses (oecd.org) 

304 Arcuri, M. C., Gai, L., & Ielasi, F. (2019). Italian Central Guarantee Fund: An Analysis of the Guaranteed 
SMEs’ Default Risk. International Journal of Economics and Management Engineering, 13(4), 512-520. 

305 Funding a business - Access to finance (mise.gov.it)  

306 National operational programme SME Initiative - Regional Policy - European Commission (europa.eu) 

307 Capital goods (‘Nuova Sabatini’ tool) | Warrant Hub  

308 See note 305 above 

309 National Innovation Fund: the government-sponsored funds - scaleupitaly 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f1890aaa-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f1890aaa-en
https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/italian-regional-sme-policy-responses-aa0eebbc/#section-d1e298
https://www.mise.gov.it/index.php/en/single-digital-market/funding-a-business-access-to-finance
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/programmes/2014-2020/italy/2015it16rfsm001
https://www.warranthub.it/en/services/corporate-finance/capital-goods-nuova-sabatini-financing-tool/
https://scaleupitaly.com/national-innovation-fund-the-government-sponsored-funds/
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1. Italy Venture I Fund 

2. Italy Venture II Fund 

3. VenturItaly Fund-of-Fund 

4. Accelerators Fund 

5. Technology Transfer Fund 

6. Boost Innovation Fund 

7. Late-Stage Fund 

In addition to that, in November 2020, two more funds were launched: 

 Motor Valley Accelerator 

 Relaunch Fund.310  

 

6.6.21 Lithuania  

Lithuania is strategically situated at the crossroads of Europe and Eurasia. It offers investors a 

diversified economy, EU rules and norms, a well-educated multilingual workforce, advanced IT 

infrastructure, low inflation, and a stable democratic government. The government provides equal 

treatment to foreign and domestic investors and sets a few limitations on their activities. Foreign 

investors have the right to repatriate or reinvest profits without restriction.311 

Lithuanian free economic zones (FEZs) offer developed infrastructure, service support, and tax 

incentives. A company set up in a FEZ is exempt from corporate taxation for its first six years, as 

well as a tax on dividends and real estate tax. There are seven FEZ operate in Lithuania: 

1. Marijampolė Free Economic Zone,  

2. Kaunas Free Economic Zone,  

3. Klaipėda Free Economic Zone,  

4. Panevėžys Free Economic Zone,  

5. Akmenė Free Economic Zone,  

6. Šiauliai Free Economic Zone,  

7. Kėdainiai Free Economic Zone.312 

 

Lithuanian municipalities provide special incentives to investors who create jobs or invest in 

infrastructure. Municipalities may tie designation criteria to additional factors, such as the number of 

jobs created or environmental benefits. Strategic investors' benefits could include favourable tax 

incentives for up to ten years. Municipalities may grant special incentives to induce investments in 

municipal infrastructure, manufacturing, and services.313 

Agency for Science, Innovation and Technology (MITA)314 is the main governmental institution, 

responsible for implementation of innovation policy in Lithuania. It is a national innovation funding 

agency. The main task of MITA is to ensure national funding for projects.315 

                                                
310 See note 309 above 

311 2018 Investment Climate Statements (archive.org)  

312 Economy of Lithuania - Wikipedia  

313 2018 Investment Climate Statements (archive.org)  

314 Mano vyriausybė | MITA (lrv.lt)  

315 Eureka | index (eurekanetwork.org)  

https://web.archive.org/web/20181123022655/https:/www.state.gov/e/eb/rls/othr/ics/2018/eur/281605.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Lithuania#History_of_economy
https://web.archive.org/web/20181123022655/https:/www.state.gov/e/eb/rls/othr/ics/2018/eur/281605.htm
https://mita.lrv.lt/
https://www.eurekanetwork.org/eurostars-select-country/
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Lithuania offers a lot of funding opportunities to SMEs - various loans (including obligations), lease, 

forfeiting, factoring, venture capital funds, business angels. As direct support to SMEs, there is a 

financial entity incorporated by the State - INVEGA. The operations of INVEGA are aimed to 

implement State-financed measures intended to support SMEs at the stages of activity 

commencement, implementation and development, to create and/or retain jobs and improve 

competitiveness.316 

 

6.6.22 Austria  

Austrian SMEs play a huge role in the non-financial business economy, generating 62% of overall 

value added. These enterprises tend to employ more people than European SMEs on average and 

the numbers are expected to grow in the upcoming period.317 

The accommodation and food services sector was one of the fastest-growing sectors for Austrian 

SMEs between 2014-2018. According to the EC SBA report (2018), Austria needs to take actions in 

terms of digitalisation of SMEs. One of the successful programs is SME.Digital (KMU.Digital318) that 

covers a vast array of topics such as: IT and cybersecurity, digital administration, e-commerce and 

online marketing. 319  

In terms of the national support, there is an encouraging statistic that shows that over half of Austrian 

start-ups receive a public sector funding, which makes Austria No. 1 in the EU.320 As sharing 

platforms are becoming more popular, crowdfunding is becoming an additional source of funding in 

Austria, thanks to the revised crowdfunding law (Alternativfinanzierungsgesetz / AltFG), which 

provides security for private investors and encourages investments within a clear legal framework. 

According to Gassler et al. (2018) SMEs in Austria prefer funding their operations by retained 

earnings to funding by credit, and they prefer funding by credit to funding by equity. Debt funding 

directly via the capital market by issuing bonds or commercial paper is not accessible to most SMEs, 

due to economies of scale because tapping the bond market involves significant transaction costs. 

Equity funding via the stock market is subject to similar concerns.321  

At the federal level, the main agencies responsible for stimulating the establishment of new 

businesses in general and innovative start-ups in particular are aws (austria wirtschaftsservice 

GmbH)322 and FFG (Austrian Research Promotion Agency)323. Thanks to aws bank lending to 

SMEs has been much more resilient and had already recovered pre-crisis levels in 2016. Initiatives 

of the Austrian Government aim to foster access to finance for innovative, young SMEs and reduce 

administrative barriers to improve the start-up ecosystem. The aws Digital and Growth Fund is 

                                                
316 INVEGA  

317 Austria - SBA Fact Sheet 2019.pdf 

318 KMU Digital - the Austrian Digitalization Initiative for SMEs  

319 KMU DIGITAL – The Austrian Digitisation Initiative - The Innovation in Politics Institute 

320 PM_ABA_Austria-as-a-Land-of-Founders_Startup-Exits.pdf (investinaustria.at) 

321 Gassler, H., Pointner, W., & Ritzberger-Grünwald, D. (2018). Funding growth and innovation in Austria–
financing conditions for SMEs and start-ups. Financial Stability Report, 36, 59-75. 

322 Austria Wirtschaftsservice - AWS  

323 FFG - The Austrian Research Promotion Agency | FFG  

https://invega.lt/en/about-invega
file:///C:/Users/EmilijaOreÅ¡Ä�anin/Downloads/Austria%20-%20SBA%20Fact%20Sheet%202019.pdf
https://www.kmudigital.at/Content.Node/kampagnen/kmudigital/the-austrian-digitalization-initiative-for-smes.html
https://innovationinpolitics.eu/showroom/project/kmu-digital-the-austrian-digitisation-initiative/
https://investinaustria.at/en/press/press-releases/PM_ABA_Austria-as-a-Land-of-Founders_Startup-Exits.pdf?m=1501066039&
https://www.aws.at/
https://www.ffg.at/en
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initiated as a new boost for the Austrian Venture Capital Market to mobilise private venture capital 

and trigger investments for innovative tech start-ups and scale-ups.324 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
324  Austria | Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard | OECD iLibrary (oecd-
ilibrary.org) 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/7adf3153-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/7adf3153-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/7adf3153-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/7adf3153-en
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7 Private Funding Opportunities 
Besides public funding opportunities, SMEs can also find a lot of private sources of finance that 

are available for them. The only question here is which type of funding fits a company’s needs 

better.  

When a company takes into consideration all the characteristics of its business, product, targeted 

market and the stage of the company’s development, it is clear that some sources of finance are 

more suitable for a specific business than the others. This chapter presents different types of private 

funding opportunities available to SMEs in Europe and provides guidance for applying to each of 

them.  

Table below summarizes some relevant websites where SMEs can search for private funding 

opportunities. 
 

Website 

 

Webpage 

PEI | Private Equity International https://www.privateequityinternational.com/datab

ase  

Knowledge centre | Nordic 9 https://nordic9.com/knowledge/  

Nordic Female Business Angel Network - 

NFBAN 

https://www.nfban.org/  

Nordic cooperation (norden.org) https://www.norden.org/en/funding-opportunities  

Private Equity List https://www.privateequitylist.com/search  

PitchBook Desktop: Private Market 

Intelligence Software | PitchBook 

https://pitchbook.com/products/desktop?utm_me

dium=social&utm_source=quora  

The Ultimate French VC List, 2019 Edition - 

Google Sheets 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1khODz

0MGQDiQuNbxbHp9AT_YEs9sNRJADg6P3vBs

XlU/edit?pix=22_1_0#gid=461148629  

Private Fund Search - Private Fund Data https://privatefunddata.com/private-fund-search/  

Funds | Online https://fundsonline.org.uk/search/  

VCgate – Venture Capital Firms https://www.vcgate.com/Venture-Capital-

Funds.asp  

Table 7 Private funding opportunities - websites 

 

In the following chapters, it is presented what types of private funding opportunities are available to 

SMEs.  

 

7.1 Angel Investment 

 

https://www.privateequityinternational.com/database
https://www.privateequityinternational.com/database
https://nordic9.com/knowledge/
https://www.nfban.org/
https://www.norden.org/en/funding-opportunities
https://www.privateequitylist.com/search
https://pitchbook.com/products/desktop?utm_medium=social&utm_source=quora
https://pitchbook.com/products/desktop?utm_medium=social&utm_source=quora
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1khODz0MGQDiQuNbxbHp9AT_YEs9sNRJADg6P3vBsXlU/edit?pix=22_1_0#gid=461148629
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1khODz0MGQDiQuNbxbHp9AT_YEs9sNRJADg6P3vBsXlU/edit?pix=22_1_0#gid=461148629
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1khODz0MGQDiQuNbxbHp9AT_YEs9sNRJADg6P3vBsXlU/edit?pix=22_1_0#gid=461148629
https://privatefunddata.com/private-fund-search/
https://fundsonline.org.uk/search/
https://www.vcgate.com/Venture-Capital-Funds.asp
https://www.vcgate.com/Venture-Capital-Funds.asp
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Angel investors are attracted to start-up companies that show high potential for success. In return 

for funding, start-ups share partial control or equity of their business, and provide a return on 

investment to the funders. It will depend on a company if it is well-suited to sharing equity.325, 326 

Unlike banks or other financial institutions, angel investors are willing to take a risk and invest smaller 

amounts of money in high-risk businesses, with the hopes of gaining high returns within a set period 

of time (usually five to ten years). They particularly care about the quality, passion, commitment, and 

integrity of the founders. They believe in one’s idea and that’s the reason why angel investors tend 

to invest long before professional venture capital or private equity firms do. So, they are a 

critical source of capital for young start-ups looking to raise their first round of cash. 

These high-net-worth individuals use their own funds to finance projects that they believe will be 

lucrative, or where they can use their talent and skill to mentor new entrepreneurs. They can invest 

in a business and help founders sustain it until they can scale. An experienced angel investor can 

connect you with potential customers and larger investors as well.  

There are also Angel Investor Groups that are made up of a number of accredited angels that band 

together to review new deals and make investments together. The group may invest as a whole or 

individually based on how the individual angel investors feel about the opportunity.  

Angel capital fills the gap in start-up financing between friends and family and large venture capital 

investment – it is usually difficult to raise a bigger sum of money from friends and family, and on the 

other hand, most traditional venture capital funds usually consider only huge investments. This 

funding opportunity is therefore a common second-round of financing for high-growth start-

ups. From the angel’s perspective it is high risk, and so they will expect a high return on investment 

to make it worth their while. 

Here’s what makes a business a good candidate in the eyes of angel investors: 

 A business has major growth potential, 

 A company is scalable, which means that the business can sustain major growth without the 

need for too many more services or employees, 

 A business can’t be easily duplicated by competitors - investors look for something 

proprietary, like trade secrets, copyright, trademarks, and patents, 

 Company’s team has management and start-up experience - this reduces investment risk.327 

 

Guidance to Angel Investment Funding  

Looking for Angel Investors starts with three primary criteria: 

1. Industry,  

2. Location, and  

3. Stage.  

Based on what industry a company is in, its location, and the development stage of a company, 

business owners can determine if they want to talk to angel investors. There are different ways of 

targeting a particular angel investor. A company can target its search, research its portfolio 

investments, and find out where it usually get its deals from. The easiest way to find an angel investor 

                                                
325 Angel Investment: The ultimate guide to Angel Investing - Arif Harbott  

326 Types of funding, Angel investors, BizConnect, Standard Bank, 
https://bizconnect.standardbank.co.za/start/funding/reference-documents/types-of-
funding.aspx#Angel%20investors  

327 Ask Yourself These 5 Things Before You Seek Angel Investment (bplans.com)  

https://www.harbott.com/ultimate-guide-to-angel-investing/
https://bizconnect.standardbank.co.za/start/funding/reference-documents/types-of-funding.aspx#Angel%20investors
https://bizconnect.standardbank.co.za/start/funding/reference-documents/types-of-funding.aspx#Angel%20investors
https://articles.bplans.com/5-essentials-for-angel-investment/
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is to use an Angel Directory - a site or publication that provides a list of popular angel groups, such 

as AngelList328. Another way is to look for a list of Angel Investors Groups which often favour local 

deals so targeting groups close to a company will give that company a leg up. On the other hand, a 

company can put more effort in its search and group the firms according to its needs. Then it can 

use the network to contact the angel investors. This Angel Investor Network will give a company 

added credibility.329 

When a company chooses an angel investor, it should contact them with a well-written introduction 

and elevator pitch that gets its message across quickly and professionally. A company needs a 

strong elevator pitch, a pitch profile, executive summary and pitch deck at the very least in order to 

make its way through the process. But, before it makes a pitch it should already have written a 

business plan, validated its business model and conducted due diligence. Because once a company 

gets investor’s attention, they will look closely into company’s team, financials, market, competition, 

IP etc. and company needs to be prepared for that. Detailed approach to writing a pitch and preparing 

to pitch to investors is elaborate in section 7.6 of this document. 

 

7.2 Private Equity 

 

Private equity consists of money from third-party investors that is pooled together and then 

invested into other businesses. They can commit large sums of money for long periods of time. 

Private equity companies usually “think big” and invest large sums of money into big businesses, but 

there are also smaller private equity firms that may consider making smaller investments. However, 

it is important to emphasize that securing private equity can be a time-consuming and challenging 

process. 

A business would be attractive to private equity investors if it is an “entrepreneurial” business 

which can provide them the potential financial returns. Such businesses are aiming to grow 

rapidly to a significant size. As a rule of thumb, unless a business can offer the prospect of significant 

turnover growth within five years, it is unlikely to be of interest to a private equity firm.330 

Private equity firms usually look for entrepreneurs who have contributed to their businesses using 

their own funds, have a solid credit history, a well thought out business plan and the 

necessary experience and skills to successfully operate in their chosen field. A business 

owner that will catch attention of a private equity firm has a clear vision, self-confidence, and 

aspirations to grow his/her small business. The key to getting a private equity is to have a product 

or service with a competitive edge or unique selling point. 

Keep in mind that this type of funding usually requires part-ownership of the business and a share 

of the profits. However, a private equity investor doesn’t want permanent ownership of a 

business, they’ll want to ‘exit’ business within five to seven years by selling shares. 

This financing option is typically an option for a business that has rapid growth, often through some 

kind of product innovation. For majority of SMEs, this type of funding requires fundamental changes. 

A small business owner will need to report to external investors and to delegate to a larger 

management team. 

 

                                                
328 Remote Job and Startup Job Search | AngelList Talent  

329 Angel Investor Guide | Invstor.com  

330 2012_0001_guide_to_private_equity.pdf (bvca.co.uk)  

https://angel.co/
https://www.invstor.com/learn/angel-investor-guide
https://www.bvca.co.uk/Portals/0/library/Files/Website%20files/2012_0001_guide_to_private_equity.pdf
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A Guide to Private Equity  

After a company decides that the private equity is the right type of funding for them, it should do a 

throughout search and select some private equity firms that match its business, based on the 

following criteria:  

1. The stage of a company’s development or the type of private equity investment required.  

2. The industry sector in which business operates.  

3. The amount of finance company needs.  

4. The geographical location of business operations.331 

The terms that most private equity firms use to define the stage of a company’s development are 

determined by the purpose for which the financing is required. For example, a company at the seed 

stage need resources to develop a business concept, perhaps to involve the production of a 

business plan, prototypes and additional research, prior to bringing a product to market and 

commencing large-scale manufacturing. On the other hand, start-ups use resources to develop the 

company’s products and fund their initial marketing. And all companies categorized as early-stage 

companies have usually completed the product development stage but may not yet be generating 

profits. That’s why they focus on initiating commercial manufacturing and sales and they are using 

financing for that purpose. 

After the first step of selecting a few private equity firms, the process of getting private equity funding 

goes like this332: 

 

Figure 16 Private Equity funding 

 

                                                
331 2012_0001_guide_to_private_equity.pdf (bvca.co.uk)  

332 (5) Private Equity Process | LinkedIn  

https://www.bvca.co.uk/Portals/0/library/Files/Website%20files/2012_0001_guide_to_private_equity.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140608100343-7497906-private-equity-process/
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7.3 Venture Capital 

 

Venture Capital (VC) is a type of private equity provided by outside investors (financial 

institutions, banks, pension funds, corporations, and high network individuals) to early-

stage, high-risk ventures in return for above-average returns. These ventures are usually considered 

to have high potential for the future growth. The venture capital fund makes money by owning equity 

in the companies it invests in. 

This type of funding is attractive for new companies with limited operating history (and a tried-and 

tested concept) that are too small to raise capital in the public markets and have not reached the 

point where they are able to secure a bank loan or complete a debt offering. In exchange for the high 

risk that venture capitalists assume by investing in smaller and less mature companies, they usually 

get significant control over company decisions, in addition to a significant portion of the company's 

shares and future value. 

It is very important for start-ups to get associated with the right venture fund, because they 

provide the necessary expertise, apart from the financial sources. VC funds provide strategic 

direction to grow investments to a profitable exit. Businesses get technical, marketing or strategic 

expertise. This includes experience and insights into international expansion, legal requirements 

regarding exchange control and intellectual property (IP) protection and an international contact base 

to open doors for entrepreneurs. One of the main advantages of VC is that investors only realize 

their investment if the business does well. If it fails, there is usually no obligation to repay the money. 

Venture Capital funds, as well as majority of Private Equity firms often don’t focus on companies 

from specific industry, but rather have an interest in wide range of industries. However, there 

are some examples of VC funds dedicated to specific sectors such as Capagro333, which focuses 

on ag-tech and food-tech, or Yield Lab Europe334, which is the leading funder of early stage agri-

food and ag-tech companies that revolutionise agriculture and food systems. 

Table below provides an overview of VC firms that are investing in start-ups and early-stage 

companies operating in agri-food, ag-tech and robotics sectors. 
 

VC firm 

 

Website 

Capagro https://capagro.fr/who-is-capagro/  

AgFunder  https://agfunder.com/ 

Syngenta Group Ventures https://www.syngentagroupventures.com/   

ASTANOR Ventures https://astanor.com/ 

Tenacious ventures https://tenacious.ventures/#impact 

S2G Ventures https://www.s2gventures.com/  

Unovis Asset Management https://unovis.vc/  

Blue Horizon Ventures https://www.bluehorizon.com/  

Big Idea Ventures https://bigideaventures.com/  

Omnivore https://www.omnivore.vc/  

                                                
333 Who is Capagro ? - Capagro  

334 The Yield Lab - European Ag Tech Accelerator Fund  

https://capagro.fr/who-is-capagro/
https://agfunder.com/
https://www.syngentagroupventures.com/
https://astanor.com/
https://tenacious.ventures/#impact
https://www.s2gventures.com/
https://unovis.vc/
https://www.bluehorizon.com/
https://bigideaventures.com/
https://www.omnivore.vc/
https://capagro.fr/who-is-capagro/
https://yieldlab.ie/
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Veg Capital https://vegcapital.co.uk/  

Atlantic Food Labs https://www.foodlabs.com/  

Agronomics https://agronomics.im/  

BackBone Ventures https://backbone.ventures/  

CPT Capital https://cptcap.com/  

Five Seasons Venture https://www.fiveseasons.vc/  

Good Seed Ventures https://goodseedventures.com/  

Nordic FoodTech VC https://www.nft.vc/nordic-foodtech-venture-capital  

Redalpine https://redalpine.com/  

Trellis Road https://trellisroad.com/  

High-Tech Gründerfonds https://www.htgf.de/en/  

Almi Invest https://www.almi.se/almi-invest/  

Robert Bosch Venture Capital https://www.rbvc.com/  

Scientipole Capital https://scientipolecapital.fr/en/home-2/  

LAUNCHub Ventures https://www.launchub.com/  

Table 8 Venture Capital firms investing in agri-food, ag-tech and robotics sectors 

 

 

7.4 VC Funding for agri-food and robotics start-ups 

 

Despite Covid-19 pandemic, in 2020. Venture Capitalists showed continued interest in start-ups 

operating in agROBOfood-related sectors. The following chapters provide key figures proving that 

there has been an increase in VC investments among start-ups active in the agri-food, robotics, ag- 

and food-tech fields. 

 

7.4.1 VC Funding for agri-food start-ups 

 

Food and agriculture start-ups attracted a record $22.3 billion in venture funding in 2020, 

which is twice as much as these segments raised in 2019.335, 336 The resilience of investment 

syndicates was a key factor in this outcome. The network effect of syndicates continuing to share 

deal flow and engaging in new deals where trusted relationships existed, enabled strong and 

sustained deployment of capital despite COVID-19 constraints.337  

Within food-tech, a number of sub-sectors benefited from 2020, a year where the freeze in travel, 

dining out, and enforced consumer saving helped drive a number of trends. Upticks in valuation 

                                                
335 Food and agriculture start-ups raised record $22.3 billion in 2020 (cnbc.com)  

336 Finistere Ventures 2020 Agrifood Tech Investment Review : Finistere  

337 Finistere-Ventures-2020-AgriFood-Tech-Investment-Review.pdf  

https://vegcapital.co.uk/
https://www.foodlabs.com/
https://agronomics.im/
https://backbone.ventures/
https://cptcap.com/
https://www.fiveseasons.vc/
https://goodseedventures.com/
https://www.nft.vc/nordic-foodtech-venture-capital
https://redalpine.com/
https://trellisroad.com/
https://www.htgf.de/en/
https://www.almi.se/almi-invest/
https://www.rbvc.com/
https://scientipolecapital.fr/en/home-2/
https://www.launchub.com/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/30/food-and-agriculture-start-ups-raised-record-22point3-billion-in-2020.html
https://finistere.com/news/finistere-ventures-2020-agrifood-tech-investment-review/
https://finistere.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Finistere-Ventures-2020-AgriFood-Tech-Investment-Review.pdf
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across food-tech as well as surging investments in delivery, meal kits, and e-commerce retail were 

notable effects of COVID-19 and the increase in dining at home. In turn, the exposure of supply 

chain pressures from animal proteins to grocery distribution also raised investor support to tech start-

ups in these segments.338 

On the farm and supply side, interest in indoor ag spiked, driven by both supply chain and 

sustainability factors, but also by a growing consumer preference for local and fresh produce with 

superior taste and quality. In early 2021, we saw the first of what will likely be a wave of special 

purpose acquisition company (SPAC) listings for agri-food companies. The ecosystem has 

expanded considerably to more than 300 start-ups participating in the indoor ag “land grab”; this is 

expected to accelerate considerably in the upcoming period.339 

Figure below presents VC deals ($B) in ag-tech and in food-tech, by series and by region, in the last 

10 years. 

 

Figure 17 VC deals ($B) in ag-tech and in food-tech, by series and by region 

Source: Finistere-Ventures-2020-AgriFood-Tech-Investment-Review.pdf 

The rising environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) interest is in large part driven by 

public market trends spilling over into venture-backed companies, and is likely a key focus for 

investors to consider in their existing portfolios. 

There is a strong indication that the race for innovation access is heating up and creating an exciting 

stage for agri-food investing in the upcoming years. 

                                                
338 See note 336 above 

339 See note 336 above 

https://finistere.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Finistere-Ventures-2020-AgriFood-Tech-Investment-Review.pdf
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7.4.1.1 VC Funding for ag-tech start-ups 

In the year 2020., 420 ag-tech start-ups raised $5.15 billion in venture capital, which 

represents a 35% increase in venture funding focused on ag-tech start-ups from 2019. 

However, since in-person conferences and meetings have been hardly organized due to Covid-19 

measures, it has been extremely difficult for new entrepreneurs to gain the attention of potential 

investors and for the same reason, most of the capital went to previously well-funded companies. 

This way, investors have protected themselves from risky investments.340 

Figure below shows the money raised by ag-tech start-ups by category.  

 

Figure 18 Money raised by ag-tech start-ups by category 

Source: AgTech Venture Capital Roundup: An Overview of Startup Funding in 2020 and What to 

Expect in 2021 - CropLife 

The food, feed, and fuel category was mostly driven by new funding available for indoor farming and 

plant-based meat. 

Concerning the technology type, start-ups focused on commercializing technologies using 

synthetic biology have raised significantly more funding (34%) in comparison to other start-ups 

using different technology types - virtual marketplaces (17%), internet-connected sensors (12%), 

gene editing (12%), advanced material science (11%), computer vision (10%), and data science 

(4%).341 

 

7.4.1.2 VC Funding for food-tech start-ups 

Regarding European food-tech ecosystem, there are five major Venture Capital trends: food 

delivery, innovative food brands, alternative proteins, eGroceries and meal kits, farm and production. 

European VC Investments among these trends in Europe (from 2015. to Q1 2021) are presented 

below.342 

                                                
340 AgTech Venture Capital Roundup: An Overview of Startup Funding in 2020 and What to Expect in 2021 - 
CropLife  

341 See note 340 above 

342 2021_Food-Tech-Invest-Report_English.pdf (hungry-ventures.com)  

https://www.croplife.com/management/agtech-venture-capital-roundup-an-overview-of-startup-funding-in-2020-and-what-to-expect-in-2021/
https://www.croplife.com/management/agtech-venture-capital-roundup-an-overview-of-startup-funding-in-2020-and-what-to-expect-in-2021/
https://www.croplife.com/management/agtech-venture-capital-roundup-an-overview-of-startup-funding-in-2020-and-what-to-expect-in-2021/
https://www.croplife.com/management/agtech-venture-capital-roundup-an-overview-of-startup-funding-in-2020-and-what-to-expect-in-2021/
https://www.hungry-ventures.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021_Food-Tech-Invest-Report_English.pdf
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Figure 19 Food-tech VC investments in Europe (from 2015 to Q1 2021) 

Source: 2021_Food-Tech-Invest-Report_English.pdf (hungry-ventures.com) 

The delivery services business is booming – not just since the pandemic. VC investments in food 

delivery have created the first wave of European unicorns (start-up valuations over $1 billion). 

The next generation of European food-tech innovators are surfing on a wave of momentum in VC 

backing, as food delivery start-ups reach maturity.343 

 

Figure 20 VC investment in European food-tech (€ B) 

Source: The State of European Food Tech 2021 (March 2021), Five Seasons Ventures, 

dealroom.co 

Analysing European VC investments from the perspective of investing in companies operating in 

different stages of a food system (food production, transformation, distribution and delivery), we can 

conclude that transformation outpaced distribution & consumption VC funding, whilst primary 

production financing grew steadily in 2020.344  

                                                
343 The State of European Food Tech 2021 - by Five Seasons Ventures & Dealroom  

344 See note 343 above 

https://www.hungry-ventures.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021_Food-Tech-Invest-Report_English.pdf
https://foodtech.vc/download-confirmation.html
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Figure 21 European VC investments in companies with regards to food system phases 

Source: The State of European Food Tech 2021 (March 2021), Five Seasons Ventures, 

dealroom.co  

 

7.4.2 VC Funding for robotics start-ups 

When it comes to robotics investments, venture firms poured $6.3 billion into robotics 

companies in 2020., which is nearly 50% more in comparison to the $4.3 billion they invested in 

2019. Companies operating in industrial robotics sector gathered $1.9 billion of VC funding.345  

According to PitchBook, total number of firms that have attracted investment in 2020. reached 269, 

while the number of industrial robotics start-ups getting funded was 68.346  

However, even robotics deals are still being made, it’s taking longer and on terms that are less 

favourable than pre-pandemic. Reasons for the longer deal cycles include the following:  

 Investors need to reserve more money to support existing portfolio companies, especially 

their winners. So, new robotics start-ups are competing with existing investments for the 

same pool of money. 

 VCs lack the bandwidth to make more deals.  

 Longer due diligence. Processes that used to take two weeks now take six weeks. 

 Partners are often unable to build the conviction to do a deal, having only met the founders 

remotely. At the same time, it’s understandable that physically seeing a robotics deployment 

in production is a lot more credible than a video demo. Software-only start-ups are in better 

position in this regard. 

 VCs are waiting to see if valuations take more of a hit as time goes by. Some firms think it 

will only be a matter of time before distressed assets are out there and are taking a wait-and-

see position. 

 Some VCs are themselves fundraising and are distracted by the Covid-19 crisis.347 

2020 was a tipping point in terms that VC firms have become more focused on chasing the “next big 

thing”, meaning that some robotics categories are passé and that there are emerging winners in 

categories like autonomous mobile robots and bin picking. Some VCs are putting money into 

robotics start-ups that will benefit from pandemic behaviour changes like food assembly.348  

                                                
345 Robotics Firms Garnered $6.3 Billion In Venture Funding During The Pandemic Year (forbes.com)  

346 See note 345 above 

347 Robotics startups: Lessons from the 2020 fundraising trail (therobotreport.com)  

348 See note 347 above 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/amyfeldman/2021/03/12/robotics-firms-garnered-63-billion-in-venture-funding-during-the-pandemic-year/?sh=758e48703c1a
https://www.therobotreport.com/robotics-lessons-2020-fundraising-trail-opinion/
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One thing is sure - robotics and automation are genuinely going to accelerate in the coming years, 

as the cultural barriers to adoption fall away during the pandemic.349 

 

Obtaining Venture Capital Financing  

To understand the process of obtaining venture financing, it is important to understand that venture 

capitalists usually choose the company they would like to invest in by using one or more of the 

following criteria: 

 Specific industry sectors (software, digital media, food, environment, biotech, agriculture, 

etc.) 

 Stage of company (early-stage seed or Series A rounds, or later stage rounds with 

companies that have achieved meaningful revenues and traction) 

 Geographic area. 

Before approaching a venture capitalist, company’s owner should try to figure out whether 

focus of venture capital fund aligns with company’s and its stage of development.  

The second key point to understand is that VCs get a lot of investment opportunities, many through 

unsolicited emails, which they usually ignore! The best way to get the attention of a VC is to have a 

warm introduction through a trusted colleague, entrepreneur, or lawyer friendly to the VC. Start-up 

must have a good “elevator pitch” and a strong investor pitch deck to attract the interest of a VC.  

Figure below shows how the process to obtain Venture Capital funding is structured.350 

 

Figure 22 Obtaining Venture Capital 

 

The funding process starts with the submission of a business plan by an entrepreneur to Venture 

capital fund. That plan shows a business idea, target market of a company and its general approach 

- how it plans to make profits and grow its business. After that, the VC fund calls management of the 

start-up for a face-to-face meeting. This phase is followed by due diligence which should result in an 

                                                
349 See note 347 above 

350 Venture Capital (VC) - Meaning, Example, Exit & Returns (wallstreetmojo.com)  

https://www.wallstreetmojo.com/venture-capital/
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offered term sheet, if everything falls in place. The term sheet, document that lists the terms & 

conditions between the two parties, is negotiable and is finalized after all parties agree to it.351 

Start-ups should also understand that the venture process can be very time consuming—just getting 

a meeting with a principal of a VC firm can take weeks. 

Valuation of the company is negotiable and there is not one right formula or methodology to rely 

upon. The higher the valuation, the less dilution the entrepreneur will encounter. From the VC’s 

perspective, a lower valuation (resulting in a higher investor stake in the company) means the 

investment has more upside potential and less risk, creating a higher motivation to assist the 

company. 

The key factors that will go into a determination of valuation include: 

 The experience and past success of the founders (so-called “serial” entrepreneurs present 

less risk, and often command higher valuations) 

 The size of the potential market 

 The proprietary technology already developed by the company  

 Any initial traction by the company (revenue, partnerships, satisfied customers, favorable 

publicity, etc.)  

 Progress towards a minimally viable product  

 The recurring revenue opportunity and the capital efficiency of the business model (i.e., will 

the company need to spend significant capital before achieving profit?) 

 Valuations of comparable companies  

 Whether the company is “hot” and being pursued by other investors  

 The current economic climate (valuations generally climb when the overall economy is 

strong, and vice versa)352 

 

7.4.3 Difference between Private Equity and Venture 
Capital 

 

Private equity is sometimes confused with venture capital because both refer to firms that invest in 

companies and exit by selling their investments in equity financing. However, there are some clear 

differences between these private funding firms that can be described through three main criteria353: 

1. The types and sizes of companies they invest in,  

2. The amount of money they invest and  

3. The percentages of equity they claim in the companies in which they invest. 

Private equity firms mostly buy mature companies that are already established whereas venture 

capital firms mostly invest in high-potential start-ups. 

Private equity firms usually buy 100% ownership of the companies in which they invest and take the 

whole control of the company after the buyout. Their strategy is to invest large sum of money in one 

mature company and concentrate all their efforts in helping that chosen company. This way, they 

minimalize risk of failure. 

                                                
351 See note 350 above 

352 A Guide To Venture Capital Financings For Startups (forbes.com)  

353 Private Equity vs. Venture Capital: What's the Difference? (investopedia.com)  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/allbusiness/2018/03/29/a-guide-to-venture-capital-financings-for-startups/?sh=599d1d6051c9
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/020415/what-difference-between-private-equity-and-venture-capital.asp
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On the other hand, venture capital funds invest in 50% or less of the equity of the companies. They 

invest in many different start-ups ensuring that the fund will not be affected substantially, if one start-

up fails. 

 

7.5 Accelerator Programmes 

 

Private accelerator programmes work in the similar way as public ones (see chapter 6.3 ). They help 

start-ups by providing them financial and human capital.  

There is a fast-growing cohort of accelerators launching to support the start-ups that are hoping to 

disrupt the global agri-food industry. Accelerators offer different kind of support to start-ups such as 

start-up capital, mentoring, access to investors and press, alumni networks, etc., but the nature of 

agriculture and food production means they need specific types of support that will respond to their 

unique challenges.354 

Ag-tech accelerators vary in the following ways: 

 Investment terms, including the amount of money invested and the percentage equity stake 

taken, if investment is indeed offered at all. 

 The quality, size, composition, and degree of interaction with the network on offer. 

 The location, duration, and structure of the program, and whether it’s entirely remote, in-

person, or a combination. 

 The stage and area(s) of focus within the food system of accepted start-ups into the cohort.355 

There is no one-size-fits-all model for accelerators, especially when it comes to start-ups in the food 

system. Some start-ups may need access to farmers, more capital, or longer timeframes, while 

others may need access to distribution channels or technical expertise. Each start-up needs to 

carefully consider their goals and current status when joining an accelerator. 

Here are the most important things that ag-tech start-ups should consider when choosing a 

certain accelerator programme356:  

1. Terms 

For start-ups, investment is usually the main reason of joining an accelerator, whether it’s 

investment from the accelerator programme or investors that are introduced to the start-ups as a 

result of the programme. The amount of investment start-ups raise throughout the programme is a 

key metric of success for many accelerators too. Some accelerators set fixed terms to govern the 

amount of money they invest in, and percent of equity they take from every start-up that joins their 

programme. Other accelerators do not offer funding, or they negotiate the terms on a case-by-case 

basis. 

Before joining an accelerator programme, start-ups should make sure they understand the 

process fully before accepting a place on an ag-tech accelerator. There are certain things that 

encourage start-ups to join the programme and on the other hand, there are things that might 

discourage them and make them nervous about the whole acceleration process. 

  

                                                
354 Accelerators speed development of promising food start-ups | Financial Times (ft.com)  

355 Agritech Accelerators: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly - AFN (agfundernews.com)  

356 See note 355 above 

https://www.ft.com/content/778c9f5e-294e-11e9-9222-7024d72222bc
https://agfundernews.com/agritech-accelerators-the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly.html
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Encouraging signs for start-ups Discouraging signs for start-ups 

Terms are set upfront before the programme starts. No terms upfront. 

Start-ups have an ability to negotiate terms to fit their 

stage, previous valuations, etc. 

The accelerator controls the whole fundraising 

process (sometimes for a fee) but does not start 

actively fundraising until after demo day. 

Start-ups have an option to decline investment. Aggressive terms that undervalue the company 

based on previous rounds. 

 Not enough capital based on company’s stage and 

previous raises to make it worth the time. 

 No offer of investment at all. 

 Unclear terms from the outset. 

Table 9 Encouraging and discouraging accelerator signs for start-ups, based on investment terms 

Source: Agritech Accelerators: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly - AFN (agfundernews.com) 

 

2. Network 

Accelerators provide start-ups with customers, investors, mentors and advisors, and collaborators. 

For start-ups, one of the most beneficial elements of being part of an accelerator and its network is 

the potential to raise funding in the wake of the programme and to connect with customers. However, 

not all networks are as high quality and useful as they may claim to be. 

Encouraging signs for start-ups Discouraging signs for start-ups 

Accelerator has a relevant network of experts with 

specific experience in food and ag-tech, and ideally in 

particular subsectors of interest. 

Irrelevant mentor network (i.e., inexperienced, lack 

of domain expertise). 

Lots of facetime with the network, especially investors. Audience at pitch day not relevant or a good fit for 

the startups in question. 

Structured, incentivized access to a high-quality mentor 

network. 

No official mentor assigned or structured access to 

a mentor network. 

Introductions by the accelerator team to relevant 

network, including potential board members, team 

members, and service providers (e.g., legal advice, 

graphic design). 

No structure to guide interactions between start-

ups and network. 

Table 10  Encouraging and discouraging accelerator signs for start-ups, based on network 

Source: Agritech Accelerators: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly - AFN (agfundernews.com) 

 

3. Programme 

There are many different programme models for accelerators, but largely they focus on a series of 

talks, presentations, or lectures designed to help start-ups develop the business skills necessary to 

scale their company. Some programmes may be online (e.g., via webinars or video conferencing), 

while others are entirely in-person. Table below summarizes what start-ups are usually looking for, 

and what things they tend to avoid. 

  

https://agfundernews.com/agritech-accelerators-the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly.html
https://agfundernews.com/agritech-accelerators-the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly.html
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Encouraging signs for start-ups Discouraging signs for start-ups 

A combination of in-person sessions and time to work 

remotely. 

Not enough in-person workshops to share candid 

feedback with peers and create a community. 

In-person sessions that allow start-ups to compare 

notes with each other and learn from the expertise 

within the cohort. 

Lectures by guest speakers from overseas that 

speak over Skype, or lectures with too much 

“talking at you” and not enough time to engage and 

interact. 

Lab access and domain-specific support for product 

development. 

Lack of domain-specific support. 

A small cohort (<10) to feel more unique and supported. Poor internal communication. 

Optional classes, so start-ups can skip sessions that 

may not be relevant to their stage. 

Programming focused only on one stage of start-

up, rather than tailored to the varied stages within 

the cohort. 

Lots of support for developing and practicing investor 

pitch. 

Too much focus on product and pitch, and not 

enough on necessary operational logistics, like 

human resources incorporating a company and 

valuation. 

 Forcing function to scale. 

Sometimes scaling is not part of start-ups’ vision or 

they don’t feel ready for that at the moment. 

Table 11  Encouraging and discouraging accelerator signs for start-ups, based on programme 

Source: Agritech Accelerators: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly - AFN (agfundernews.com) 

 

4. Location 

While there is a growing number of fully or partially remote accelerator programmes, many still offer 

a physical location or office space for the start-ups to work from during the programme. Location, 

whether full time or part time, is an important factor in start-up’s overall experience of the accelerator. 

Encouraging signs for start-ups Discouraging signs for start-ups 

Access to relevant local businesses. Physical location is remote and hard to get to, 

meaning that start-ups can waste their time 

traveling back and forth. 

Access to land or local universities and facilities for field 

trials and other product testing. 

Location can limit network and adoption 

opportunities to those start-ups within that state or 

region. 

Table 12  Encouraging and discouraging accelerator signs for start-ups, based on location 

Source: Agritech Accelerators: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly - AFN (agfundernews.com) 

 

Table below presents a comprehensive list of ag-tech and food-tech accelerators. These 

programmes are essential for getting new ideas off the ground that will hopefully lead to a better 

agri-food industry in the future. 

  

https://agfundernews.com/agritech-accelerators-the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly.html
https://agfundernews.com/agritech-accelerators-the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly.html
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Accelerator  

 

Website 

BRINC https://www.brinc.io/  

IMPACT Accelerator https://www.impact-accelerator.com/smart-agrifoods/ 

Startupbootcamp FoodTech https://www.startupbootcamp.org/accelerator/foodtech-

rome/  

Eatable Adventures https://www.eatableadventures.com/  

Rockstart https://rockstart.com/  

StartLife  https://start-life.nl/startlife-accelerate/  

Accelerace https://www.accelerace.io/  

Blue Ocean XLerator https://www.boxnv.nl/?lang=en  

FoodTech Accelerator https://www.foodtechaccelerator.io/  

Katapult https://katapult.vc/startups/accelerators/  

Mylkcubator https://mylkcubator.com/  

Foodtech.ac https://foodtech.ac/  

HATCH https://www.hatch.blue/  

Kickstart Accelerator https://www.kickstartglobal.com/accelerator  

Axel Springer Plug and Play 

Accelerator 

http://www.axelspringerplugandplay.com/  

ShakeUpFactory http://shakeupfactory.co/  

H-FARM https://www.h-farm.com/en  

MHP Accelerator https://radartech.com.ua/mhp-eng/  

FoodStars https://www.worldstartup.co/services#application  

Kitchentown https://www.kitchentown.de/  

ToasterLAB  https://toasterlab.vitagora.com/  

Table 13 Accelerator programmes for agri-food start-ups 

 

7.6 Debt Finance 

 

Debt finance (also known as “debt funding”) is a financing model which implies money that 

companies borrow to finance their businesses, typically from a bank or various other financial 

institutions. In exchange for loaning the money, the individuals or institutions become creditors of 

the business and are entitled to the payment of interest and to have their loan repaid at the end of a 

given term. 

There are two debt financing options - long-term and short-term. Businesses use long-term debt 

financing to cover a business's basic needs, such as infrastructure, facilities and equipment. 

Considering that these investments require a huge amount of money in different stages, a company 

https://www.brinc.io/
https://www.impact-accelerator.com/smart-agrifoods/
https://www.startupbootcamp.org/accelerator/foodtech-rome/
https://www.startupbootcamp.org/accelerator/foodtech-rome/
https://www.eatableadventures.com/
https://rockstart.com/
https://start-life.nl/startlife-accelerate/
https://www.accelerace.io/
https://www.boxnv.nl/?lang=en
https://www.foodtechaccelerator.io/
https://katapult.vc/startups/accelerators/
https://mylkcubator.com/
https://foodtech.ac/
https://www.hatch.blue/
https://www.kickstartglobal.com/accelerator
http://www.axelspringerplugandplay.com/
http://shakeupfactory.co/
https://www.h-farm.com/en
https://radartech.com.ua/mhp-eng/
https://www.worldstartup.co/services#application
https://www.kitchentown.de/
https://toasterlab.vitagora.com/
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needs a long-term fund. Short-term debt financing includes debt securities with shorter repayment 

periods. These loans are usually used to cover recurring payments (salaries of employees, rents 

and maintenance fees) or to provide inventory and payroll. 

Start-up companies often use this form of financing to kick-start their operations. The biggest 

advantage of this approach is the fact that business owners can have access to finance without 

sacrificing ownership of your company. On the other hand, if a company fails to pay back the loan 

according to agreed repayment schedule, a company owner risks incurring crippling fines, and may 

even lose his/her business. Many early-stage companies struggle to access debt funding because 

they don’t have the track record and steady cash flow to make their case for finance providers. 

 

How to get debt funding  

The most popular source for debt financing is the bank, but debt can also be issued by a private 

company/organisation. There are also different types of debt funding such as asset-based lending, 

business loans, invoice finance, overdrafts, peer-to-peer lending and start-up loans. Regardless of 

which institution you turn to for debt finance, a prospective lender will want proof that you’re capable 

to repay a loan. If you and your business seem credit-worthy, you’re more likely to secure a loan at 

a favourable interest rate on favourable terms.357 

First step in getting a debt funding is identification of company’s needs and fund requirements. It 

would be a good idea to do market research in order to find investors or firms that are into start-up 

debt financing and have a good experience and track record. After that, start-up can approach the 

investors accordingly. Banks and big business groups often show a lack of confidence in start-ups 

and tend to disapprove funding appeals. Therefore, it’s often very difficult to get funding, even for 

good businesses.358 On the other hand, if you do the search carefully, you can find institutions that 

are particularly interested in cooperation with start-ups and other early-stage companies. They are 

willing to support young entrepreneurs by providing them loans at favourable interest rates, and other 

terms and conditions. 

When you approach the negotiation phase with the investor, make sure that you pay special attention 

to all the offered terms and ask yourself the following questions: 

 Are you going to take a loan with or without collateral?  

 What’s the best interest rate that you can get? 

 Is there an option for a flexible repayment tenure? 

 Are there any hidden costs? 

If a company repay its loan as agreed, the business will get credibility in the market. Credit rating 

agencies will also take note of your improving prospects and raise business’s credit rating, 

accordingly, opening the way to increased investment and business finance. 

 

7.7 Guidance to Private investment 

 

Compared to the processes of acquiring public funding that demand writing applications, preparing 

lengthy proposals and evaluation by unknown experts, private funding involves more specific 

                                                
357 How to make your business attractive for SME debt funding - (realbusiness.co.uk)  

358 Debt Funding Guide For Startups (inc42.com)  

https://realbusiness.co.uk/sme-funding-guide-eligible-debt
https://inc42.com/fundraising-101/debt-funding-the-essential-guide-for-startups/
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interaction with individuals or group of people that will make the decision based on what they hear 

and see in the pitch. 

 

7.7.1 Prepare a successful pitch 

 

Most investors will want to see a pitch deck. This can be something to send in a written form via 

email, present in person using a screen, or simply something to have ready for a 30 second elevator 

conversation. Either way, some of the key aspects are usually the same and most start-ups follow 

certain existing guidelines. And while preparing 10 slides of a PowerPoint might seem simple 

compared to writing a 30-page proposal, successful pitch decks demand careful planning, detailed 

preparation and smooth execution. Here are some main steps: 

1) First of all, before starting with pitch preparation, it is important to know the audience. It is 

crucial to determine who will be reading or listening to the business proposition. If a company 

is only sending the document via email, it should contain more text than if it is going to be 

used on stage. Furthermore, it is important to think about who a start-up is pitching to. If the 

goal is finding partners, the presentation will not have the same information as when pitching 

to investors, or to potential customers. 

2) Since the focus here is acquiring funding, the following steps focus on pitching to investors. 

No matter the format, there will never be enough time to say everything and explain 

everything about a business. Therefore, the key is to focus on catching investors’ 

attention. This way, a start-up will ensure that investors talk to them after the presentation 

curious to find out more. Follow-up and booking a meeting are essential if the initial pitch was 

in front of a large audience. 

3) When designing the pitch, the company should make sure to cover the following aspects: 

excitement, clarity, informative, memorable, actionable. This means that the story should 

show passion, the pitch should explain the idea as simple and containing all the key 

information. Still, as pitching depends on the personal touch as well, each company should 

make sure to distinguish yourself from the crowd and have a clear call to action in the end. 

4) Make sure not to overcrowd the pitch with text. Too much text will take the focus of the 

story and key information might get lost. 

5) The team should practice the pitch until they know it by heart at any time of day or night. A 

good approach is to have at least two team members know the pitch. 

6) Any start-up should be ready to pitch at any given opportunity, with slides or without, with 

good and bad audio systems. By practicing it is easy to overcome stress and show that the 

one pitching is in control of the situation. 

 

7.7.2 Components of a winning pitch deck 

 

There are multiple templates for pitch decks online, however, most share a similar structure. Start-

ups and SMEs can try including: the hook, problem, solution, market size, business model, go-to-

market, traction, competition, team, the ask. Depending on the level of maturity, certain aspects such 

as traction, can be substituted by proven problem-market fit and similar. 
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Section Explanation Number of slides 

Hook 

Powerful pitches hook the listener in the first 15 

seconds. It is important to use the time wisely. 

Different options for creating a good hook are starting 

with a question, telling a compelling story, giving 

context, making a controversial statement or sharing 

your vision. 

1 

Problem 

When presenting the problem, a team can use 

compelling examples that the listener can identify 

with. Most people today are aware of climate change, 

so instead of starting with the generic problem, the 

start-up can transform it into something that directly 

affects them. 

1-3 

Solution 

Of course, every team believes their solution is the 

best so far and that everyone should use it. Instead of 

big promises, it is good to show how that solution 

specifically resolves the problem explained earlier. 

Teams should not be afraid to use numbers, but if they 

do, they should make sure they are meaningful and 

understandable. 

1-3 

Market 

The market slide is the time where a start-up can 

show they did their homework. Here it is good to be 

specific. All teams should familiarize themselves with 

abbreviations such as SOM, TAM and SAM. 

1 

Business Model 

When explaining the business model, a company 

needs to show how the business will make money. 

Will they sell subscriptions? Will customers buy a one-

time product? Whichever option they choose, they 

need to make sure that they can support their 

reasoning. 

1-2 

Traction 

Traction shows the achievements of a company so 

far. It can be based on profit, revenue, customers, 

active users, registered users, engagement, 

partnerships. 

1 

Competition 

Nobody wants to hear that a start-up doesn’t have any 

competition. Chances this is true are very low, and if 

it is true, it signals that there might not be a market for 

the product. Rather, when presenting competition, a 

team should make sure to show what makes them 

different. Charts and diagrams can be better options 

than tables where someone ticks all the boxes. 

1 

Team 

Investors invest in people, not companies. All teams 

should make sure to present their team as competent, 

passionate, engaged in the long-term vision. If 

relevant, it is possible give their backgrounds and 

1 
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show how they know the industry the company 

operates in. 

Ask 

Finally, a good end to a pitch is asking for what the 

company needs. Are they raising capital, searching 

for customers, partners, contacts? The team should 

make sure to make the ask clear. 

1 

Table 14 Structure of a good pitch deck 

 

7.7.3 How to approach investors 

 

In order to demystify the process of talking to investors, we’ve presented some DOs and DON’Ts in 

the table below that can be useful. 

 

DO DON’T 

Go out and speak with investors. but please 

make a solid plan and don’t just speak for the 

sake of it. 

Go to events because it is cool and trendy to be 

a part of the start-up bandwagon and 

“eventpreneur”. 

Find someone you know who knows the 

investor to make a warm introduction. 

Get carried away by feedback - you should not 

take negative one too personally, but also don't 

be super happy when you get positive one. It's 

a marathon as the investment process will likely 

last at least for 90 days. 

Do your research and prepare your story well 

(there is no overpreparation). When investors 

speak with you, there is nothing off limits that 

they can ask. Entrepreneurs should also know 

what kind of investments an investor is offering, 

what are their criteria, and if they invested into 

one of the competitors. 

Don’t get an M&A (mergers and acquisitions) 

advisor/consultant and don't insist on NDAs 

(non-disclosure agreements) - VCs very often 

just walk away in these situations as the trust 

element is broken. Investors want to deal 

directly with the founder/entrepreneur in these 

situations. 

Have a strong online presence with good 

professional content (e.g., AngelList profile, 

LinkedIn profile, Twitter profile). 

Don’t underestimate the importance and value 

of legal elements and you should find a good 

lawyer - someone who will know what your 

position is and understand VC funding deals. 

Be sure to find the right investment partner, who 

can support you in the growth (as well as in 

difficult situations). 

Don’t just focus on valuations - there are other 

terms that are sometimes overlooked. 

Table 15 DOs and DON'Ts when approaching investors 
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8 Public vs. Private Funding 
There are a lot of public and private funding options available. The important thing is to understand 

the difference between them. It’s not just about the fact that public funding comes from the public 

treasury whereas private funding comes from private sources. There are other factors that should 

be taken into consideration when deciding about funding options for a company. The advantages 

and disadvantages of public and private options are presented in the table below.359 

 Public funding Private funding 

Advantages 

Public agencies tend to have more 

funds available (however, there is 

usually a huge number of applicants 

too). 

More rapid turnaround of the award. 

Many private organizations have a set 

schedule of proposal reviews and 

presenting awards. With fewer levels 

of review, awards may be made more 

rapidly. 

Funds are available for a wide range of 

organizations, both lead and partners 

(public institutions, non-for-profit 

organizations, SMEs, research 

organizations etc.). 

Possibly fewer regulations than public 

funds. This can stretch from length 

and cost allowability to programmatic 

reporting of results. 

More likely to pay “all” project costs 

and/or cover indirect costs. 

Fewer applicants in proposal pool. 

Although the available funds may be 

much less, there are normally fewer 

proposals to consider. 

Support during concept development 

and proposal design is easily available. 

Private sources may focus on 

emerging issues, new needs, 

populations emerging as “special 

interests” and be more willing to adapt 

by collaborating with other sources, 

providing alternative forms of 

assistance, and considering 

experimental activities. 

The possibilities of renewal are 

transparent, so applicants will know 

about it up front. 

 

Application process and deadlines are 

public and very firm. 

 

“Common” application forms and 

prescribed formats to decrease re-

learning appropriate content and form. 

 

 

Table 16 Advantages of Public and Private Funding 

 Source: What’s the difference between public and private grant funding? (cayuse.com) 

 

                                                
359 What’s the difference between public and private grant funding? (cayuse.com)  

https://cayuse.com/blog/public-private-grant-funding-difference/
https://cayuse.com/blog/public-private-grant-funding-difference/
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 Public funding Private funding 

Disadvantages 

Rigid terms of application process - 

Lengthy proposal requirements and 

complex application, administration, 

and compliance processes. 

 

Funds are often smaller and less 

likely to cover all project costs, and 

many don’t cover indirect costs. 

Often required institutional cost-

sharing. 

Unless the foundation is big, there 

may be less  support for questions, 

policies/procedures, and fewer 

opportunities for personal contact 

and/or site visits. 

Reviewers may tend to favor 

established applicants. 

Areas of focus may change rapidly, 

so continual funding may be hard to 

predict. 

Difficulty in proposing new or high-risk 

approaches to a problem. 

 

Cost to institution can be higher due to 

complexity of applications and stricter 

compliance requirements. 

 

 

Table 17 Disadvantages of Public and Private Funding 

Source: What’s the difference between public and private grant funding? (cayuse.com) 

 

The advantages and disadvantages of these funding types are relevant to the purpose of a 

company and its timeline. For example, start-ups would find it disadvantageous that public grants 

tend to favour established, low-risk programs. On the other hand, an established organisation with 

long-term goals that help certain segments of society could benefit from public grant funding. 

Knowing if a sponsor is a public or private entity affects the entire process of application. 

Company’s values should be aligned with the most likely source of funding. Also, a proposal should 

be written in the appropriate type and style. Publicly funded organizations tend to have more rigid 

style and information requirements whereas private organizations often request a shorter, less-

detailed proposal. So, the style of proposal should be different even though outcomes are the 

same.360 

 

 

 

                                                
360 See note 359 above 

https://cayuse.com/blog/public-private-grant-funding-difference/
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9 Investors’ Perspective 
Investing in any business is a risk that investors take when the potential return is evident in the new 

product or idea. In order to make sound investments, investors pay attention to certain key elements 

of start-ups to ensure the company has a chance of success and their capital is secure. In a highly 

technical field such as ag-tech, there are some unique aspects of early-stage development that 

are key to building a successful plan and raising capital. 

First, investors want to make sure that the company has the expertise it needs to accomplish its 

goals. Having founders or team members who are familiar with the industry and have the skills to 

develop the proposed solution is key. As the company grows, founders also want to see team 

members with management experience and sales abilities. A stable team is particularly important in 

a technical field like ag-tech, an expert in agriculture should be on a position of CTO, an engineer 

should take place of COO, and a veteran entrepreneur would be a perfect CEO.361 

Second thing investors are looking to see in the start-up is a clear understanding of the rules, 

regulations, and any processes they need to undergo in order for their products to be approved for 

use in agriculture.  

Ag-tech companies should also focus on talking to farmers or other end consumers to get 

validation of their idea, and on building a community of early adaptors once the regulatory and 

technical challenges are overcome. Commercialization of innovative solutions is very important; 

hence, start-ups should focus on on-the-ground market research as soon as possible to make sure 

that their tool will help large enough number of customers who are willing to pay for it.  

Finally, it is important to emphasize that a great way to impress investors is to think big. Companies 

may initially start out focused on smaller co-ops or recreational farms, but they need to have a vision 

for how their business will grow. 

 

9.1 Reasons to invest in ag-tech 

 

Rapid population growth, sporadic climate change, depleting resources and arable land, exclusive 

economic growth, and so on have ultimately led us to the era of ag-tech, the use of technology in 

agriculture to improve efficiency, profitability, and well-being. Investors worldwide are paying a 

considerable amount of attention to ag-tech as it becomes clear where the future is headed. 

Reasons to invest in ag-tech are the following362:  

                                                
361 5 Things AgTech Investors Are Looking for in AgTech Startups - StepUp (teamstepup.com)  

362 5 Reasons to Invest in Agri-Tech (avenews-gt.com)  

https://teamstepup.com/marketing/agtech-investors/
https://www.avenews-gt.com/single-post/2018/04/10/5-Reasons-to-Invest-in-Agri-Tech
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 Food security. By 2050, the world population is expected to reach 9.7 billion and will require 

70% more protein than is currently available. As it stands, traditional agricultural methods will 

not sustain the growing population. Therefore, innovative technology needs to be developed 

for finding ways to not only produce enough, but quality food as well. As food security is 

increasingly becoming a worldwide objective, ag-tech investors could play a crucial role in 

helping increase the number of technological solutions available to farmers as they search 

for new ways to produce more food.  

 

 Population growth is the main reason why the agricultural sector is guaranteed to give an 

investor high return. 

 

 Farmable land scarcity. As arable land decreases daily, investment is essential for 

exploring new techniques to generate more output from land. Investors who realize this quick 

enough will generate high returns. 

  

 Government Support & Policy Reform. Governments and financial institutions from all 

around the world are making great strides to lower risk and strengthen the confidence of 

investors in the long term. In the last couple of years governments are participating more in 

agricultural investments and there are positive changes in policy infrastructure such as 

domestic and regional laws and regulations, implementation of trade agreements, and 

transparent regulatory systems. 

By securing property rights, developing rural infrastructure and public services, and ensuring    

that their institutions are functioning, governments are aiding the development of 

emerging partnerships between the public sector, private sector and communities that 

aim to promote agriculture and rural development, poverty reduction, food security and 

nutrition. These are the signs that agricultural investments are long term geopolitical goals. 

 Increase in Trade. Investment in agriculture production and trade address imbalances of 

supply and demand and make food available in world markets in order to satisfy the growing 

demand for agriculture.  

While it may seem that a shifting trade landscape would create uncertainty for investors, 

investing in agricultural technology is overwhelmingly beneficial specifically because of the 

changes in commodity trading resulting from altering demographics, increasing average 

incomes, diet trends, low food stocks, high energy prices and hasty alterations in climate. As 

international trade continues to increase, and it will because of the demand of a growing 

population and more geopolitical support worldwide, technology and innovation will 

become fundamental. 

 Diverse Investment Opportunities. Recently, investment in more diverse, niche technology 

and services has become more popular. When it comes to ag-tech, there are numerous 

subsectors such as data collection and processing, autonomous robots, rapid phenotyping, 

gene editing, agricultural bio-science, data-enabled agriculture, automation and robotics, 

supply chain and logistics, agricultural processing, bio-fuels, and alternative business 

models. 

 

 Poverty Reduction. Investing in ag-tech can contribute to poverty reduction because it helps 

create markets for the poor, add value to primary agricultural products, lower costs of 

technology, and increase employment opportunities. 
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9.2 Investor insights 2021 

 

2020 witnessed many successful investment rounds and new partnerships worldwide for ambitious 

ag-tech innovators rising to the challenge of revolutionizing our agri-food system. During World Agri-

Tech Innovation Summit 2021 high profile investors shared their priorities and predictions for ag-

tech field.363,364 

 

 

                                                
363 2021 Investor Insights - World AgriTech USA 

364 2021 Review - World AgriTech USA 

“Neither ‘farmer economics’ nor ‘sustainability’ 

are new terms in their own right. With the 

renewal of interest in regenerative agriculture 

came a number of companies focused upon the 

sustainability space. The technologies that we 

are seeing become the most transformative are 

the ones that create value not just for the input 

provider, farmer, environment, or downstream 

consumer but for all four. In doing so, many 

companies have shifted from product/input 

focus to more service-based models, and I 

expect that to continue to grow.” – Paimun 

Amini, Director, Venture Investments at LEAPS 

BY BAYER    

“As the sector continues to mature 

evidenced by the investment bias toward 

later stage companies, I expect continued 

interest in areas like digital agronomy, crop 

protection, indoor farming, alternative 

proteins, dine at home, and supply chain 

advances. With over $42B invested in the 

sector by venture over the last decade, 

there is still an incredibly long way to go as 

the ag-tech market as a whole is still 

under-invested. Building a truly 

sustainable ag and food ecosystem will 

take more time and capital.” – Arama 

Kukutai, Co-Founder and Partner at 

FINISTERE VENTURES  

“From the standpoint of sustainability, there 

is going to be a patchwork of sources of 

funding and opportunities for farmers 

and people in the supply chain. In many 

ways, these sustainability programs can act 

as a catalyst for developing a lot of the 

technology.” - Devin Lammers, President, 

Crop Marketing & Financial Services, FBN  

“Looking through the farmer’s lens – what’s 

important to the farmer? Technology 

providers need to offer easy interoperability 

and data exchange between systems. The 

farmer owns the data and therefore it should 

follow the farmer’s journey. Software company 

providers must be collaborative and have a 

symbolic relationship that offers not only 

economic returns to the grower, but easy use 

of their own data.” - Kevin Kimm, Vice 

President, Commercial, OCP NORTH 

AMERICA 

“The Covid-19 spotlight on the food system, and enhanced public market focus on Environmental, 

Social and Governance (ESG) issues, has broadened investor awareness of the opportunities 

presented by agri-food tech innovation in the context of global food security. Accelerated 

investment into the sector, including by ESG-focused Special Purpose Acquisition 

Companies (SPACs) and other new pools of growth equity capital, will hopefully enable the best 

new technologies to scale and reach the farm and consumers faster, and hasten progress on 

global sustainability goals” – Brook Cunningham, Managing Director at LAZARD  

https://worldagritechusa.com/2021-investor-insights/
https://worldagritechusa.com/2021-review/
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Latest updates from the ag-tech landscape, how it is evolving and where the investment deals and 

money are flowing, will be presented at the next World Agri-Tech Innovation Summit365 in March 

2022.  

                                                
365 World Agri-Tech Innovation Summit, March 22-23, 2022 (worldagritechusa.com)  

“With the focus on net zero agriculture, we 

are seeing regulators put pressure on 

institutional investors to think about the 

impact of climate risk on their portfolios. 

When it comes to food and ag and the 

decarbonization and potential role of 

carbon sequestration, a fundamental 

reallocation of capital will happen towards 

more climate-friendly solutions.” - Teresa 

O’Flynn, Managing Director, Global Head 

Sustainable Investing, BLACKROCK 

ALTERNATIVE INVESTORS 

“Covid-19 accelerated the recognition from industry incumbents, consumers, farmers, and 

investors that growing and building resilience for business as usual is not enough. Because of 

supply chain risk and shifting consumer and shareholder expectations, there is a business drive 

for change.” – Renée Vassilos, Director of Agriculture Innovation at THE NATURE 

CONSERVANCY 

“In terms of M&A, we still have a way to go until 

ag-tech becomes an asset class with frequent, 

repeatable and justifiable exits to incumbents, 

private equity, consolidator start-ups and the 

public markets. And actually, I’m highly 

skeptical of several companies I increasingly 

see on the acquisition trail, using M&A as 

marketing or a means of establishing a new 

story. In some other cases, we’re seeing some 

acquirers on a path of M&A roulette. This 

concerns me greatly.” – Michael Lavin, Founder 

& Managing Partner at GERMIN8 VENTURES  

“Regenerative agriculture gained popularity as an impact trend, but the revolution still lies ahead. 

According to the UN, we have an estimated 60 years of farmable soil left on the Earth, mostly 

due to unsustainable agriculture. With that, regenerative agriculture, which focuses on soil 

regeneration and provides solutions for some of agriculture’s biggest problems – such as topsoil 

erosion, climate change, air and water pollution – is set to take center stage. Since building soil 

requires tremendous quantities of carbon, regenerative farming holds the key to moving 

atmospheric carbon back into the ground. It may take years for farmers to reap the large 

economic benefits of regenerative practices so innovative solutions in technologies and markets 

are needed to ease and incentivize the transition” – Ashlie Burkart, MD, CM Chief Scientific 

Officer at GERMIN8 VENTURES 

“I believe technology funded by early venture capital investors will lead the transformation 

of food and Ag, but the truth is, it will take young start-ups as well as the Fortune 100 players in 

the space, given the magnitude of the problem we face. Capitalism, consumerism and 

technology can be powerful forces for improving the industry we all participate in.” - David 

Lee, President, APP HARVEST  

https://worldagritechusa.com/
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When it comes to robotics sector, we’ve investigated leading VCs’ perspective on the current 

investment trends, saturation of robotics market and arising opportunities and challenges in this 

sector.366 

 

 

 

                                                
366 Leading robotics VCs talk about where they’re investing | TechCrunch  

“Three-quarters of the new 

opportunities I look at involve some 

sort of automation. 

The market for robot start-ups 

attempting direct human labor 

replacement, floor-sweeping, and 

dumb-waiter robots, and robotic 

lawnmowers and vacuums is OVER 

heated (too many start-ups). 

The market for robot start-ups that assist 

human workers, increase human 

productivity, and automate undesirable 

human tasks is UNDER heated (not 

enough start-ups).” - Shahin Farshchi, 

Lux Capital 

“Three years ago, the most compelling 

companies to us in the industrial space 

were in software. We now spend 

significantly more time in verticalized AI 

and hardware.  

Robotic companies we find most exciting 

today are addressing key driver areas of (1) 

high labor turnover and shortage and (2) 

new research around generalization on the 

software side. 

A few verticals we believe will experience a 

significant overhaul in the next 5 years 

include logistics, waste, micro-

fulfillment, and construction.” - Kelly 

Chen, DCVC 

“I think the biggest opportunities in robotics are those which attack enormous markets 

where it’s difficult to hire and retain labor. One great example is long-haul trucking.  

I’m intrigued by agricultural robots. I’ve seen dozens of companies attacking every part of the 

farming equation – from field clearing and preparation, to seeding, to weeding, applying fertilizer, 

and eventually harvesting. I think there’s a lot of value to be “harvested” here by robots, especially 

since seasonal field labor is becoming harder to find and increasingly expensive. One enormous 

challenge in this market, however, is that growing seasons mean that the robotic machinery 

has a lot of downtime, and the cost of equipment isn’t as easily amortized in other markets 

with higher utilization. The other big challenge is that fields are very, very tough on hardware 

and electronics due to environmental conditions like rain, dust and mud. 

… I feel like the funding environment for robotics is about right, with a handful of overfunded areas 

(like autonomous passenger vehicles). I think that the most overlooked near-term opportunity in 

robotics is teleoperation. Specifically, pairing fully automated robotic operations with occasional 

human remote operation of individual robots.” - Rob Coneybeer, Shasta Ventures  

“With the shift in robotic capability, we’re also seeing a shift in customer sentiment. Companies 

who are used to buying outright machines are now more willing to explore RaaS (Robot as a 

Service) models for compelling robotic solutions – and that repeat revenue model has opened 

the door for some formerly enterprise software-only investors. On the other hand, companies 

exploring robotics in place of tasks with high labor shortages, such as trucking or agriculture, are 

more willing to explore per hour or per unit pick models.” - Kelly Chen, DCVC 

https://techcrunch.com/2019/11/26/leading-robotics-vcs-talk-about-where-theyre-investing/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAKJ3BGsZM53Ug4tGpZBJWbJUB9ntGaNdEYKnoPCU6ShpFjLstpmhKLds_5hZaAhdL66bi4V1wZKE0EfaU2DMxkJ7LnppheZBIz0ivwhsPHKmpWKbMMvyhuqqLJUnhDiSlJfEVErZQidadNwO2jRC4dbRQAvSb2N3A19ioNlmI8QX
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10 agROBOfood Open Call(s) 
Beneficiaries’ Perspective 

In order to find out agROBOfood Open Call winners’ fundraising experiences, with agROBOfood 

project and other funding sources, semi-structured interviews have been organized. Four 

respondents from the agROBOfood network were interviewed. Even though interview questions had 

been developed in advance (see ANNEX 1 – Interview structure), interviews were conducted with 

a fairly open framework which allows focused, conversational, two-way communication.  

The first part of the interview was focused on sharing agROBOfood funding experiences – the 

reasons why companies decided to apply for agROBOfood funding, how easy was the application 

process and if they had any difficulties in the implementation phase (after they have obtained 

funding). 

The second part of the interview examined what kind of other funding experiences agROBOfood 

beneficiaries have (including public/private sources), if any. Finally, respondents shared their 

insights on the current investment trends in agri-food and agricultural robotics sectors. 

Gathering fundraising insights has a two-fold purpose. First, it helps other SMEs operating in agri-

food and agricultural robotics sectors to find out which are the key elements that should be 

considered when accessing funding. Second, agROBOfood beneficiaries’ feedback is also 

valuable for DIHs which can build on these experiences and improve their financial support 

services. 

 Carles Arnabat, Founder of Green Killer Weeds367 

Carles Arnabat said that his company, Green Killer Weeds, at first started with self-financing, but 

since these resources are very limited, they have started trying to get financial support from private 

investors – business angels from Spain, VCs, commercial banks. Even though they have managed 

to get a loan from a commercial bank, Carles emphasizes that currently in Spain, it is very difficult 

for a company to get a credit from a bank unless it has a track record of selling its products. 

This is the biggest challenge for start-ups. 

At first, Green Killer Weeds company wasn’t successful at reaching private investors and they were 

hoping that agROBOfood project will help them with this. However, Carles revealed that this wasn’t 

the main reason they applied for agROBOfood project. The main reason they decided to 

participate in agROBOfood were certain non-financial gains - to be present in the robotic 

ecosystem in Europe, to get recognition and opportunity to create partnerships. Also, the 

opportunity of developing and promoting their demo solutions was very compelling to them. On top 

of that, Carles said that the application process was clear and easy.  

After they were selected by agROBOfood, they have also obtained funds from one VC. Carles admits 

that it is very difficult to reach VCs. Therefore, his advice to other start-ups is the following:  

 

“You need to have enough money to contract your team members - at least two people who will be 

full time dedicated to promoting your start-up and to reaching VCs. LinkedIn is a very good tool to 

make a first connection. You can also use some base of contacts, for example in the ecosystem 

of entrepreneurs” - Carles Arnabat, Green Killer Weeds 

 

                                                
367 Green Killer Weeds  

https://greenkillerweeds.com/
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Most of the VCs they contacted were from Europe, but some of them were US-based.  

 

“VCs from US are more professional, very polite. They give straight-forward comments and it’s easier 

to talk to them. Situation in Europe is different - communication with VCs can be very hard.” - Carles 

Arnabat, Green Killer Weeds 

 

Carles also said that start-ups need to be aware that sometimes they have to wait for too long for 

the final decision from VCs. Also, he finds very hard the preparation of all the necessary 

documentation. 

However, people from Green Killer Weeds are still very interested in participating in events where 

they can demonstrate their product to investors and are hoping that such events will be organized 

or recommended within agROBOfood project. 

Green Killer Weeds is also interested in public funding programmes, such as Eurostars. However, 

they don’t have any other experiences with obtaining EU funds, except agROBOfood. It is difficult 

for them to find EU Open Calls offering sufficient amount of funding for agri-food sector, and they 

consider that if the amount of money is not big enough, then it’s not worth the time and the effort put 

in the application process. Carles also noticed that big companies are in better position to get 

EU funds in comparison to small companies. 

On the other hand, they have participated in national funding programs from which they got valuable 

advice on their company’s strategy, marketing, financials, etc. Nevertheless, Carles pointed out that 

usually the amount of funding government is offering is small, around €50.000 EUR ????.  

When it comes to the current EU investment trends, Carles said that ag-tech sector is just starting 

to be an interesting sector to investors, and that maybe in the next years more attention will be put 

to these sectors. On the other hand, bio-economy and circular economy are more in the focus of EU 

funds. He also noticed that ag-tech investors are more interesting in solutions related to mobiles and 

Apps. 

 

 Dror Erez, Co-founder of Automato Robotics368 

When Automato Robotics company applied for agROBOfood funding they still haven’t obtained any 

funding. They consider that EU initiatives, implemented through projects such as agROBOfood, are 

very helpful for start-ups and SMEs, especially the ones operating in agricultural robotics sector, 

because companies can get money according to their technology, innovation, and not according to 

investors decision. AgROBOfood was a good starting point from where they can obtain money.  

Also, Open Call they applied for, was the perfect match with their company’s objective. Dror Erez, 

company’s co-founder, said that they would have developed their solution (agricultural pilot) with or 

without agROBOfood, and this way they’ve obtained funding. 

The first time they applied for the agROBOfood Innovation Experiments, they were not selected. 

However, after that experience, they decided to try one more time by applying for agROBOfood 

Industrial Challenges and because of better preparation for the application process, this time they 

were chosen. 

Dror’s key advice to start-ups and SMEs operating in the agricultural robotics sector is the 

following: 

                                                
368 Automato Robotics (@AutomatoTweet) / Twitter  

https://twitter.com/AutomatoTweet
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“First, you should go to public funds which will help you to get a market proof and then you can start 

reaching private investors (VCs). Even though this is not a rule, and there are companies that got 

money from VCs without having a market proof, I think this is an easier way.” - Dror Erez, Automato 

Robotics 

 

Market proof can be presented with sales, but also with a demonstrator, in this case - an agricultural 

pilot. 

Three months ago, Automato Robotics raised their first round from the private funding. They have 

raised half a million dollars from one American and Israeli fund. Currently they are preparing for the 

second round.  

Dror said that they didn’t have any difficulties related to that fundraising process because they had 

carefully investigated how the funding works before they applied.  

Overall, when it comes to investments in agricultural robotics sector, Dror emphasized two main 

factors which make it hard to invest in robotics in agriculture:  

1. First factor refers to agricultural market which is considered to have difficult customers 

– this is a conservative market and farmers are traditional people, not easy adopters to 

innovative solutions. 

2. Second factor is related to robotics, which is not only software-based, but also hardware-

based, so the system development includes a lot of different challenges (not only software 

challenges). Cycle of system development is much longer and it encapsulates more 

risks for investors. Hence, investing in systems is much more difficult for investors. 

Since it could be very difficult to find investors at the beginning and the application for funding is a 

time-consuming process, Dror’s advice to start-ups is: 

 

“Don’t raise money if you can do it in other way.” - Dror Erez, Automato Robotics 

 

It is very important to learn how to sell and to create tangible results. 

 

 Henri Desesquelles, Co-founder of OSIRIS Agriculture369 

The first reason why OSIRIS Agriculture team decided to apply for agROBOfood project is because 

they are developing an autonomous robot capable of automating irrigation, fertilization, weeding and 

crop protection tasks, and that perfectly matches the agROBOfood thematic. The second reason is 

networking. As a start-up, they believe that they can get a lot of benefits from participating in 

agROBOfood project, including possibilities of finding new business partners. 

Companies such as OSIRIS Agriculture, that are developing big hardware robots, need lots of funds. 

So far, they’ve managed to obtain different public and private fundings in France (BPI’s deep tech 

grant, Hodefi’s honorary loan), and at the moment they are in the process of starting a new 

fundraising campaign. 

                                                
369 OSIRIS Agriculture (osiris-agriculture.fr)  

https://osiris-agriculture.fr/
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The first funding they raised was from BPI370 (BPI’s deep tech grant). BPI FRANCE is a public 

investment bank for start-ups and innovative enterprises in France which gets involved at 

multiple levels and at different stages of their development. Specifically, regarding the financing of 

innovative start-ups, BPI France intervenes with multiple tools. OSIRIS Agriculture obtained one of 

them called “Bourse French Tech”, which provides grants to help entrepreneurs starting up 

their projects validating the credibility of their business idea. It allows one to secure up to 70% of 

the necessary financing. It is a very useful helping hand for all entrepreneurs launching innovative 

projects (not necessarily those associated with technology) to validate the business opportunity and 

its credibility. 

Besides BPI’s deep tech grant, they’ve also got a regional support through Ile-DE-France region 

where they are based. 

Henri Desesquelles, Co-founder of OSIRIS Agriculture, said that they were contacting CEA371 (The 

French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission) a couple of times regarding some 

specific questions they had related to the public funds application process. His advice to other start-

ups thinking of applying for different public funds is: 

 

“If you have a project that is big enough, go for EU funds, but if it is not that big – stick with national 

funds.” 

 

In France, there are a lot of public funding opportunities for the ag-tech sector companies since it is 

an emerging sector. Hence, Osiris Agriculture team will continue to look for new funding 

opportunities. Henri considers that besides France, Netherlands and Germany are also good 

environments for ag-tech start-ups when it comes to providing public financial support. 

However, he emphasized that even though there are lots of start-ups operating in robotics sector in 

France, there are still not many of them that are specialized in agriculture. 

Since higher amounts can be raised from private funding sources (in comparison to the public ones), 

in the upcoming period Osiris Agriculture will focus on starting a fundraising campaign and will try to 

obtain funds from private equity companies or VCs. They have already prepared a pitch deck and 

a list of investors that they would like to contact. Their list of investors was developed by 

networking and participating in different funding contests, such as reginal accelerator/incubator 

programmes. Also, they are always trying to participate in specific events related to funding in the 

agricultural robotic field.  

When presenting their vision to investors they focus on the three main aspects of their business: 

1. Osiris Agriculture team, which is consisted of three farmers who have different backgrounds. 

This gives them unique perspective on the ag-tech environment. 

2. Their ability to develop highly advanced robots 

3. The fact that they are already supported by EU (by projects such as agROBOfood). This 

gives them a good advantage in private fundraising contests since investors see it as a proof 

that they can develop quality (or qualified), cutting-edge solutions. 

Even though Osiris Agriculture team is well prepared for the pitching events, it is still hard for them 

to find investors since their company is still in Research & Development phase. 

                                                
370 Our History (bpifrance.com)  

371 English Portal - The CEA: a key player in technological research  

https://www.bpifrance.com/our-history
https://www.cea.fr/english/Pages/cea/the-cea-a-key-player-in-technological-research.aspx
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As a start-up, they still have a limited number of employees and the process of applying for 

funding is always time consuming. Therefore, they are carefully choosing the funds they are 

applying for. When looking for funds, they focus on two key things: the amount of funding that is 

offered and the Open Call’s theme. They find it harder to obtain money from general funds (funds 

that are not focused on any specific field), rather than from contests focused on agriculture. Henri 

emphasizes that there is always a higher possibility to get the funding if a company makes 

sure that their product/project is a perfect match for the desired Open Call funding. 

To wrap up the interview with Henri, we asked him if he could describe us the development of his 

company which can be a kind of guidance to the other agricultural robotic start-ups. He 

explained it through a clear step-by-step approach: 

1st Step. Start communicating with your potential customers. You need to make sure 

that you are addressing the real problem that farmers have. Apart from farmers with whom 

they have personal connection, Osiris Agriculture team has entered one French association 

that brings around 100 French farmers together. This way they got an access to the entire 

contact list of the association and started building their customer base. 

 

2nd Step. Think about what kind of technology can be developed as a solution to the 

previously identified problem. 

  

3rd Step. Go back to your customers. Ask your customers to validate your idea/vision. 

   

4th Step. If the customers agree with the vision you have, start developing a prototype 

which will be your market proof. You can do this on your own if you have enough money, but 

if not, you can rely on suppliers or sub-contractors who are interested in supporting your idea. 

 

Next step for the Osiris Agriculture company is to develop pre-series of their products, which will 

hopefully help them with the fundraising in the future. 

 

 Imtiaz Shams, CEO of FLOX372 

Imtiaz Shams, CEO of FLOX, emphasized two main reasons they had in mind when applying for 

agROBOfood funding. First, the Call was a perfect fit for them, and they were satisfied with the size 

of the funding offered. The second thing they were attracted to is the fact that the Call forced 

companies to think about Europe and places in Europe where they usually do not operate. FLOX 

has been thinking of having an office in Poland, and their participation in agROBOfood Industrial 

Challenge accelerated their company’s expansion because they were forced to spend some time in 

the countries that do not have DIHs. 

Concerning the application process, Imtiaz said that it was quite good. Since he has experience not 

only as an applicant to EU funding, but also as a judge in EU grants competitions, his feedback on 

the application and implementation phases of agROBOfood call is very valuable for the future 

improvements of such competitions’ organization. He said that the application was a very long, but 

it stimulated companies to create a business plan, to think about the market size, etc., which is very 

useful. However, the application process could be improved by including a pre-application 

phase where companies could be asked for a 5-minute pitch. This way, DIH would make sure 

that there are not a lot of poor-quality application forms to be reviewed, which would save time of a 

                                                
372 FLOX – The Healthy Chicken Company  

https://www.flox.ai/
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DIH. On the other hand, it would also save companies’ time because they wouldn’t make an effort 

to write around 30 pages and still made mistakes in terms of some basic things. 

Regarding reporting for agROBOfood project, Imtiaz said that it wasn’t complicated.  

 

“Reporting for agROBOfood wasn’t bureaucratic at all, which can be the case with some EU funds.” 

 

He emphasized that FLOX company has also obtained funding from European Space Agency, but 

for the other project, in which they put the same amount of effort as in agROBOfood in terms of 

reporting, but for smaller amount of money. 

When it comes to FLOX’s financing stages, at first, they have started partly with self-financing and 

angel investors’ support, and over time they’ve obtained VC funding. 

What Imtiaz noticed is that a lot of start-ups that want to be VC-funded (deep tech companies), 

learn a lot about entrepreneurship, but they don’t know anything about how VCs work – how 

VCs actually make money. And this is, in his opinion, the biggest mistake. His advice to companies 

and entrepreneurs trying to obtain funding is to understand that VCs are like start-ups. They are also 

raising money all the time and they have no money at the beginning. So, it is very important to learn 

two things: (1) how a VC makes money and (2) what VC is looking for. 

There are some very good VCs who talk transparently about the whole process, so relevant articles 

and YouTube videos can be found online. Imtiaz’s main advice for the companies that are fundraising 

for the first time is to search for a good online content on this matter, which can be found for free. 

For example, Slidebean373, 374, 375 makes really great content about fundraising, VCs and about how 

to grow a business.  

 

“When you learn to speak the language of VC and you understand what they want, you can figure 

out how to create value for them, just like you need to know how your customers are thinking in order 

to create value for them.” 

 

The important thing is to practice with friendly VCs, or even founders, because founders who have 

raised funds two or three rounds, they know how VC works.  

 

“You can practice pitching with founders, and they can point out the things that should be improved.” 
 

Concerning contacting VCs, Imtiaz said that the easiest thing to do is to add all relevant VCs on 

LinkedIn. Some of them are more active than the others, but as soon as entrepreneur visits one VC 

event he will meet a lot of investors. What is pointed out here is that VCs trust certain contacts, so 

start-ups should talk to founders as well and they can give recommendations to some VCs they were 

in contact in the past. 

 

                                                
373 Pitch Deck Design | We help startups pitch investors (slidebean.com)  

374 Slidebean - YouTube  

375 Startup Insights and Presentation Design | Slidebean Blog  

https://slidebean.com/
https://www.youtube.com/slidebean
https://slidebean.com/blog
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“It is always better to connect to VC through a direct contact, since they receive too many pitch 

decks, so they don’t have time to go through all of them.” 

 

Since Imtiaz has a great experience in fundraising from both, American and European Venture 

Capital firms, he compared their approaches by saying that in US, people from VCs are usually 

former entrepreneurs, while in Europe most people from VCs have finance background. This means 

that European VCs are more conservative. They are strictly focused on what company is doing 

right now and how that is going to bring revenues. They are usually not seeing the bigger picture as 

American VCs. 

Also, in US most money comes from high-net-worth individuals, while in EU money comes from the 

government. 

In general, ag-tech sector is more advanced in US than in EU. The main reason for this is because 

the first investors in ag-tech were generalist investors – investors who are open to different kind of 

innovations, from different fields. In Europe, there are more specialist funds, and a minor number of 

generalist investors who usually don’t want to take ag-tech risks, so they are more focused on fin-

tech and other sectors. American investors are more considered to be risk takers.  

However, there are two trends that are empowering European ag-tech sector: 

1. Governments are putting more money in agriculture, so there’s a move towards ag-tech 

2. Many American VCs are coming to Europe, because Europeans started to produce more 

and more interesting start-ups, combined with exits aka money and skills recycled back into 

the ecosystem. 

 

“Personally, if I was one of the agROBOfood beneficiaries I would apply for generalist deep tech 

VCs in EU and US. Because, even though they are not ag-tech, they are investing in agriculture, 

because generalist deep tech want to invest in something where you can apply technology, and in 

the area where is a huge market. And actually, there are not many fields left that have a huge market 

size and a limited technology development – agriculture is one of them. Before, health-tech field was 

in the focus of these investors, but now it is getting saturated. Fin-tech is very saturated at the 

moment. And for ag-tech there is still a lot of opportunity.” 

 

The last question of our interview with Imtiaz was about the Covid-19 effect on the European VC 

landscape. He said that when Covid hit, the European investors mostly completely shut down.  

After some time, there was a huge spike in investments again. However, in EU VCs were investing 

in Series A stage, not in Seed stage and Seed is the valley of death for companies. Imtiaz 

emphasized that from 2018 until now, there is a 38% drop on seed stage investment in Europe. It 

seems that VCs are putting money into late-stage businesses, and they are concentrating capital in 

a few businesses, so they are actually taking less risk. 

Having this in mind, it is maybe more reasonable for start-ups to first look for public funds, even 

though EU grants have become more competitive than ever, and the quality of applications has 

increased. 

 

10.1 Key Takeaways 

What we’ve found out from the interviews with agROBOfood beneficiaries is that the main reasons 

for their application for this project were the following: 
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 Open Call they applied for was perfectly aligned with their company’s objectives, 

 They were satisfied with the amount of funding that was offered, 

 They got networking opportunities - to be present in European agri-food and robotic 

ecosystem, to get recognition and opportunity to create partnerships. 

 

The process of applying for agROBOfood funding was clear and easy for all of them. However, one 

of the interviewees suggested that the application process could be improved by including a 

pre-application phase where companies could be asked for a 5-minute pitch. This phase would 

save time for DIHs and applicants since good quality applications would be recognized very quickly.  

Regarding reporting for agROBOfood project, all interviewees agreed that it is not complicated at all. 

Instructions they received were timely and clear. 

Overall, EU initiatives implemented through projects such as agROBOfood, are very helpful 

for start-ups and SMEs, especially the ones operating in agricultural robotics sector, because 

companies can get money according to their technology, innovation, and not according to investors 

decision. 

However, one of the interviewees pointed out that even though they are interested in public funding 

programmes, it is difficult for them to find EU Open Calls offering sufficient amount of funding 

for agri-food sector, and they consider that if the amount of money is not big enough, then it’s not 

worth the time and the effort put in the application process. 

Comparing different funding opportunities offered on EU, regional and national level, they concluded 

that companies should apply for EU funds only if a project they are working on is big enough, 

otherwise they should stick with national funds. 

Public funding landscape for the ag-tech sector differs across different EU countries. For example, 

there are more public funding opportunities for the ag-tech sector in France, Netherlands and 

Germany, while the situation in Spain is more difficult for ag-tech start-ups. 

When it comes to companies’ financing stages, all interviewees stated that their companies at first 

started with self-financing, but since these resources are very limited, they have started trying to get 

financial support from public and private investors (business angels and VCs). 

One of the interviewed people advised to other agROBOfood beneficiaries that they should first 
look for public funds which will help them to get a market proof. After that, they can start 

reaching private investors (VCs). Even though this is not a rule, and there are companies that got 
money from VCs without having a market proof, he pointed out this as an easier way.  
 
Other interviewee agreed with this and added that companies that are already supported by EU (by 
projects such as agROBOfood) usually have a good advantage in private fundraising contests since 
investors see it as a proof that they can develop qualitive, cutting-edge solutions. 
 
When applying for VC funding, it is very important for start-ups to understand the following: (1) 
how the VC firm makes money and (2) what VC firm is looking for. A lot of good content on this 

matter can be found online for free. 
 
Venture Capitalists can be reached through Linkedin network and through participation in relevant 
events where start-ups can meet investors, but also other founders who can give them 
recommendations to some VCs they were in contact in the past. This is very important because VCs 
trust certain contacts. 
 
Comparing VCs in US and in Europe, it has been noticed that European VCs are more 
conservative and that communication with them can be more difficult. They are usually strictly 
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focused on what company is doing right now and how that is going to bring revenues. They are often 
not seeing the bigger picture as American VCs. 
 
In general, ag-tech sector is more advanced in US than in EU, because American investors 
are more considered to be risk takers. However, there are two trends that are currently 

empowering European ag-tech sector: 
 

1. Governments are putting more money in agriculture, so there’s a move towards ag-tech. 
2. Many American VCs are coming to Europe, because Europeans started to produce more 

and more interesting start-ups, combined with exits aka money and skills recycled back into 
the ecosystem. 

 

Discussing different VC funding opportunities with interviewees, we have found out that it is usually 

better to apply for VC firms that are focused on the specific field, in the case of agROBOfood 

beneficiaries - ag-tech. Nevertheless, agROBOfood beneficiaries should also consider applying 

for generalist deep tech VCs in EU and US. Because even though they are not strictly focused on 

ag-tech, they are investing in agriculture because generalist deep tech want to invest in something 

where technology can be applied, and in the area where the market is big. And actually, there are 

not many fields left that have a huge market size and a limited technology development – agriculture 

is one of them. 

Concerning Covid-19, it has definitely affected the VC landscape in Europe. European VCs are 

making sure that they are taking less risk by investing more in Series A stage companies, not 

in the ones in Seed stage where their funding is mostly needed. It seems that VCs are putting 

money into late-stage businesses, and they are concentrating capital in a few businesses. 

Having this in mind, it is maybe more reasonable for European start-ups to first look for public funds, 

which will help them to develop a prototype as a market proof that is often necessary when 

fundraising from private investors. However, EU grants have become more competitive than 

ever, and the quality of applications has increased. This means that more effort should be put in 

developing grant writing skills. 
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11 Conclusion 
Main conclusions are presented in the following sub-chapters in order to help cast light on the 

authors’ way of thinking about the whole document and to smoothly guide readers through the key 

takeaways. 

 

11.1 Market overview 

Robotics and automation are gradually gaining traction in the agricultural industry. The most common 

applications of robots in agricultural fields include aerial data collection, filed mapping, seeding, and 

planting, fertilizing and irrigation, intercultural operations, picking, and harvesting, while others 

including dairy farming activities like milking, and shepherding. 

The global agricultural robots market size is expected to grow from $4.9 billion in 2021 to 

$11.9 billion by 2026, at a CAGR of 19.3%. The main market drivers are the following: 

 Increasing adoption of automation technologies in indoor farming 

 Declining availability of farm workers 

 Increasing government support to adopt to new agricultural technologies 

 Growing demand for food and agricultural supply 

 Maturing IoT and navigation technologies are driving down cost of automation. 

However, the fact that many of the agricultural robots are not yet ready for full commercial 

deployment is the biggest market restraint. Also, there is a lack of technical expertise and a 

difficulty in matching to human dexterity that leads to slow adoption of newer technologies. 

Comparing ag-tech sector in the US and in Europe, it is noticed that the sector is more advanced 
in US because American investors are more considered to be risk takers. However, there are 
two trends that are currently empowering European ag-tech sector: 
 

 Governments are putting more money in agriculture, and consequently there’s a 
move towards ag-tech. 

 Many American VCs are coming to Europe, because Europeans started to produce 
more and more interesting start-ups, combined with exits aka money and skills 
recycled back into the ecosystem. 
 

11.2 Funding opportunities for start-ups and SMEs 

The ability of start-ups and SMEs to utilize all funding opportunities available (private and public) on 

EU, regional and national level is of utter importance for their survival and growth. When looking for 

funding start-ups and SMEs should understand the difference between public and private 

funds. The advantages and disadvantages of these funding types are relevant to the purpose of a 

company and its timeline. 

Public agencies tend to have more funds available for a wide range of organizations (public 

and non-public organizations, SMEs, research organizations, etc.). They provide support during 

concept development and proposal design. When it comes to application process, there are 

“common” application forms and prescribed formats to decrease re-learning appropriate 

content and form. Nevertheless, terms of application process are rigid - proposal requirements 

are lengthy, and application and administration processes are usually very complex. Due to 

complexity of applications and stricter compliance requirements costs to institution can be higher. 
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One the other hand, private funds include fewer regulations than public funds. There are fewer 

applicants in proposal pool, but the available funding may be much less in comparison to public 

funds (and less likely to cover all project costs; many of them don’t cover indirect costs). The main 

benefit of private sources is that they focus on emerging issues, new needs and are more willing 

to adopt by collaborating with other sources, providing alternative forms of assistance, and 

considering experimental activities. However, areas of focus may change rapidly, so continual 

funding may be hard to predict. 

There are different financing stages of company’s development. At the start-up stage, when a 

company is exploring the feasibility of building an idea into product/service, potential investors that 

should mainly be considered are friends and family. The main goal of a start-up is to develop its 

product or service, then to put it on a market and generate revenue. There are different public and 

private funds that may assist start-ups in this phase.  

 

11.3 Public funding opportunities  

Start-ups and SMEs operating in agri-food and robotics sectors can focus on the following Innovation 

Communities: EIT Digital Accelerator, EIT Food and EIT Climate-KIC. Besides these initiatives, a 

lot of financial support is provided on the EU level through EU grants from the following programmes: 

Horizon Europe, Single Market Programme, LIFE and Digital Europe Programme.  

However, it is difficult for start-ups and SMEs to find EU Open Calls offering sufficient amount 

of funding for agri-food sector, and they consider that if the amount of money is not big enough, 

then it’s not worth the time and the effort put in the application process. 

agROBOfood Open Call(s) beneficiaries’ perspective showed us that EU initiatives implemented 

through projects such as agROBOfood, are very helpful for start-ups and SMEs, especially the 

ones operating in agricultural robotics sector, because companies can get money according to their 

technology, innovation, and not according to investors decision.  

Regarding regional and national funding landscapes, there are numerous funds and initiatives. Some 

of the most notable funds on a regional level are European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) 

and voucher schemes. Good example of vouchers relevant in the context of agROBOfood are 

innovation and digitization vouchers within Interreg Europe projects.  

Nevertheless, we’ve also found out that public funding landscape for the ag-tech sector differs across 

different EU countries. For example, there are more public funding opportunities for the ag-tech 

sector in France, Netherlands and Germany, while the situation in Spain is more difficult for 

ag-tech start-ups. 

 

11.4 Private funding opportunities 

Private funding opportunities presented in the document include Angel investors, Private equity and 

Venture capital firms, Accelerator programmes and debt finance options.  

According to interviews organized with agROBOfood beneficiaries, we found out that some 

of them have an experience with business angels and accelerator programmes, but majority 

of them are interested mostly in VC funding.  

Seed accelerators are cohort-based programs that include mentorship and educational components 

and culminate in a public pitch event or demo day. 

As an alternative to accelerators programs, there are business angels. Angel investors are private 

investors who invest during the seed funding stage, usually in exchange for convertible debt or 
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ownership equity. They usually carry out the role of a mentor and offer their advice and experience 

to entrepreneurs.  

Venture Capital (VC) is a type of private equity provided by outside investors to early-stage, high-

risk ventures in return for above-average returns. These ventures are usually considered to have 

high potential for the future growth. 

When applying for VC funding, it is very important for start-ups to understand the following: 
(1) how the VC firm makes money and (2) what VC firm is looking for. A lot of good content on 

this matter can be found online for free. For example, Slidebean376 makes really great content about 
fundraising, VCs and about how to grow a business. 
 
Venture Capitalists can be reached through Linkedin network and through participation in relevant 
events where start-ups can meet investors, but also other founders who can give them 
recommendations to some VCs they were in contact in the past. This is very important because VCs 
trust certain contacts. 

 
Overview of VC firms and Accelerators that are investing in start-ups and early-stage companies 

operating in agri-food, ag-tech and robotics sectors are provided in Table 8 and Table 13.  

 

11.5 Funding opportunities for DIHs 

As DIHs serve multiple purposes and provide services that are mixes of public and private nature, a 

common way to organize the funding of DIHs could be to use hybrid business models that 

combine public and private financing sources. 

Public funding sources for DIHs include public local, regional or national funds, as well as European 

funds such as the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Social Fund (ESF) 

and Digital Europe Programme (DEP). Most DIHs use public sources as base funding to cover 

offices, test infrastructure, equipment and part of salaries costs, and to some extent from 

membership fees.  

On the other hand, private funding sources that DIHs could use are membership fees, usage fees, 

or sponsorship from private actors. 

EU recommends to DIHs to provide SMEs with at least the basic market-entry services for 

free. On the other hand, more advanced services such as business model development or test-

before-invest, could be provided on a pay-per-use basis.  

 

11.6 Investors insights on the ag-tech landscape 

Investors insights on the ag-tech landscape can help us understand how this market is evolving and 

where the investment deals and money are flowing. Ag-tech market as a whole is still under-

invested. Building a truly sustainable ag and food ecosystem will take more time and capital.  

Leading VCs’ perspective showed us that there’s a lot of value to be “harvested” in agricultural 

robotics market by robots, especially since seasonal field labor is becoming harder to find and 

increasingly expensive. One enormous challenge in this market, however, is that growing seasons 

mean that the robotic machinery has a lot of downtime, and the cost of equipment isn’t as 

easily amortized in other markets with higher utilization. The other big challenge is that fields 

                                                
376 Startup Insights and Presentation Design | Slidebean Blog  

https://slidebean.com/blog
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are very, very tough on hardware and electronics due to environmental conditions like rain, dust and 

mud. 

 

11.7 agROBOfood Open Call(s) Beneficiaries’ Perspective 

One of the interviewed agROBOfood beneficiaries emphasized two main factors which make it 

hard to invest in robotics in agriculture:  

1. First factor refers to agricultural market which is considered to have difficult customers 

– this is a conservative market and farmers are traditional people, not easy adopters to 

innovative solutions. 

2. Second factor is related to robotics, which is not only software-based, but also hardware-

based, so the system development includes a lot of different challenges (not only software 

challenges). Cycle of system development is much longer and it encapsulates more 

risks for investors. Hence, investing in systems is much more difficult for investors. 

Because of these reasons, it could be very difficult for a start-up to find investors. 
 
However, all interviewed agROBOfood beneficiaries agree that start-ups, when looking for funding, 
should first apply for public funds which will help them to get a market proof. Later, this will 

give them a good advantage in private fundraising contests. 
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12 ANNEX 1 – Interview structure 
 

Part 1: Sharing experience from agROBOfood funding 

1. Why did you apply for agROBOfood funding? What kind of needs you expected to be 

covered?  

2. Were you also interested in some non-financial gains? (i.e. networking – finding new 

business partners, developing new business leads, increase marketing, gain knowledge 

about market, etc.) 

3. How easy was the process of applying for agROBOfood funding? Did you have any 

difficulties in the application phase? Was the process of application clear to you? 

4. Did you have any difficulties in the implementation phase, after you’ve obtained the funding? 

Did you have enough time to prepare and submit reports? Have you received clear 

instructions on what is expected from you and when? 

Part 2: Sharing other funding-related experiences 

5. Have you ever received funding from any other sources, public/private?  

If yes, please specify - funds from friends/family members, national, regional, EU funds, Venture 

capital, Business angel, loan from a commercial bank? Besides agROBOfood, have you ever 

received any Grant funding (national, regional, EU)?  

If no, why? (too difficult, could not find, the proposal did not pass?) 

6. Please describe your experiences with getting these other sources of funding. 

7. Have you ever tried to contact VCs etc.? If yes, what lessons have you learnt from that 

experience? 

Part 3: Market trends 

8. What are the current investment trends in agri-food and robotics sectors? Any technologies 
to be on the lookout for? 
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